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ABSTRACT
Electrode platforms based on carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or their composites have been
extensively investigated over the last two decades since their discovery. CNT‐based
electrode platforms have been intensively researched in the electroanalytical and
electronic fields. CNTs offer many excellent properties to create electrochemical devices
and also improve the properties of composites made from them. Consequently, the theme
of this thesis utilises one kind of CNT architecture, which to date has not been successfully
investigated for use in electrochemical sensing applications. This architecture, CNT paper
or CNT Buckypaper (BP), can be easily prepared and processable by a vacuum‐assisted
filtration of well‐dispersed CNT material. Historically, BP has so far not been suitable as an
electrochemical sensing platform, as they generally reveal a high background current and
low signal to noise ratio (S/N ratio) or low Faradaic response to background charging
current ratio. The advantages of BP are that they are readily prepared (cheap), flexible,
highly conducting and all carbon in nature.
Therefore the objective of this thesis is to successfully design and develop a novel superior
CNT electrochemical platform from a BP architecture with the specific aim to lower the
charging effects and therefore improve redox responses. This infers a better S/N ratio
suitable for use as a sensing platform. These platforms were fabricated by the intercalation
of insulating polymers (IPs) such as poly(styrene‐β‐isobutylene‐β‐styrene) (SIBS),
polystyrene (PS), polyisobutylene (PIB), polyurethane‐diol (PU), poly(DL‐lactic acid‐co‐
glycolic acid) copolymers (75:25) (PLA‐PLGA), poly(L‐lactic acid) (PLA), and the inherently
conducting polymers (CPs) such as poly(3‐octyl pyrrole) (POP), poly(2‐methoxyaniline‐5‐
sulfonic

acid)

(PMAS),

and

poly((E)‐4,4’’‐didecoxy‐3'‐styryl[2,2':5',2'']terthiophene)

(PDSTTP). It was found that significant differences in redox behaviour of the bare and

iv

intercalated BPs were found with five of the polymers tested (SIBS, PS, PIB, PDSTTP, and
POP). The details of the thesis were summarised as follows.
Firstly, Chapter 3 reveals the screening and investigation of polymer intercalation in terms
of the improvements in properties of BP structures which are related to the type of
polymer; SIBS, PS, PIB, PLA, PLA‐PLGA and PU improve the mechanical properties; PLA,
PLA‐PLGA, PDSTTP, POP and PMAS improve thermal stability; POP and PMAS improve
electrical conductivity; SIBS, PS, PIB, POP and PDSTTP improve the electrochemical
properties and redox behaviour. The improvement of the electrochemical properties at the
novel composite platforms by measurements of reduction of the peak‐to‐peak separation
(ΔEP), reduction of double layer capacitance (Cdl), enhancement of the S/N ratio and
generation of the highest AC harmonic response resulted in the development of better
electrochemical sensing BP platforms.
Full details of the electrochemical studies of IP/SWCNT platforms (Chapter 4) and of
CP/SWCNT platforms (Chapter 5) show that the novel polymer‐BP structure relates to a
randomly ordered micro‐/nano‐electrode array possessing faster electron transfer (ET)
and surface heterogeneity, when compared to the raw BP structure, which contributes to
the overall enhanced voltammetric response and emphasises the benefit for
electroanalysis.
Direct current (DC) and large‐amplitude Fourier transform alternating current (FT‐AC)
cyclic voltammetric (CV) techniques have been employed in the investigation of solution‐
phase electrochemistry at the five novel BP platforms. The high power FT‐AC technique
shows the systematic measurement of readily accessible components; DC component and
fundamental, second, third and higher harmonics. Modelling and simulation have been
used with all relevant electrochemical parameters, to compare with the experimental data
to elucidate the details of the electrode reaction mechanism and electrode surface
v

structure. Both DC and AC techniques proved these intercalated BP electrodes to be
superior sensing materials as compared to raw BP materials. Three standard redox probes
(ferricyanide [Fe(CN)6]3‐, ferrocenemonocarboxylic acid FMCA0 and ruthenium (III)
hexamine [Ru(NH3)6]3+) were employed to evaluate capability in use of intercalated BPs as
electrodes having fast ET rate, significantly improved Faradaic response, reduced
background charging current, increased S/N ratio and generated higher AC harmonics.
Furthermore, the edge‐plane defects of CNTs would be predominant in the novel polymer‐
SWCNT BP composite electrodes.
Finally, for practical use in electrochemical sensing applications, the novel platform (SIBS‐
BP) was successfully demonstrated as a chemical sensor in Chapter 6. This platform
requires no further treatment or modifications such as polishing or electrochemical
activation which are generally employed for standard electrodes such as glassy carbon
electrode (GCE), edge plane pyrolytic graphite electrode (EPPGE), and basal plane
pyrolytic graphite electrode (BPPGE) in detection of dopamine (DA), an important
neurotransmitter, with the presence of coexistent interferences, such as ascorbic acid (AA)
and uric acid (UA). The novel platform reveals selectivity to such analytes with high
voltammetric resolution.
The knowledge achieved above during the course of this study could form the basis of
novel freestanding superior electrode materials for use in the electroanalytical, bio‐sensing
or environmental monitoring fields.
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polyurethane‐diol
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Raman

Raman spectroscopy
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[Ru(NH3)6]3+
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SEM

Scanning electron microscopy
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poly(styrene‐β‐isobutylene‐β‐styrene)

SIBS‐BE

SIBS intercalated Buckyelectrode

SIBS‐BP

SIBS intercalated Buckypaper

S/N
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Screen‐printed electrode
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Celsius temperature (°C)
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Thermal gravimetric analysis
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1.1 Motivation and Contribution of This Project
The potential chemo‐/bio‐sensing applications of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in various
forms of micro‐/nano‐structures have been intensively studied over the last two decades.
Designated CNT and CNT‐composite architectures from solution and growth processes
have been directly used as electrodes or modified/functionalised with active sensing
elements [1]. Because of their unique character, robustness and very small size, CNTs can
be manipulated into nanostructured devices. CNTs and their composites have been
intensively investigated in various architectures for use as electrochemical sensing
platforms [2‐5]. CNTs used in field effect transistor (FET) devices and in electrochemical
devices offer high performance and good detection efficiencies in bio‐/chemo‐sensing
devices.
In this thesis, novel electrochemical sensing platforms from CNT paper or Buckypaper (BP)
architectures have been investigated via the intercalation of organic polymers (both
insulating and inherently conducting) to optimise the electrode structure in creating a
sensing platform. CNT networks in the form of a BP present high nanotube connectivity
between the individual nanotubes which offers good electrical connection between
nanotube bundles [6]. Free‐standing CNT BPs generally have very high capacitance
contributed by their high electro‐active surface areas and high porosity, forming large
double layer capacitive films on surfaces. For these types of architectures, it is much more
difficult to use them as sensing electrodes since they suffer from very large background
currents due to capacitive charging [7]. The high contribution from this capacitive charging
current masks the redox process in electrochemical detection techniques; ie: lowering the
signal to background ratio (S/N ratio).
The fabrication of sensing platforms from BPs with good sensitivity and selectivity is a
challenging issue in electroanalysis and is the focus of this thesis. Our findings show that
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some organic polymers promote a dramatic decrease in capacitive charging current,
reflecting significantly improved S/N ratio and better electrode kinetics. In addition, the
fabrication and characterisation of structural, physical and electrochemical properties of
intercalated CNT nanomaterials is described here.
Intercalated SWCNT/polymer BPs with good signal to noise (S/N) ratios were successfully
prepared and assessed by the electro‐reactions of three standard redox probes. The
kinetics and reversibility of redox reactions at these intercalated Buckyelectrodes (BEs)
have been controlled by increasing the intercalation time [8]. These novel materials
without further modification have the potential in electroanalysis to detect dopamine (DA),
a neurotransmitter in the presence of ascorbic acid (AA) and uric acid (UA) and the
possibility of use as a superior electrochemical platform in electrochemical applications for
future investigation and use.
1.2 Background of This Project
This section presents background information to understand the present research project,
involving brief historical reviews of materials, objectives and an outline of the research and
voltammetric techniques.
1.2.1. Electrode Materials
In electrochemistry, the material used as an electrode is an electronic conductor in contact
with an ionic conductor (or an electrolyte solution). The electronic conductor can be a
metal or a semiconductor [9]. In general, the electrode is a metallic conductor immersed in
an electrolyte solution. At the electrode surface, electroactive ions dissolved in the
electrolyte change charge by exchanging one or more electrons with the conductor. Due to
this electrochemical reaction at the surface, both reduced and oxidised ions are present.
The electrode should be chemically inert and serve only as conduct electrons.
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Since the historical application by Sir Humphrey Davy of graphite electrodes for
electrochemical production of alkali metals, carbon materials have been widely used in
both analytical and industrial electrochemistry due to their low cost, wide potential
window, relatively inert electrochemistry, and electrocatalytic activity for a variety of
redox reactions [10, 11]. Carbons in many forms have been investigated in electrode
science and technology, where the different carbon structures provide remarkable
different properties, for example, diamond (sp3 carbon) is an electrical insulator, whereas
graphite (sp2 carbon) is a good electrical conductor [12]. The high conductivity and good
chemical stability of graphite are attractive features for use as electrodes in an
electrochemistry field. Carbon based materials possessing excellent electrochemical
properties have been widely used in many branches of physical, analytical, organic,
inorganic, and biological electrochemistry. McCreery has elegantly highlighted advances in
carbon based electrodes for molecular electrochemistry and summarised their electronic
and chemical properties which have an affect on the electrochemical performance [10].
There are many kinds of carbons being used as electrodes such as amorphous carbon
(carbon black) [12], graphite or macro‐/micro‐carbon particles [13], reticulated vitreous
carbon [14], boron‐doped diamonds [15], highly ordered pyrolytic graphites (HOPG) [10,
16], glassy carbons [10, 15], edge‐plane pyrolytic graphite electrodes (EPPGE) [17, 18],
basal plane graphites [19], etc. All carbons commonly establish the relationship between
surface morphologies, electrode geometry and electrochemical behaviour or performance.
The voltammetric responses and electrode kinetics would involve edge‐plane defect (fast
kinetics) and basal‐plane defect (slow kinetics) of such carbons used [20, 21]. This will be
discussed later on in Section 1.2.3.
Since the popularisation of nanoscience and nanotechnology, carbon nanomaterials
including CNTs which reveal unique electrochemical properties have been used as
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electrodes or electrode platforms. CNTs and nanocarbons also have robust, physical and
chemical stability, and well‐known organic chemistry which can be modified with various
organic/inorganic molecules via covalent and non‐covalent reactions. Therefore, the use of
CNTs as an electrode/electrochemical platform for use as chemo‐/bio‐sensors, fuel cells,
and batteries have been an expanding area of research.
1.2.2. Carbon Nanotubes, Nano/MicroArchitectures and Applications
1.2.2.1 Carbon Nanotubes, Their Properties and Chemistry
CNTs are a long nano‐scaled cylinder constructed from a sheet of monolayer three‐
coordinated carbon atoms forming hexagonal structures similar to benzene rings called
“graphitic sheet” or “graphene layer”. CNTs as a minor byproduct were discovered by
Sumio Iijima during the synthesis of fullerene (C60) in 1991 in their current form, but
these existence may a well have been discovered many years earlier [22]. The three‐
coordinated carbons are slightly pyramidalised by curvature from pure sp2 hybridisation of
graphene, toward the diamond‐like sp3. In principle, a perfect tube is capped at both ends
by hemi‐fullerenes, leaving no dangling bonds. CNT materials can be constructed by rolling
up the graphitic sheets in different directions to form three kinds of CNTs as shown in
Figure 1.1. The primitive translation vectors on the hexagonal carbon lattice define the
structures of CNTs. The CNTs in three mainly different structures are the armchair, chiral
and zigzag CNTs. Three basic types of CNTs discovered are single‐walled, double‐walled
and multi‐walled CNTs. A single‐walled CNT (SWCNT) is one such cylinder, while double‐
walled CNT (DWCNT) and multi‐walled CNT (MWCNT) consist of two and many nested
cylinders respectively whose successive radii differ by roughly the interlayer spacing of
graphite (0.34 nm), as shown in Figure 1.2. The minimum diameter of a stable freestanding
SWCNT is limited by curvature‐induced strain to ~0.4 nm. MWCNT may have outer shells
>30 nm in diameter, with varying numbers of shells, affording a range of empty core
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diameters. SWNTs have interesting electrical properties, deriving from the sp2
hybridisation of carbon bonds, quasi‐one‐dimensional nature, and cylindrical symmetry,
which the electronic structure of SWNTs is generally described using band structure
representations, taking graphene as a starting point and then wrapping to form a tube. As
exhibited in Figure 1.2, the band structure of graphene is unusual as it is a zero‐band gap
semiconductor, and has both metallic and semiconducting properties in different
directions [23].

Figure 1.1 Schematic diagram showing direction of graphitic sheets rolling up into three
kinds of CNTs. [Reproduced with permission from T. Ando, The electronic properties of
graphene and carbon nanotubes, NPG Asia Mater. 1(1) (2009) 17‐21. Copyright (2009)
Nature Asia.][24]
With MWNTs, only one of the concentric tubes needs to have metallic character for the
overall electronic properties to be essentially metallic. The band structure of graphene and
the density of states (DOS) of two SWNTs are shown in Figure 1.2a. CNTs are found in
forms of both metallic and semiconducting varieties which contribute to the properties of
their bulk materials. Such metallic or semiconducting CNTs offer many possibilities for
creating future nanoelectronic devices, transistors, circuits and computers. Moreover, a
CNT exhibits extraordinary mechanical properties which make it ideal for reinforced
composites. It has a huge Young’s modulus and is as stiff as diamond. The estimated tensile
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strength is more than ten times that of steel wire with the same weight. In order to
understand the molecular structure of CNTs, Figure 1.2b demonstrates that a graphene
sheet is derived from highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) which then rolls up into
various nanotubes structures.

Figure 1.2 Schematic showing CNT history; (a) Structure and electronic properties of
graphene and SWCNTs and (b) structural connection between HOPG, graphene and CNTs.
[Reproduced with permission from I. Dumitrescu, P.R. Unwin, J.V. Macpherson,
Electrochemistry at carbon nanotubes: perspective and issues, Chemical Communications
(2009) 6886‐6901. Copyright (2009) The Royal Society of Chemistry.][23]
Carbon atoms along the nanotube lattice can be functionalised via covalent bonding or
noncovalent bonding (Van der Waal interaction and π‐π interaction). In general, the
functionalisations of CNTs increase their solubility and processability. Lin et al. also have
elegantly presented the chemistry of CNTs involving functionalisations which are required
in particular applications [25]. They can be modified with active molecules to achieve the
required properties for such practical applications. The various chemistries on nanotubes
have been reviewed by Singh et al. [26] Many reports have highlighted the covalent
functionalisations of or additional organic chemistry to CNT, for example, the esterification
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or amidisation of carboxylic group on the carboxylated CNTs as shown in Figure 1.3 [25,
27]. Carboxyl group or oxygenic groups on CNTs are generally prepared from oxidation
process by treatment with strong acid. The functionalisation process also combines the
unique properties of CNTs with those of other classes of materials (R groups).

Figure 1.3 An example of covalent functionalisation of carboxylated CNTs. [Reproduced
with permission from K. Balasubramanian, M. Burghard, Chemically functionalized carbon
nanotubes, Small 1[2] (2005) 180‐192. Copyright (2005) Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH &Co.
KGaA.][27]

Moreover, Figure 1.4 demonstrates the nonbonding functionalisation of CNTs with
polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) to achieve a stable dispersion solution [28]. The figure shows
three possible arrangements of PVP on a SWCNT, which are a double helix (top), a triple
helix (middle) and multiple parallel wrapping strands (bottom) respectively, providing
higher solubility of CNTs in an aqueous solution. The process involves the CNT bundles
being exfoliated into individual CNT or smaller CNT bundles during applied sonication
wave pulsing. The ultrasonic power stabilises small CNT bundles/individual CNTs in
aqueous solution with presence of amphiphilic surfactant [29]. Functionalisation of CNTs
with active biomolecules (proteins and DNA) or enzymes via both mechanisms above can
be utilised in biomaterial, bioelectronics, and biosensing applications [30, 31].
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Figure 1.4 Some possible wrapping arrangements of polymer on CNTs. [Reproduced by
courtesy from M.J. O'Connell, P. Boul, L.M. Ericson, C. Huffman, Y. Wang, E. Haroz, C. Kuper,
J. Tour, K.D. Ausman, R.E. Smalley, Reversible water‐solubilisation of single‐walled carbon
nanotubes by polymer wrapping, Chemical Physics Letters 342 (2001) 265‐271. Copyright
(2001) Elsevier B.V.][28]
Because of the combination of unique properties such as a high aspect ratio, nanometre‐
sized dimensions, good electrical conductivity, thermal stability, high surface area and low
capacitance in the pristine state (arising from the low density of states of SWNTs), CNTs
have the capability to be excellent electrodes. Along with the development of carbon
electrode technology, CNT attributes include chemical stability, wide electrochemical
potential window in aqueous solution, biocompatibility, ready availability and
electrocatalytic activity. In addition, a CNT electrode is driving the ET reaction faster than
any other electrode surfaces such as platinum electrode, basal‐plane pyrolytic graphite
electrode (BPPGE), and EPPGE [23, 32]. The electrochemical platforms made from CNTs or
their composites can be directly used as electrodes or functionalised with active sensing
elements for detection applications with good stability and selectivity. There is much
excitement about the prospect of the development of CNTs as new carbon electrode
materials in the electroanalytical chemistry field.
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1.2.2.2 Nano/MicroArchitectures and Current Applications of Carbon Nanotubes
With very small sizes (less than 50 nm), CNTs can be manipulated into many forms of
nano‐/micro‐architectures. There are many kinds of CNT architectures and CNT based
electrode platforms which are suited for relevant applications. Briefly, Figure 1.5 shows
five architectures such as CNT modified surfaces [33], CNT fibres and yarns [34, 35], CNT
membrane and papers (Buckypapers) [36], aligned CNT structures, patterns and forests [2,
37] and CNT devices [38]. Rakov has highlighted the possible applications of CNTs related
to properties and architectures of CNTs and CNT nanocomposites such as in modification
of materials, in electronics, in power engineering, in analytical instruments, in use as
catalyst and sorbent supports, in optical devices, and in studies of molecular
nanotechnology [39].
Modification of surfaces with CNTs such as on glassy carbon electrodes (GCEs), on BPPGE,
or indium doped tin oxide films can be prepared as random or aligned arrangements. The
random CNT network film on the surface can be easily fabricated by drop‐casting the CNT
dispersion solution. Good quality dispersions ensure formation of a homogeneous CNT
network film which offers good performance in devices such as high current density, fast
ET process and electroactive surface area. For example, biosensors/chemosensors based
on CNT modified electrodes have good selectivity and high sensitivity (low detection limit).
CNT biogel electrodes prepared from CNT‐biopolymer dispersions showed good
biocompatibility for use as electro‐stimulated control release platforms in biomedical
device applications [40]. Gold or silicon surface can be modified by perpendicular attaching
CNTs to its surface [41, 42]. This chemically aligned CNT platforms can be also used as
electrodes for sensing applications.
CNT fibres and yarns can be prepared by either wet‐spinning [34, 43] or dry spinning by
drawing from a CNT forest [44]. The former involves the spinning/injection of the CNT
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dispersion into a coagulation bath where the dispersion precipitates into a fibre.
Consequently, wet CNT fibres are obtained. The latter involves the spinning/drawing of
CNT forests to obtain fibres or yarns. This architecture can be obtained in the form of both
random and aligned CNT orientations in the resultant fibres [43, 45].

Figure 1.5 Schematic showing a variety of CNT structures; (a) CNT modified surfaces, (b)
CNT fibres, (c) CNT FET device, (d) aligned/patterned CNT arrays, and (e) CNT papers. [(a)
Adapted by courtesy from reference [46]. Copyright (2006) Springer‐Verlag., (b) Adapted
by courtesy from reference [47, 48]. Copyright (2007) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co.
KGaA., (c) Adapted by courtesy from reference [49]. Copyright (2004) American Chemical
Society, (d) Adapted by courtesy from reference [50] . Copyright (2009) Elsevier B.V., and
(e) Adapted by courtesy from reference [51]. Copyright (2006) WILEY‐VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA.]
Aligned and patterned CNT structures can be prepared by the chemical solution processes
or using a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process. The CVD process involves
decomposition of the carbon source at the operating temperatures (750‐850 °C) and then
the carbon is deposited on a substrate surface containing a catalyst (such as Fe or CoFe).
Aligned CNTs are continually grown in perpendicular direction on the substrate (either flat
substrates or microfibres). Nano‐/micro‐patterned structures of aligned CNTs can be also
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prepared using a CVD direct growth [52‐54], a stamp/contact transfer [37, 55, 56], and a
re‐attachment [57]. These architectures with a variety of patterning processes can be used
as electrodes in electrochemical devices and electronics devices. In addition, another kind
of random CNT forest (CNT nanowebs) can be prepared by a CVD process, which reveals
high disordered CNT network film and high electroactive surface area [58].
Finally, in CNT device architectures or CNT field effect transistor (FET) devices, a
semiconducting CNT is connected to metal source and drain electrodes through which a
current is injected and collected, respectively as provided in Figure 1.5c. The conductance
of the devices between the source and the drain is switched on and off by a third gate
electrode. The conductance of FET sensing device is gate‐dependent, which the electric
field resulting from the changes in the local environment to the gate dielectric is analogous
to the effect of applying a voltage with a gate electrode [59]. Since each atom on the surface
of SWNTs is exposed to the environment, any small changes from their environment could
cause drastic changes to their electrical properties.
Freestanding highly porous CNT membranes, CNT papers or BPs, comprised of an
entangled network of CNTs with presence of surfactant/binder were first produced by
Rinzler et al. [60]. These electrode platforms are typically produced using filtration where
CNTs are dispersed in aqueous media containing surfactants and then filtered through a
membrane with the aid of vacuum to produce a random distribution of CNT bundles or a
roped network [60]. BPs are electronically conductive or electrochemically active and have
a high surface area which is important for electrodes used in fuel‐powered artificial
muscles [61], in fuel cells [62], solar cells [63], and for electromechanical actuators [64],
batteries [65], capacitors [66], bioplatforms for cell cultures [67, 68], and field emission
devices [69]. Furthermore, the free‐standing BPs incorporated with CPs such as
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PPy/SWCNT BP and PANI/SWCNT BP can be used as capacitors and supercapacitors [70‐
72].
The thesis presents only investigations of this type of BP architecture intercalated with
polymers. The use of such novel electrode platforms or electrodes (BEs) for sensing
applications has not been reported previously. BPs possess a perfect connected porous
structure which allows polymers to diffuse into and form a network within the structure.
Intercalation process has been used to prepare clay nanocomposites where active small
molecules entering into the clay layers expand or split the clay [73]. This allows the
composite fabrication of the clay with many kinds of materials such as clay‐reinforced
transparent polymer materials with enhanced performances. Within the same category,
intercalation was used to fabricate novel reinforced SWCNT polymer nanocomposites [36].
The intercalation is a simple, one‐step preparation of BP nanocomposites in which
interstitial pores allow polymeric molecules to enter into the pore BP structure. This
actually leads to the improved mechanical strength previously reported in the literature
[36, 74]. In general, the intercalation process involves diffusion of polymers when
concentrations of the intercalating polymers between solution outside and inside BP
structure differ. The polymer displaces from solution into pores and then becomes an
equilibrium where rates of diffusion of polymer going forward and backward from BP are
equal. The results in this thesis show that both water and organic soluble polymers can be
intercalated into BP architectures. The chemical, electrochemical and physical properties
and preparation of the novel polymer‐intercalated BP electrodes will be described and
reported in the following chapters.
In summary, electrodes based on various architectures of CNTs such as CNT modified GCE,
CNT modified screen‐printed electrode (SPE), CNT modified BPPGE, CNT paste electrodes,
CNT SPEs, fibres, papers, and biogels can be made from CNT soot, while structured and
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patterned CNT platforms such as aligned CNTs, CNT nanowebs and CNT‐FET devices can
be achieved by careful design of CVD processes. They also have possibilities for practical
applications such as electrochemical sensing platforms, gas sensing, biomedical devices,
fuel cells, batteries, solar cells, biofuel cells, etc.
1.2.3. Electrochemistry at Carbon Nanotube Electrodes
With highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrodes the edge‐plane and basal plane
sites have very different ET kinetics. The electrode made from the edge‐plane side of the
HOPG reveals fast ET rate (higher electrochemical reversibility) than that of the electrode
made from the basal‐plane side of the HOPG. The different electrode kinetics at both is due
to the functional groups on such electrodes. A BPPGE is inert and contains a high density of
three‐coordinated carbons possessing sp2 hybridisation whilst an EPPGE is reactive and
sensitive with a very high density of oxygenic groups such as hydroxyl or carboxylic groups
possessing sp3 hybridisation of the carbon atoms near the edge. The EPPGE presents fast
kinetics and can preserve immobilised enzyme activity [75, 76]. Therefore, EPPGE has
been widely used in electroanalysis [17, 77‐79]. For example, Kachoosangi et al. studied
the performance of resolved electrocatalytic signals for DA, serotonin (ST) and AA at
EPPGE and BPPGE [18]. They showed successful use of the unmodified EPPGE to
determine these chemicals with high selectivity, no effect of interference, low detection
limits and high stability. Sharp edge‐planes on multilayer graphene films showed excellent
electrocatalytic activity with three well‐defined, sharp and fully resolved peaks for AA, DA
and UA and fast ET rate of a [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process was observed [80]. Introducing edge‐
plane defects is very important in electroanalysis and has been used to improve the
performance of other carbon electrodes such as activated GCEs [81‐83], and plasma‐
treated screen printed carbon electrode (SPCE) [84, 85].
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Figure 1.6 (a) structure of HOPG, (b) difference in the redox response for [Fe(CN)6]4‐/3‐
using BPPGE and EPPGE. Note the identical response for the CNT‐modified electrode
compared with the EPPGE, and (c) MWCNT on an electrode surface where the edge‐plane‐
like sites are shown at the end of the tube and along the tube axis. [Reproduced with
permission from C. E. Banks, A. Crossley, C. Salter, S.J. Wilkins, R.G. Compton, Carbon
nanotubes contain metal impurities which are responsible for the "electrocatalysis" seen at
some nanotube‐modified electrodes, Angewandte Chemie‐International Edition 45 (2006)
2533‐2537. Copyright (2006) Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.][86].
Compton’s research group@Oxford demonstrated that the electrochemistry at CNT
electrodes is similar to those at the edges of a HOPG electrode. Higher electrochemical
reversibility and faster rate of ET process are found at the edge‐plane defects on the ends
of nanotubes [86]. The edge‐plane‐like defects formed are the electro‐active sites of CNTs
used as electrode materials [20, 21]. As exhibited in Figure 1.6, the electrochemical
response at CNT electrodes is similar to that at EPPGE [86]. The electrochemical reactivity
of the CNT based electrodes involves the edge‐plane defects. The ratio of edge‐plane defect
to basal‐plane defect on the electrode surfaces or in the materials attributes to the
electrode reactivity, performances and electrochemical properties. Generally, CNTs contain
basal and edge plane‐like defects as well as impurities such as graphite particles, carbon
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nanoparticles, other forms of carbon, and residual catalysts [87‐89]. These impurities can
further enhance the electrochemical heterogeneity of the BP electrode or derived CNT
electrodes and provide some catalytic activity [86].
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.7 CVs of (a) [Fe(CN)6]4‐/3‐ and (b) [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ at a SWNT‐epoxy composite
electrode. [Reproduced with permission from M. Pacios, M.d. Valle, J. Bartroli, M.J.
Esplandiu, Electrochemical behaviour of rigid carbon nanotube composite electrodes.
Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry 619 (2008) 117‐124. Copyright (2008) Elsevier
B.V.][7].
The electrochemistry at the randomly arranged CNT electrodes such as CNT‐polymer
composite electrodes, CNT modified SPEs, CNT BPs (Figure 1.7) shows that such a
composite where the SWCNTs are embedded in the polymer can be used as an electrode.
The redox responses of [Fe(CN)6]4‐/3‐ and (b) [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ processes at the SWCNT
composite electrode are well defined. The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of both redox
couples show low capacitive charging current which in turn makes the composite suitable
for electrochemical sensing [7].
The electrocatalytic performances of SPEs can be improved by modification of its surface
with a dispersion of the carboxylated MWCNTs (MWCNT‐COOH) due to the presence of the
edge‐plane like defect (‐COOH group). Figure 1.8 demonstrates the analytical advantage of
this modified electrode and shows an improvement in electrocatalytic properties which
the electrode has the possibility for use as voltammetric and amperometric detectors [90].
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The modified electrode showed better performance of the voltammetric analysis of
important analytes of the catecholamine family (epinephrine and norepinephrine) or
hydroquinone and DA (see Figure 1.9). All the oxidation and reduction peak‐to‐peak
separation (ΔEP) obtained on a MWCNT‐COOH modified SPCE is lower than that observed
at a bare SPCE, suggesting better ET properties.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.8 CVs of 0.1 mM (a) hydroquinone in acetate buffer, (b) epinephrine in HCl and
(c) norepinephrine in HCl at a bare SPCE (dashed line) and at a SPCE‐modified with
MWCNT‐COOH (solid line). [Reproduced with permission from P. Fanjul‐Bolado, P. Queipo,
P.J. Lamas‐Ardisana, A. Costa‐García, Manufacture and evaluation of carbon nanotube
modified screen‐printed electrodes as electrochemical tools, Talanta 74 (2007) 427‐433.
Copyright (2008) Elsevier B.V.][90]
The reversible potentials for oxidation of all these analytes were shifted less positive
enabling detection of these chemicals at lower potentials. Figure 1.9 shows the higher
amount of CNTs on the SPCE surface, provides better ET rates (lower ΔEP value) and
greater catalytic response for the oxidation of DA. This is due to higher level of edge‐plane
defects from the higher amount of the MWCNT‐COOH.
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Figure 1.9 CVs of 0.1 mM DA in HCl at a DropSens SPCE: (a) naked, (b) modified with 2 µl
of DMF:water (1:1), and modified with (c) 1 µl, (d) 2 µl, (e) 3 µl and (f) 4 µl of MWCNT‐
COOH solution in DMF:water. [Reproduced with permission from P. Fanjul‐Bolado, P.
Queipo, P.J. Lamas‐Ardisana, A. Costa‐García, Manufacture and evaluation of carbon
nanotube modified screen‐printed electrodes as electrochemical tools, Talanta 74 (2007)
427‐433. Copyright (2007) Elsevier B.V.][90]

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.10 (a) CV of [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process at a SWNT BE. (b) SEM picture of the porous
structure. [Reproduced with permission from M. Pacios, M.D. Valle, J. Bartroli, M.J.
Esplandiu, Electrochemical behavior of rigid carbon nanotube composite electrodes.
Journal of Electroanalytical Chemistry 619 (2008) 117‐124. Copyright (2008) Elsevier
B.V.][7].
Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) obtained using randomly ordered CNT network electrodes
(BPs) with high density of CNTs shows very high background capacitive charging current
which is proportional to the effective surface area (Figure 1.10a) [7]. This property
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generally impacts on applications such as batteries and supercapacitors but it is difficult
for use in sensing due to the low S/N ratio (sensitivity) [7]. The structure presents very
porous aggregate of CNTs as shown in Figure 1.10b. The high background current could
mask the redox response at the BP, giving high detection limit and low sensitivity.
The overall electrochemical properties of BP electrodes and other CNT electrodes are due
to the quality of CNTs. The ΔEP value of the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process at a SWNT BP was found
to be similar to CNT‐epoxy composites but with very high background current. When using
biopolymers as the binders/dispersant, the BP structure still retains a high capacitive
current [67]. CNT/Nafion composite BPs reveal lower potentials for the detection of β‐
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) as compared to those observed with GCE and
MWCNT‐modified GCE [91], suggesting that CNT/nafion BP is a particularly promising
candidate for constructing dehydrogenase‐based biosensors. The high background current
was also observed in this CNT/Nafion platform.

Figure 1.11 (a) dependence of voltammetric response on the surface density of SWCNT
layer in a SWCNT thin BE for 5.0 mM K4Fe(CN)6 in 0.1 M KCl. Insets are the dependences of
(b) the ΔEP values and (c) the oxidation peak current on the surface density of SWCNT
layer in SWCNT BE. [Reproduced with permission from C. Hu, Y. Ding, Y. Ji, J. Xu, S. Hu,
Fabrication of thin‐film electrochemical sensors from single‐walled carbon nanotubes by
vacuum filtration. Carbon 48 (2010) 1345‐1352.Copyright (2010) Elsevier B.V.][92]
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In order to use and design BPs as high performance sensing platforms/electrodes, it is
important to meet a compromise between enhancing the Faradaic peak current (fast
kinetics) and minimising the capacitive current. As exhibited in Figure 1.11, Hu et al.
reported that a high electrochemical Faradaic response for oxidation of [Fe(CN)6]4‐ was
found at the thin‐film SWCNT/mixed cellulose ester BPs with a very low capacitive current
obtained. Increasing the density of SWCNTs in the films, the higher amount of SWCNTs
improved peak height of currents of the redox couple and lowered the ΔEP, suggesting
significantly improved BE kinetics and performances.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1.12 a) cross‐sectional SEM image of the CNT/CL paper, showing an intersection
(bottom CL and upper CNT network layer). b) SEM image of the surface of the dense
entangled CNT network film. c) high magnification SEM image of the region that the CNT
was growing out of the CL. d) CV obtained in a conventional three‐electrode cell setup with
CNT/CL paper as the working electrode, 1 mM K4Fe(CN)6 (0.1 M NaNO3) as electrolyte, and
at a scan rate of 5 mV.s‐1. [Reproduced with permission from J. Chen, A.I. Minett, Y. Liu, C.
Lynam, P. Sherrell, C. Wang, G.G. Wallace, Direct growth of flexible carbon nanotube
electrodes, Advanced Materials 20 (2008) 566‐570. Copyright (2009) Wiley‐VCH Verlag
GmbH&Co. KGaA.][58]
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Figure 1.12 shows that the mixture of CVD‐grown aligned and randomly arranged CNT
network array on the carbon layer (CL) displayed a good redox response for oxidation of
[Fe(CN)6]4‐ with a low background current. The CV (see Figure 1.11d) showed a very
stable, high electrochemical activity, higher redox current and a smaller ΔEP than those of a
commercially available MWCNT paper (NanoLab, USA) [58]. This faster ET process is
attributed to high edge‐plane defects available to the electrolyte because the structure
from the SEM images shows very high porosity (Figures 12a and 12b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.13 a) procedure for fabrication of the CNT electrodes with only the nanotube tip
(CNT‐T) or sidewall (CNT‐S) accessible to electrolyte. b) CVs of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (PBS, pH
6.5) at a scan rate of 100 mVs‐1 for the CNT‐T (upper dotted curve), oxidised CNT‐T (upper
solid curve), CNT‐S (lower dotted curve), and oxidised CNT‐S (lower solid curve)
electrodes. [Reproduced with permission from K.P. Gong, S. Chakrabarti, L.M. Dai,
Electrochemistry at carbon nanotube electrodes: Is the nanotube tip more active than the
sidewall?, Angewandte Chemie‐International Edition 47 (2008) 5446‐5450. Copyright
(2008) Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.][93]
As illustrated in Figure 1.13, Gong et al. have reported the electrochemistry at CNT tip and
CNT sidewall electrodes [93]. Due to the electro‐oxidisation of the CNT sidewall electrode,
no significant change in the ΔEP value for the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process was observed (see
lower curves of Figure 1.13b). The ET rate (ΔEP = 80 mV) for both bare and oxidised CNT
sidewall electrodes is faster than that for the HOPG. The solid and dot curves represents
here CVs of electrochemically oxidised CNT and bare CNT electrodes respectively. The
oxygen‐containing species or edge‐plane defects on the CNT sidewall revealed no influence
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on the ET kinetics. The report showed a smaller ΔEP value for the oxidised CNT tip
electrode as compared to bare CNT tip electrode (see upper curves in Figure 1.13b),
indicating an improved electron‐transfer rate, the same as for the acid‐oxidised CNT‐
modified electrodes. Moreover, the overall smaller ΔEP values found at both bare and
oxidised CNT tip electrodes implied much faster electrode kinetics than those for bare and
oxidised CNT sidewall electrodes. The better ET properties at bare and oxidised CNT tip
electrodes could be facilitated by edge‐plane like defects on the ends of CNTs rather than
those on the sidewall of the CNTs.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.14 CVs of FMA (0.1 M HClO4) at (a) FMA‐vertically aligned SWCNT‐ and (b) FMA‐
randomly spread SWCNT‐modified Au electrodes at various scan rates in increasing peak
current. [Reproduced with permission from J.J. Gooding, A. Chou, J. Liu, D. Losic, J.G.
Shapter, D.B. Hibbert, The effects of the lengths and orientations of single‐walled carbon
nanotubes on the electrochemistry of nanotube‐modified electrodes, Electrochemistry
Communications 9 (2007) 1677‐1683. Copyright (2007) Elsevier B.V.][41]

The orientation of the CNTs modified on the electrode surface also influences the
electrochemical responses observed for redox couples [41]. Gooding et al. have described
the redox response of ferrocenemethylamine (FMA) linked to carboxylic acid terminated
CNTs which were chemically aligned and randomly deposited on a gold (Au) electrode as
shown in Figures 1.14a and 1.14b respectively. A series of CVs with various scan rates
showed the responses for the ferrocene (Fc)/ferricinium (Fc+) process at the FMA‐
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vertically aligned CNT modified Au electrode with smaller ΔEP values than those observed
at FMA‐randomly spread CNT‐modified Au electrode. This was attributed to slower ET
processes at a random CNT electrode. With the similar effect, the ET process of the
solution‐phase ferricyanide at randomly dispersed SWCNTs was slower than that at
vertically aligned CNTs (see Figures 1.15a‐b) [41]. In both cases, the anodic and cathodic
peak potentials are linearly dependent on scan rate, indicating a surface confined process.
The difference in the apparent rate of ET process between the underlying Au electrode and
the surface immobilised FMAs with different CNT orientations relate to the different
pathways of electron transport, i.e. electrons travel through a single CNT (faster ET rate,
Figures 1.14a and 1.15a) and electrons hop from one CNT to the next CNT or bundle
(slower ET rate, Figures 1.14b and 1.15b).
In addition, the effect of orientation of CNTs modified on the electrode platforms on the
redox responses of the solution‐phase redox probes is shown in Figure 1.15. The
electrochemistry at the two different orientations of SWCNTs modified on electrodes was
investigated using the outer‐sphere surface sensitive ferricyanide in solution. CVs for the
oxidation of ferricyanide at the aligned SWNT modified electrodes revealed a well‐defined
response with better reversibility, smaller ΔEP value and lower background current (see
Figure 1.15a), showing faster heterogeneous ET processes. The electrochemical response
of ferricyanide at a drop‐coated CNT modified electrode was observed with higher
charging current compared to the height of the Faradaic response (see Figure 1.15b). The
larger ΔEP value of ferricyanide at this random CNT modified electrode is similar to SWCNT
papers and CNT paste electrode where the CNTs are also randomly arranged in such
architectures [94], inferring the same ET rate. These differences highlight the advantages
of aligned CNT arrays which maximise the accessibility of the ends of the tubes to the
sample where the electrode surface is highly reactive.
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(a)

(c)
(b)

(d)

Figure 1.15 CVs for oxidation of 1 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ at (a) vertically aligned and (b)
horizontally‐spread SWCNT‐modified Au electrodes. (c) AFM topography image and (d)
scan profile of the vertically aligned SWCNT electrode. [Reproduced with permission from
J. Liu, A. Chou, W. Rahmat, M. N. Paddon‐Row, J.J. Gooding, Electroanalysis 17 (2005) 38‐46.
Copyright (2005) Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA.][94]

Figure 1.16 CVs in 1 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (1.0M KCl) at pH 7.0 at (a) high density MWCNT array
and (b) low density MWCNT array. [Reproduced with permission from J. Li, H.T. Ng, A.
Cassell, W. Fan, H. Chen, Q. Ye, J. Koehne, J. Han, M. Meyyappan, Carbon nanotube
nanoelectrode array for ultrasensitive DNA detection, Nano Letters 3[5] (2003) 597‐602.
Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society.][95]
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Finally, the electrochemical behaviour of the electrodes made from CNTs is also affected by
surface density of aligned nanoelectrode/CNTs on the array electrode surfaces. The
difference in the surface density of CNTs on the surface of electrode platforms can provide
a big difference in electrochemical response as illustrated in CVs of Figure 1.16. The low
density of CNT assemblies with enough separations would reveal microarray behaviour.
Figures 1.16a and 1.16b show the CVs recorded in 1.0 mM ferrocyanide (1.0 M KCl) at high
density and low density MWCNT array electrodes respectively. The CV curve of the high‐
density array (Figure 1.16a) is similar to a solid flat macroelectrode due to the heavy
overlap of the diffusion layer from each CNT electrode. The ΔEP value is about 96 mV,
indicating that the reaction is quasi‐reversible at the CNT electrode, similar to the carefully
prepared conventional carbon electrodes. The CV feature dramatically changes to a
sigmoidal steady‐state curve with the low density sample (Figure 1.16b), indicating that
CNTs approach an independent nanoelectrode state where the spacing between each are
separated enough [95].
1.2.4. Electrochemical Platforms and Sensors
Electrochemical sensors normally consist of a sensing element and a transducer. Both the
sensing element and the transducer require good contact with each other. The analytes
react with the sensing element and the transducer transforms the change into a
measurable value. The increase in the measured value is related to the increase in
concentration of the analytes of interest.
Electrochemical electrodes can be used as both the sensing element and the transducer or
only the transducer. To improve the signal and sensitivity, sensing elements, active
compounds, active enzymes or other biomolecules can be immobilised on the
electrochemical platform and electrochemical processes transfer an electron to the
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electrode. The sensing compounds can be wired to the electrode surface, which can be
conducting molecular wires, CNTs, or nanowires allowing electron transport.
Electrochemical sensing electrodes have been developed from the macroscale size down to
the nanoscale from such things as graphite electrodes to CNT‐/CNT composite‐based
electrodes. The sensing platforms based on carbon materials also possess good
electrocatalytic properties to analytes due to performance of the edge‐plane defects in
such materials. The edge‐plane defects have efficiency to resolve and improve
voltammetric peak separations among DA, ST and AA at an EPPGE [18] and among AA, DA
and UA at an edge‐graphene film electrode [80] as mentioned above, and between AA and
UA at graphitic oxide nanoplatelets [96]. This in turn presents them as ideal sensing
platforms for electroanalysis. The defects also offer fast kinetics and facilitate
heterogeneous ET processes which also reveal fast signal generation in the detection of
those chemicals. Therefore, the advantages of the edge‐plane defects on electrode surface
can access the detection of DA which is a very important neurotransmitter.
CNTs have been used as additives in composite electrodes (CNT‐polymer, CNT‐metal) for
sensing applications to enhance the performances of the sensing devices such as increased
current, sensitivity, chemical stability, and S/N ratios. Electrodes made from CNTs or CNT‐
composites also allow for further functionalisation with mediators or active
compounds/biomolecules for use as chemical sensors and biosensors. For example, the
randomly dispersed CNT bionanocomposite immunosensor revealed a large response
current, better sensitivity and low detection limit [97].
Yun et al. [98], Rivas et al. [99] and Wang [100] have elegantly reviewed the state of
various CNT nanocomposite electrodes and CNT architecture for chemosensor/biosensor
research. They reported strategies for the preparation of various CNT electrodes,
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functionalisations and detection of specific analytes. The reviews also present
electrochemical techniques and bioelectronics which relate to interesting analytes. The
CNT based electrodes offer better sensor responses than those of graphite, GCE, or carbon
paste electrode (CPE).
1.2.5. Electrochemistry
This thesis employs electrochemistry to investigate capability of BPs and their composites
for use as electrochemical electrodes. There are two electrochemical techniques involving
DC and AC cyclic voltammetries (CVs).
1.2.5.1. DC Cyclic Voltammetry
CV is a very versatile electrochemical technique in modern analytical chemistry for the
characterisation of the solution‐phase and surface‐immobilised electroactive species and
also for tests of the electrode performance. This voltammetric method provides valuable
information regarding the stability of the oxidation states and the rate of ET process
between the electrode and the analyte. CV presents the Faradaic current from redox
reaction of the analyte as a function of the applied potential. The current response over a
range of potentials is measured, starting at an initial value and varying the potential in a
linear manner up to a limiting value. At this limiting potential the direction of the potential
scan is reversed and the same potential range is scanned in the opposite direction (see
Figure 1.17a). Figure 1.17b shows the coordinate system used to explain the CV
experiment. Initially, only species A (reduced form) is present in solution. At the electrode
surface, A reaches the electrode by linear diffusion which is perpendicular to the surface
and the concentrations of both species (A and B (oxidised form)) are obtained as a function
of time related to Fick’s Law of diffusion (mass transport). Consequently, the species
formed by oxidation on the forward scan can be reduced on the reverse scan (see Figures
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1.18 and 1.19). This technique is accomplished with a three‐electrode arrangement: the
potential is applied to the working electrode with respect to a reference electrode while an
auxiliary (or counter) electrode is used to complete the electrical circuit. The experimental
detail of the CV technique is provided in Chapter 2.

Figure 1.17 (a) potential‐time profile and (b) coordinate system for a typical CV
experiment. [Reproduced with permission from J.C. Eklund, A.M. Bond, J.A. Alden, R.G.
Compton, D. Bethell, Perspectives in modern voltammetry: Basic concepts and mechanistic
analysis. In Advances in Physical Organic Chemistry, Volume 32. (Academic Press), 1999,
pp. 1‐120. Copyright (1999) Elsevier B.V.][101]
The electrode reactions studied are all assumed to be solution‐phase, one‐electron charge
transfer processes, in which species Red is oxidised to Ox (or species Ox is reduced to Red)
at the BP electrodes. Simulations were undertaken on the basis of the Butler‐Volmer model
and linear diffusion with Red and Ox being fully soluble. Thus, the oxidation process is
summarised by Equation 1.1.
kf

Red ↔ Ox + e −

(1.1)

kb

where kf and kb are the forward and backward ET rate constants respectively.
In accordance with Butler‐Volmer kinetics

⎡ αnF
⎤
kf = k 0 ' exp ⎢
E (t ) − E 0 ' ⎥
⎣ RT
⎦

(

)

(1.2)
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⎡ −(1 − α)nF
⎤
kb = k 0 ' exp ⎢
E (t ) − E 0 ' ⎥
RT
⎣
⎦

(

)

(1.3)

where k 0 ' is the formal ET rate constant, α is the charge transfer coefficient, E 0' is the
formal reversible potential of the redox process, E(t) is the applied potential, t is the time
and n, R, T and F have their usual meanings [11]. Their relationship is consistent with Fick’s
Law of diffusion over the usual boundary conditions.

Figure 1.18 CVs for reversible, quasi‐reversible and irreversible processes. [Reproduced
with permission from L.E. Barrosse‐Antle, A.M. Bond, R.G. Compton, A.M. O'Mahony, E.I.
Rogers, D.S. Silvester, Voltammetry in room temperature ionic liquids: Comparisons and
contrasts with conventional electrochemical solvents, Chemistry‐An Asian Journal 5
(2009) 202‐230. Copyright (2009) Wiley‐VCH Verlag GmbH&Co. KGaA.][102]
From prediction on the basis of the Butler‐Volmer equations (see Equations 1.2 and 1.3)
and planar diffusion, the voltammograms can be obtained in Figure 1.18 which relates to
Equation 1.1. The electrochemically reversible process is the system where the ET rate is
sufficiently fast that equilibrium is achieved on a short timescale and maintained as the
potential is varied. The peak potentials of forward (oxidation) and backward (reduction)
processes of the reversible system are located with a small ΔEP value. The irreversible
process presents the relatively slow electrode kinetics where the system cannot reach
equilibrium on the timescale of the experiment. To drive the ET reaction, this irreversible
system requires a significant overpotential. Quasi‐reversible ET process represents the
intermediate electrode kinetics which show a large ΔEP value between oxidation and
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reduction peak potentials. It is easily recognised that each electrochemical class has a
characteristic shape as seen in the Figure 1.18.

Figure 1.19 Typical DC voltammograms obtained for (a) reversible reaction, (b) coupled
chemical reaction, and (c) surface‐confined classes of ET processes. [Adapted with
permission from A.M. Bond, N.W. Duffy, S.‐X. Guo, J. Zhang, D. Elton, Changing the look of
voltammetry, Analytical Chemistry 77 (2005) 186A‐195A. Copyright (2005) American
Chemical Society]
In addition, the different patterns of electrochemical behaviour can be also detected when
CV is performed on the reversible ET process (Figure 1.19a, Equation 1.1). In complex
electrochemical systems, with extension of Equation 1.1 the dissolved product species
consequently converses to another dissolved product species C (see Figure 1.19b). Based
on Equation 1.1 if the electroactive species are confined on the electrode surface and the
surface‐confined A and B undergo an ET process (Figure 1.19c). Ideally, each mechanism
would produce its own characteristic scan rate‐dependent (EIt) response, but in practice
not all mechanisms will be experimentally distinguishable [103].
1.2.5.2. Fourier Transformed LargeAmplitude AC Cyclic Voltammetry
In the AC voltammetry, an extension of the small amplitude of the applied periodic AC
potential with large amplitude increases the analytical signals and sensitivity for
electroanalysis. As Fourier transform (FT) is applied to access the NMR signal in Figure
1.20, the method also provides access to separation of the dc signal and all the AC
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harmonics and to higher harmonics which exhibit very favourable Faradaic to charging
current ratio for the analytical purposes. The amplitude of the current response is linearly
proportional to the AC perturbation amplitude.

Figure 1.20 (a) time and (b) frequency representations of 1H FT‐NMR data obtained from
CH3CHO. (c) time and (d) frequency representations of single‐sine‐wave FT voltammetric
data for the oxidation of ferrocene in dichloromethane at a platinum electrode. (e)
Separated DC and AC components represented in the time domain. [Reproduced with
permission from A.M. Bond, N.W. Duffy, S.‐X. Guo, J. Zhang, D. Elton, Changing the look of
voltammetry, Analytical Chemistry 77 (2005) 186A‐195A. Copyright (2005) American
Chemical Society][103]
Large‐amplitude FT‐AC voltammetry is a powerful AC voltammetric methodology which
provides a high sensitivity to fast ET processes, promoting higher AC Faradaic harmonic
responses [16]. This technique offers significantly more information than DC voltammetry
alone, even small amplitude AC voltammetry, and provides an insight into the resistance,
capacitance, and kinetics at the electrode surface, all obtained from a single experiment.
The extension from small to large amplitude AC voltammetry in the electroanalytical field
provides more information with higher harmonics generated sensitively by the ET kinetics,
electrode behaviour and electrode characteristics which affect on the shape of AC
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voltammetric fundamental, second, third and higher harmonics. This AC technique
discriminates the ET responses (Faradaic signal) against the background charging current.
The interference of charging current will disappear at the second and higher harmonics.
Due to the electroanalytical techniques with the AC perturbation of an electrochemical cell,
a periodic AC signal is superimposed onto a DC waveform. The AC analysis is often
conducted in the frequency domain.
As the solution‐phase ET process is presented by Equation 1.1, the AC waveform employed
in an AC study is a combination of a sine wave and a ramped DC waveform, given by
Equation 1.4,
E(t) = Edc(t) + Eac(t)

(1.4)

For an oxidation process,
0 ≤ t ≤ ts:
ts < t ≤ 2ts:
0 ≤ t ≤ 2ts:

Edc (t ) = Estart + vt

(1.5)

Edc (t ) = Estart + 2vts − vt

(1.6)

Eac(t) = ΔEsin(ω t)

(1.7)

where Edc(t) and Eac(t) are applied DC and AC waveforms, respectively; v is the scan rate of
the DC ramp; Estart is the initial potential; ts is time to reach the switching potential; ω (=
2πf, f is frequency) and ΔE are the angular frequency and amplitude of applied sine wave,
respectively.
Under linear diffusion conditions, the mass transport for all diffusing species follows the
relationship,

∂ci
∂ 2c
= Di 2i
∂t
∂x

(1.8)

where ci and Di are the concentration and diffusion coefficient of the species of interest,
respectively; and x is the distance from the electrode surface. Use of the above
relationships as described in detail elsewhere [103, 104], enable simulation to total
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current AC voltammograms to be obtained. Use of the FT and inverse FT algorithms enable
the AC experiment to be separated into the DC, and AC harmonics as described in detail
elsewhere [103, 104].
1.2.5.3. Thin Layer Diffusion Model
In general, the reactants in solution diffuse to a flat electrode via a semi‐infinite planar
diffusion control. This is not truth when the flat electrode surface is covered with thin‐film
porous structures or porous layers such as SWCNT network [105, 106] and MWCNT film
[107]. Figure 1.21 demonstrates that the diffusion occurs in the porous thin‐film layers of
the electrode, called “thin layer model”. Streeter et al. found that a semi‐infinite planar
diffusion model alone is not appropriate for interpreting the kinetics of the ET process at
this electrode surface [106]. Simulated voltammetric ΔEP values from only planar diffusion
have no agreement with the experimental data while those from combination of both
planar and thin‐layer diffusion controls reveal greater simulations.
This model conceptualises that the pores/interstitial holes of conducting porous SWCNT
network thin‐film coated on a GCE acts as the thin layer cell or small electrochemical
cells/pockets along the network. Streeter et al. showed that oxidation of electroactive
species within the porous layer can be approximately but illuminatingly described using
the model of a thin layer cell of high electrode area reflecting the large surface area of the
nanotubes within the porous layer. A thin layer cell acting as a small volume of electrolyte
is trapped between these surfaces in a thin layer. Due to the potential sweep, current is
recorded as the ET process becomes kinetically and thermodynamically favourable. If the
layer of electrolyte becomes significantly depleted of the electroactive species on the
experimental timescale, the current will be consequently decreased and ΔEP values will be
considerably less than that expected by using the simple semi‐infinite planar diffusion
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model. The proposed mechanism showed that the pockets of solution trapped in between
layers of nanotubes are equivalent to the small volume of solution in a thin layer cell.

Figure 1.21 Schematic of the two types of diffusion that contribute to current at a CNT
modified electrode. [Reproduced with permission from I. Streeter, G.G. Wildgoose, L. Shao,
R.G. Compton, Cyclic voltammetry on electrode surfaces covered with porous layers: An
analysis of ET kinetics at single‐walled carbon nanotube modified electrodes, Sensors and
Actuators B‐Chemical 133 (2008) 462‐466. Copyright (2008) Elsevier E.V.][106]
This model would be one to describe the electrochemical behaviour of pure BP electrodes
without intercalation of the polymers, corresponding to porous characteristics but the
thickness of the BPs is much higher than the SWCNT multilayers modified on GCE.
Therefore, long pathway of thin film diffusion or large amount of thin layer cells would
happen in BP structures and are more complex where the very high porosity would entrap
a high amount of redox species. The massive surface area in the highly porous BP structure
creates a very high background charging current in CV.
For a reversible system, a small shift in peak potentials would be observed due to
increasingly characteristic thin‐layer voltammetry. With increasing (or decreasing) the
thickness of the CNT layer, the CV response will become more (or less) like a thin‐layer
response [107]. Furthermore, the thin‐layer diffusion will offer the selective detection of
dopamine in the presence of other biological molecules due to alteration of electrode
kinetics at the electrode modified with a multi‐layered CNT network [105].
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1.2.5.4. Microelectrode Array and Diffusion Process
The microarray model is plausible to monitor the behaviour of composite electrodes which
present different electroactive subcomponents on the electrode surface. It can be between
conductive and insulative domains or between high and low conductive domains. In the
case of novel BP architecture in this thesis, polymer‐intercalated BPs would present two
different electrochemical reactivities which are from insulating polymers (IPs)/inherently
conducting polymers (CPs) and highly conducting SWCNTs.
By consideration of CVs for the reversible and quasi‐reversible processes, the shapes of the
voltammograms are mainly classified with peak‐shape and steady‐state characteristics due
to diffusion control onto the electrode surfaces by planar diffusion and partially/non‐
overlapping diffusion layer respectively. The former shape represents the electrochemical
process at an entire naked planar electrode or completely overlapping diffusion of each
array microelectrode. The latter is the characteristics of the microelectrode array having
partially/non‐overlapping diffusion layer or of microelectrodes. Micro‐/nano‐array
electrode comprises of many micro‐/nano‐electrodes connected to each other on the
electrode surface, and each is separated by non‐conducting spaces.
Microelectrode array behaviour can be found in many composite electrodes such as
graphite‐composite electrodes [108], SPEs [109], etc. Composites generally comprise of
conductive particles embedded in nonconductive binder. The conducting particles can be
graphites, nano‐carbons, CNTs, nanodiamonds, graphenes, highly ordered mesoporous
carbons, etc. while the binders can be polymers, or conductive binders such as CPs or ionic
liquids, etc.
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Figure 1.22 Schematic representation of the five main categories of diffusion modes on a
microelectrode array: (I) planar diffusion layers on individual microdisk; (II) mixed
diffusion layers on individual microdisk; diffusion mode between planar and hemispherical
diffusion; (III) hemispherical diffusion layers on individual microdisk; (IV) mixed diffusion
layers; diffusion mode of partial overlapping of adjacent diffusion layers; (V) planar
diffusion layer over the entire microelectrode array; diffusion mode of complete
overlapping of individual diffusion layers. Typical related CVs of the each category are
shown at the right. [Reproduced with permission from J. Guo, E. Lindner, Cyclic
voltammograms at coplanar and shallow recessed microdisk electrode arrays: Guidelines
for design and experiment, Analytical Chemistry 81 (2009) 130‐138. Copyright (2009)
American Chemical Society.][110]
Figure 1.22 demonstrates that micro‐/nano‐electrode arrays, diffusion process over
microarray and their electrochemical behaviour can be classified as five main categories of
CVs at a coplanar microelectrode array which is one of the examples of electrochemical
microarray behaviour. These categories of diffusion characteristics on such an array are
shown schematically in Figure 1.22: (I) planar diffusion layer over the individual array
microelectrodes; (II) mixed diffusion layers over individual array microelectrodes, i.e.,
transition between planar and hemispherical diffusion layers; (III) hemispherical diffusion
layers over the individual array microelectrodes; (IV) mixed diffusion layer due to
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overlapping of the individual diffusion layers of the neighbour; (V) planar diffusion layer
over the entire microarray. Note that it is difficult to distinguish between categories I and
II. The behaviour of microelectrode array strongly depends on the degree of diffusional
independence of each array microelectrode from the neighbours, which involves the
separation of each array microelectrode relative to the diameter of the individual
microelectrodes and the timescale of the voltammetric experiment. If an array is highly
densified with microelectrode disks, the fully planar diffusion dominated CVs will
dominate (category I). The transition of planar diffusion to hemispherical diffusion
controls when the electroactive species reach closely the microarray. Consequently, the
hysteresis predominated CVs would occur (category II). However, if the array
microelectrodes are sufficiently separated, and the timescale of the experiment is short
enough that the diffusion layers that develop around each microelectrode do not overlap,
then each array electrode can be considered to be diffusionally independent from its
electrochemically active neighbours (category III). If the diffusion layers of each microdisk
are insufficient, the steady‐state CVs with the hysteresis would be attributed by partially
overlapping of its diffusion layer to other electroactive microdomains (category IV). With
very small separation (inactively insulating area), eventual patterns on an electrode
surface will not influence the CVs; i.e., the microelectrode array will always behave as a
macroelectrode with an electrochemically homogeneous surface (category V), indicating
extreme overlapping of diffusion zones. The current measured is therefore equal to that
predicted by a planar diffusion model. Some graphite electrodes and nanoparticles or CNT
modified electrodes may be classified as this special category [110].
1.3 Objectives and Structure of Thesis
Recently, this intercalation process has been used to produce reinforced polymer/CNT
nanocomposite freestanding films [36, 74]. In this work, this simple method was employed
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to fabricate novel polymer‐SWCNT BP electrochemical platforms with many polymers. No
reports on the electrochemical properties of architectures intercalated with the selected
IPs or CPs used in this thesis has appeared. The experiments, properties and
electrochemistry at the polymer‐intercalated BPs will be studied and reported in the
following chapters.
As reviewed in this chapter, the applications of CNTs as electrochemical platforms have
been intensively studied. However, for electrochemistry at polymer‐intercalated BPs, no
literatures have been established clearly and a few papers showed the practical uses in
electrochemical sensing [91, 92]. Therefore, this thesis addresses step‐by‐step from
fabrication, characterisation of chemical and physical properties of this novel architecture
towards their use as superior sensing platforms and also applicable purposes in real
circumstances. The thesis succeeds to reduce the capacitive current effect and to improve
Faradaic responses/ET kinetics involved in signal generation and high S/N ratio. The novel
thesis findings contribute to the theoretical, experimental and practical knowledge in the
electrochemistry field.
Experimental aims were:
1. To investigate polymer intercalation of different polymers into the BP architecture
as novel CNT nanocomposite electrodes, to study the effect of polymer
intercalations on the properties of BPs and to evaluate the improvements for
practical applications (Chapter 3). A significant improvement in electrochemistry
leads to the following chapters.
2. To characterise the electrochemical behaviours of BEs intercalated with IPs
(Chapter 4) and soluble CPs (Chapter 5) to serve as superior electrochemical
platforms using DC voltammetry and high powerful AC technique, Fourier
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Transformed voltammetry, including modelling and simulations. The possible
aspects in electrochemical sensing platforms and applications were also considered
(Chapters 4 and 5).
3. To explore polymer‐intercalated BE platforms for use in chemical sensors (Chapter
6). The selectivity, stability and sensitivity for a simple electrochemical sensing test
system made from this novel SIBS/SWCNT BEs were studied. Novel SIBS/SWCNT
architecture provides improved electrochemical properties, fast ET process and
good electrode kinetics and low limit of detection in chemosensing applications.
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Introduction

General experimental details of materials and techniques employed in this thesis are
described in this chapter. The information of specific procedures is presented in the
experimental section of each relevant chapter. All the characterisations were undertaken
at room temperature (20‐25 °C) in the Intelligent Polymer Research Institute (IPRI)
Laboratory at University of Wollongong (UOW) with variable humidity. Some experiments
using Fourier‐Transform AC voltammetry were undertaken at Prof. Alan M. Bond’s
Research Group at Monash University.
2.2
2.2.1

Reagents and Materials
Reagents

HiPCO Single‐walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNT; 4 % Fe catalyst, batch no. P0317, P0341,
and P0343) were purchased from CNI Nanotechnology, Rice University (Houston, USA).
Ferrocenemonocarboxylic acid (FMCA; Sigma‐Aldrich, 97 % purity), potassium chloride
(KCl; AR. BDH), potassium ferricyanide trihydrate (K4[Fe(CN)6].3H2O; AR. Ajax Finechem),
ruthenium (III) hexamine chloride ([Ru(NH3)6]Cl3; Sigma‐Aldrich, 98 % purity), Phosphate
Buffer Saline tablets (PBS; pH 7.4, Sigma‐Aldrich), Triton‐X100 (AR. BDH), Ethanol (Univar,
95 % purity), conc. acetic acid (Sigma‐Aldrich, ACS reagent, ≥ 99.7 %), toluene (AR.
Univar), polyisobutylene (PIB; Mw = 500,000, Aldrich), polyurethane‐diol (PU; Mn = 320, 88
% wt. in water, viscosity = 8,000,000 cps, hydroxyl number = 350.00 mg KOH/g, Aldrich)
and polystyrene (PS; Mw = 45,000, Aldrich) were used all as received from the
manufacturer. Poly(styrene‐β‐isobutylene‐β‐styrene) (SIBS; MW = 160,362) is a gift from
Boston Scientific (USA). PVDF membrane (DURAPORE®MEMBRANE FILTERS, Millipore)
with a pore size of 0.22 µm was used for vacuum assisted filtration of the CNT dispersion
solution. Dichloromethane (DCM) and chloroform were supplied by Ajax Chemicals.
Poly(DL‐lactic acid‐co‐glycolic acid) copolymers (PLA‐PLGA (75:25); Mw = 66,000‐
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107,000) and poly(L‐lactic acid) (PLA, viscosity = 0.90‐1.20 dL/g, Mw = 100,000‐150,000)
were obtained from Sigma‐Aldrich (Sydney, Australia). The only three organic‐soluble
conducting polymers (CPs), poly(3‐octyl pyrrole) (POP, Fe‐DBSA dopant, polymer
dispersibility (PDI) = 1.1), poly(2‐methoxyaniline‐5‐sulfonic acid) (PMAS, Mw = 15 kDa, PDI
= 1.6), and poly((E)‐4,4’’‐didecoxy‐3'‐styryl[2,2':5',2'']terthiophene) (PDSTTP, an average
polymer length of 11 monomer units, Mw = ~7.2 kDa) [1, 2] used were prepared at IPRI.
The two CPs, POP and PMAS were chemically synthesised and provided by Dr. Syed A.
Ashraf while PDSTTP was chemically synthesised by Prof. David L. Officer’s research group
at the MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology (New Zealand)
and at UOW. POP was chemically synthesised by using Fe‐DBSA as a chemical oxidant
dopant instead of Cu(ClO4)2 or Fe(pTS)3 which were reported previously [3]. Briefly, 2‐
methoxyaniline‐5‐sulfonic acid (MAS) was purified by in‐house acid‐base crystallisation
prior to use in polymerisation. PMAS emeraldine salt was prepared via the chemical
synthesis method, reported previously [4, 5]. The Mw of PMAS was determined by a gel
permeation technique using polystyrenesulfonic acid, sodium salt in calibration standard.
For PDSTTP, the number of repeat units in the polymer chain was determined using
MALDI‐TOF mass spectrum of the chloroform‐soluble extract of PDSTTP. The chemical
structures of polymer molecules are illustrated in Table A1 (Appendix A). Chitosan
(medium molecular weight, 75‐85% deacetylated, viscosity 200‐800 cps of 1 % chitosan in
1% acetic acid) was ordered from Sigma‐Aldrich, Australia. Dopamine (DA; 3‐
hydroxytyramine hydrochloride, AR.) and uric acid (UA; ≥ 99 %) were purchased from
Sigma and ascorbic acid (AA; vitamin C, ≤ 99.5 %) was ordered from Fluka.
2.2.2

Preparation of Solutions

Milli‐Q deionised water (resistivity 18 MΩ cm) was used to prepare all aqueous solutions.
For the intercalation process, the organic polymer solutions, i.e. PS solution, PIB solution,
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SIBS solution, PDSTTP solution were obtained by using toluene as a solvent. A POP solution
was prepared in DCM, let stand for 3 hours and then the decanted supernatant solution
free from agglomerated particles was used for experiments. PLA‐PLGA (75:25) and PLA
solutions were prepared in chloroform and stored in the fridge when not in use. PU and
PMAS solutions were prepared using Milli‐Q water while a chitosan solution was prepared
using a 1 % acetic acid solution. Solutions of three redox probes; FMCA, [Fe(CN)6]3‐, and
[Ru(NH3)63+ respectively, were used in the electrochemical studies and were prepared in
PBS buffer solution containing 0.1 M KCl. The PBS buffer solution was prepared by
dissolving a commercial PBS tablet (pH 7.4) into 200 millilitres of Milli‐Q water. The FMCA
solution and [Fe(CN)6]3‐ solution were stored when not in use while [Ru(NH3)63+ solution
was prepared fresh and used immediately in the dark. For the study of chemical sensing
properties of novel polymer/SWCNT platforms, dopamine solution, uric acid solution and
ascorbic acid solution were freshly prepared in a PBS solution before use. The solutions
were purged by high‐purity nitrogen gas for 15‐20 minutes before use. The
electrochemical cell was also degassed by purging with nitrogen gas above the electrolyte
during electrochemical experiments to remove oxygen gas interference.
2.2.3

Samples and Electrodes

For electrochemical studies, cut raw and polymer‐intercalated BP strips with a size of 2.5 ×
0.5 cm2 were used as working electrodes (the surface area is deduced from both sides) and
for the studies of effect of polymer intercalation. All BEs used in this thesis were made from
only three SWCNT batches, i.e. P0317, P0341 and P0343. A Ag/AgCl (3M NaCl) electrode
and a platinum mesh electrode were used as a reference electrode and a counter electrode
respectively in a conventional three‐electrode electrochemical cell. In DC and FT‐AC cyclic
voltammetric measurements, the polymer/SWCNT BE strip working electrode was affixed
on a copper‐plate clip having good electrical contact for use. The experiments were
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carefully performed without the clip placed in electrolyte and the surface area of the BE
submersed into the electrolyte was measured. A chemical sensor to determine dopamine
was fabricated using SIBS‐intercalated BEs (from SWCNT lot number P0317) as sensing
electrode.
2.3

Preparation of Buckypapers and Nanocomposites

The preparation and intercalation of BEs to obtain novel polymer/SWCNT BEs were
described in this section.
2.3.1

Sonication, Dispersion and Dispersion Quality

The fabrication of BEs includes filtration of carbon nanotube (CNT) dispersions. The
dispersion solution is commonly prepared by a sonication process which breaks up large
bundles of CNTs. The CNT dispersion quality of prepared CNT‐Triton‐X100 solutions was
checked with no agglomerate particles before vacuum filtering. The optimal condition used
in this work is follows; 120 mg of SWCNT soot, 240 ml of 1 %v/v Triton‐X100 solution,
horn sonication pulse on 1s off 1s for 2 hours (4 hours overall), bath sonication for 1 hours
(if not completely dispersed) and then check quality of dispersion using an optical
microscope (Leica DMF‐52) [6]. The dispersion quality is a bit related to batch number of
SWCNT when changed use of different batches which need longer time of bath sonication
or no need batch sonication.
2.3.2

Preparation of Buckypapers

The preparation of SWCNT BPs is usually undertaken via the vacuum‐assisted filtration of
well‐dispersed CNT solution through a membrane. The CNT network mat will settle down
onto the membrane and freestanding films of CNT network are achieved after peel off from
the membrane. The simple preparation setup to produce BPs is shown in Figure 2.1. The
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dispersion obtained in 2.3.1 was filtered through a 0.22 μm pore size hydrophobic PVDF
membrane (4 cm × 8 cm size) linked with a vacuum line. The obtained SWCNT BPs was
washed several times with water until the bubble of the surfactant disappeared, indicating
that the majority of the surfactant had been removed. After washing with water, the BP
was then rinsed with ethanol and then allowed to dry at room temperature. The
functionalising or adsorbed surfactant is present in the BP materials at a small level. The
dried BP was cut into rectangular strips (0.5 cm × 2.5 cm) for further studies.

Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram showing BP electrode preparation setup. [Adapted from S.E.
Moulton, A.I. Minett, G.G. Wallace, D. Liming (Ed.) 2006 Carbon Nanotechnology,
(Amsterdam: Elsevier) pp. 297‐321][7].
2.3.3

Intercalation of Polymers into Buckypapers

In intercalation process, the 0.5 × 2.5 cm size BE strips were used for intercalation. Many
polymers intercalated such as insulating polymers (IPs), i.e. SIBS, PIB, PS, PLA‐PLGA
(75:15), PLA, chitosan, and PU and CPs, i.e. POP, PDSTTP, and PMAS were employed in
present intercalation studies. The polymers can be classified into two categories; water‐
soluble and organic‐soluble polymers. For example, in intercalation of SIBS an organic SIBS
polymer was intercalated into the BP architecture via soaking SWCNT BP strips into a 5
%w/v SIBS solution in toluene for given periods of time. Finally, the SIBS‐intercalated
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SWCNT BE strips were used as electrodes after carefully washing in toluene and drying at
room temperature for 24 hours. The sample weights before and after intercalation were
measured using a Model MES Premium Microbalance (readability = 0.001 mg, Sartorius
Mechatronics) to determine the increase in weight of the BPs and the weight percentage of
SIBS intercalated. The bulk densities of all samples were also determined and calculated.
For convention, the electrode samples will be referred to as, BP, SIBS‐BP (general SIBS
intercalated samples), SIBS‐BP1 (1 hour soak time) and SIBS‐BP16 (16 hour soak time).
For the other polymers, the intercalation process was the same but volatile solvent drying
process was carried out at room temperature while in aqueous solutions the samples were
dried in an oven at 60 °C for 24 hours.
2.3.4

Fabrication of Electrochemical Sensor

In this study, a chemical sensor was fabricated using a superior novel electrochemical
SIBS/SWCNT BP platform. The SIBS/SWCNT platform was used as sensing element as well
as electrochemical transducer. A simple three‐electrode configuration electrochemical cell
was employed in test of this chemical sensor consisted of a novel SIBS/SWCNT platform.
The well‐separated redox responses, oxidation peaks of DA and AA in cyclic
voltammograms (CV) and differential pulse voltammograms (DPV) can be achieved at this
electrode platform which it is found difficultly or suffers in other carbon based electrodes.
Thus, chemical sensor will be used to determine dopamine, important neurotransmitter in
presence of AA and UA that are common interference using a DPV technique. The details of
this chemical sensing study and performances of novel SWCNT nanocomposite platform
are described in Chapter 6.
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Characterisation and Instrumentation

The characterisation techniques are described in this chapter and the details of
instruments can be found in many physico‐chemical technique books.
2.4.1

Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope that images the
specimen surface with a finely focused electron beam of keV energy [8]. SEM can provide
information on surface topography, crystalline structure, chemical composition and
electrical behaviour [9]. One benefit is that most of the sample surface is simultaneously in
focus whatever the surface roughness. SEM permits non‐destructive evaluation of the
specimens and also use very short sample preparation time while the specimen is attached
to a stub using conductive paint or tape as the glue. Moreover, SEM records the images of
samples with high resolution and very high magnification in range of micron to nanoscale.
Therefore, SEM has been widely used to study the surface morphology and microstructure
of nanomaterials involving CNTs and their composites. For scanning, the dried sample is
placed into the vacuum system of the SEM. Importantly, high quality SEM images require a
conductive sample surface to avoid electrostatic charge accumulation during the scan. For
non‐conductive materials, the surface is generally sputter‐coated with an ultrathin layer of
gold or other metals to improve the conductivity. For conducting materials and
semiconductors, no sample preparation is required. In this thesis, SWCNT based materials
prepared have enough conductivity to image by this technique. All the surface
morphologies of raw and intercalated samples without the metal coating were studied by
using a JOEL 7500F SEM. Before samples were attached onto a stub, they were dried in an
oven at 60 °C for 24 hours.
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Atomic Force Microscopy

Atomic force microscope (AFM) has become a standard surface analysis technique in
imaging surface morphology or structure, force interactions and measuring physical
phenomena at the nanoscale [10]. AFM having a unique atomic resolution measures forces
as low as 10 pN using a flexible microcantilever bearing a sharp probe which contacts the
sample. The spatial resolution of AFM is typically less than a few nanometers in diameter,
which depends on the size of the contacting area of the probe. AFM measures the deflection
of laser beam at a moving cantilever due to the force between the cantilever tip and a
sample surface which this deflection is recorded as the morphology of the surface. In many
fields, AFM technique has a powerful nanoscale resolution with short real‐time to monitor
the surface morphology and structure change [11], to study nano‐actuation of CP films
[12], to assess interactions of chemicals and DNA [13], and to investigate swelling of pH‐
responsive nanofibres [14]. AFM is used to investigate the micro/nanostructures of the
CNT/polymer architectures with nanometer lateral and sub‐angstrom vertical resolution
[15]. Imaging modes of AFM technique are classified into contact mode (DC mode) and
dynamic or intermittent mode (AC mode), which differ mainly in the way of the tip moving
over the sample. As illustrated in Figure 2.2a, in the contact mode, during recording the
cantilever deflection is kept constant using feedback control while the force is applied to
the tip. The dynamic mode with tapping of the cantilever is operated near its resonance
frequency (Figure 2.2b). Moreover, in Figure 2.2c, AFM enables researchers to study of
molecular forces and chemical properties. The cantilever deflection is recorded with
respect to the vertical displacement of the piezoelectric scanner when the sample is
pushed towards the tip and is retracted. This deflection versus scanner displacement curve
can be transformed into a force‐distance curve.
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In this thesis, AFM images of surfaces for dried raw and novel SWCNT/polymer
freestanding sheet platforms were performed in air using either Dimention 3100 AFM
(Veeco Digital Instruments) or MFP 3D AFM (Asylum Research). The images were taken in
tapping mode with a scan rate of 1Hz using a 10N/m silicon nitride cantilever
(Mikromasch, Germany).

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 2.2 Operating AFM modes: (a) contact mode, (b) intermittent/tapping mode and
(c) force‐distance curve. [Reproduced by courtesy from Y.F. Dufrêne 2008 Analyst, 133,
297‐301. Copyright 2008 The Royal Society of Chemistry][10]
2.4.3

Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique used to study vibrational, rotational, and
other low‐frequency modes in a system. Raman is based on the determination of the
inelastic scattering of monochromatic light by matter [16]. Therefore, Raman spectra
normally record the intensity of the scattered radiation from sample versus the
wavelength due to irradiating the sample with a high intensity laser beam with a known
frequency. The chemical components in the samples can be observed by this technique
which the observed wavelength of scattered light corresponds to specific functional
groups. Specifically, Raman spectroscopy is also a powerful vibrational spectroscopic
technique for characterisation of CNTs [17]. The characteristic features of the Raman
spectrum is dependent on the CNT structure, defined by the indices (n, m) and interaction
with its environment. There are only two considered vibrational modes of the carbon‐
carbon bonds in nanotubes, being the radial direction and the tangential direction. The
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former direction, radial breathing mode (RBM) is a fingerprint of SWCNT and the
frequency is related to the nanotube diameter. The aggregation of RBM is due to the strong
inter‐tube van der Waals’ interactions within the CNT bundles [18, 19]. The estimation of
CNT diameter can be calculated based on that the RBM frequency (ωRBM) is inversely
proportional to the SWCNT diameter (dt), expressed as [20]

ω RBM (cm −1 ) =

223.5
+ 12.5
d t (nm)

(2.1)

The average diameters of SWCNTs in the raw SWCNT, raw BPs and nanocomposite BPs
were calculated using Equation 2.1. The Raman shifts at ~1320 cm‐1 and ~1597 cm‐1 are D
and G bands respectively, referred to as vibrations along the nanotubes axis. D band
represents the defects or imperfections of CNTs with sp3 hybridisation bonding and G band
represents sp2 bond along the nanotube [21, 22]. In general, chemical functionalisation of
CNTs reduces the G to D intensity ratio which sp2 carbon transforms to sp3 carbon.
Changing frequency positions of RBM peaks is caused by changes in the nanotube radial
breathing in changing environments, leading to changes in the nanotube diameter. The
changing in nanotube diameter also is from interaction between nanotube and
environment at an interface.
In this work, Raman spectroscopy was used to investigate the vibrational modes of CNTs,
which shows specific characteristics of CNTs, in the platform samples and to study
interaction between polymer and SWCNTs. It was also used to confirm the presence of
intercalating soluble CPs. The Raman experiments were undertaken by using a YVON
HORIBA JOBIN HR800 Raman Spectrophotometer with LabSpec software. During the
measurement, the laser (λ=632.8 nm) was focused on the micro‐region surface of BP based
nanomaterials.
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Electric Conductivity

Electrical conductivity or specific conductance is a measure of an ability of a material to
conduct an electric current. When an electrical potential difference is placed across a
conductor, its movable charges flow. Conductivity measurement of conductive films or
sheets is commonly operated with a four‐point probe. The purpose of the four‐point probe
is to measure the resistivity of materials [23]. As shown in Figure 2.3, a constant current
was injected into the material via the outer two electrodes while the resultant electric
potential distribution was recorded via the two inner electrodes. With this configuration,
the contact resistance between the metal electrodes and the material will not show up in
the measured results [23]. The electrical resistivity can be expressed as

V
ρ = K( )×t
I

(2.2)

where ρ is the electrical resistivity of the sample, K is a geometric factor (linear four‐point
probe, K = 4.5324), V is the electric potential across the two inner electrodes, I is the
applied current and t is the thickness of the film or sheet (cm). The conductivity (σ) of the
sample is calculated by inversion of a ρ value as expressed in Equation 2.3.

σ=

1

ρ

(2.3)

where σ is the electrical conductivity of the sample (S/cm).
In this thesis, the electrical conductivity was used to monitor the effect of intercalating
polymers on the conductivity change in BP composites. The electric conductivities of CNT
papers were performed using a JANDEL Four‐Point Probe Conductometer (Jandel
Engineering Ltd, UK). A linear four point conductivity probe was used for all samples.
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Figure 2.3 Schematic diagram showing four‐point probe configuration.

2.4.5

Thermogravimetric Analysis

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is performed on samples to determine changes in
weight in relation to change in temperature [24]. TGA is commonly employed in research
and testing to determine characteristics of materials such as polymers, ceramics and
composites. TGA can monitor degradation temperatures, moisture content of materials, the
level of inorganic and organic components in materials, decomposition points of
explosives, and solvent residues. It is also often used to estimate the purity of CNTs and
thermal properties of their composites.
In this work, the thermal stability, interaction at interfaces and degradation of the
composite electrodes were studied by TGA. TGA measurements of each specimen were
performed starting at room temperature with a two‐degree increment per minute in
flowing air. TGA graphs were recorded between room temperature and 800°C using a TGA
Q500 Thermogravimetric Analyser (TA Instruments, Australia).
2.4.6

Tensile Test

Tensile test is commonly used to study and characterise mechanical properties of a wide
range of materials. It is a useful technique for observing the viscoelastic nature of
polymers. The tensile experiment records the resulting sample displacement due to that
force. The data are generally reported in the form of stress‐strain curves [25], giving
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modulus of elasticity (Young’s modulus), maximum stress, and break strain related to
kinds of the materials. Stress is the product of a force across an area which is given in
Pascals (Pa) while strain is the applied stress causing a deformation of the material which
in the study of extensively geometric arrangements, the change in length under stress is
measured as compared to the original sample dimension. The strain is reported in
percentage (%). As illustrated in Figure 2.4, the elastic modulus is deduced from the slope
of the linear segment of this stress‐strain curve, referred to as the stiffness of the material.
In this work, the mechanical properties of the bare and polymer intercalated BPs except
the CP series were investigated by using an EZ‐S Universal Testing Machine (SHIMADZU,
Japan). The experiments were undertaken by using the geometric extension mode.

Figure 2.4 Schematic stress‐strain diagram showing elastic modulus obtained from slope
of linear relationship between stress and strain.
2.4.7

Direct Current Cyclic Voltammetry

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is a potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement technique
which can conveniently and reliably elucidate the nature of electrochemical redox
processes [26]. As illustrated in Figure 2.5, the experiment was undertaken in a
conventional three‐electrode system electrochemical cell consisting of a reference
electrode, a working electrode and an auxiliary electrode. The system was purged with
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high purity nitrogen gas to keep the atmosphere deoxygenated. In the CV measurement,
the systematic current versus an applied direct current (DC) ramp is shown in Figure 2.6.
At a given scan rate the applied electric potential drive the redox reaction at working
electrode forward from initial point to final point. After reaching to a maximum point, the
potential was scanned back to the starting point (2.6a). As a result, the recorded current is
plotted against the applied voltage providing the cyclic voltammogram (Figure 2.6b). This
CV technique can be used to investigate the electrochemical behaviour, kinetics and
properties of redox species at interesting electrodes.

Figure 2.5 Schematic diagram showing a three‐electrode electrochemical cell
configuration; WE = working electrode, RE = reference electrode, AE = auxiliary electrode.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6 (a) Cyclic potential sweep, (b) resulting cyclic voltammogram contributed from
redox process. [Adapted from A.J. Bard, L.R. Faulkner, Electrochemical Methods
Fundamentals and Applications, John Wiley & Sons, New York, 2001][26].
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In this work, an electrochemical cell consists of either bare SWCNT BPs or BP‐polymer
nanocomposites used as a working electrode, a Pt mesh auxiliary electrode and a Ag/AgCl
(3 M NaCl) reference electrode. The CVs were recorded using either EDAQ system (eDAQ
Pty Ltd, Australia) or the FT‐AC instrument (Prof. Alan Bond’s research group@Monash
University, Australia) with a zero amplitude for the applied sine wave. The PBS buffer is
used as electrolyte media while KCl is used as a supporting electrolyte which reduces
solvent resistance and helps ion/mass transfer into electrode surface. The supporting
electrolyte reduces the resistance problem in an electrochemical cell. The electroactive
surface areas of the BP electrodes were determined from the simulation data. The
electrolyte solutions were degassed with high‐purity nitrogen gas for at least 5 min to
remove oxygen before commencing each experiment.
2.4.8

Fourier Transformed LargeAmplitude Alternating Current Cyclic
Voltammetry

Alternating current (AC) cyclic voltammetry (CV) commonly involves the application of
sinusoidally oscillating voltage into an electrochemical cell [27]. An AC waveform with a
known frequency and a constant amplitude is superimposed onto an applied DC ramp.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of the total AC waveform which a large‐amplitude sine wave
is superimposed onto the DC potential waveform and the AC voltage is swept at a finite
scan rate [28]. This AC experiment when used in conjunction with a lock‐in amplifier or
frequency analyser offers considerably increased sensitivity over the earlier described DC
techniques and can also reveal important mechanistic and kinetic information not easily
available using more traditional voltammetric techniques. Fourier Transform, a
mathematical function is applied to this AC technique to provide high sensitivity [29],
called

“Fourier‐Transformed

large‐amplitude

alternating

current

(FT‐AC)

cyclic

voltammetry”. It has the ability to evaluate ET kinetics at electrodes in a single experiment,
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having advantageous in providing more information than those from DC and small‐
amplitude impedance studies, particularly in the higher harmonics. Full details of the FT‐
AC voltammetric instrumentation is available in reference 29 [28]. As shown in Figure 2.8,
a total superimposed large amplitude AC sine‐wave voltage is applied to the working
electrode over a range of studied DC potential. The resulting AC current signal (A) of the
system related to applied triangular AC waveform (V) is recorded and plotted versus the
time domain (s). The power spectrum of the voltammogram is plotted in another way with
log of current versus frequency domain (Hz), which the responses compared with the
baseline represent the DC current and the harmonics respectively [28].
In this work, AC techniques were used to evaluate novel CNT platforms as superior sensing
electrodes. The electrode kinetics of standard redox processes at the novel platform
surfaces was elucidated by using FT‐AC instrument gifted from Prof. Alan M. Bond. Before
commence each experiment, the electrolyte solution and specimen surface were purged
with high‐purity nitrogen gas for at least 5 min to remove oxygen. During experiment, the
inert atmosphere in the electrochemical cell was kept by continuing flowing nitrogen gas
above the solution.
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram showing an applied AC wave form. [Adapted from S.X. Guo, J.
Zhang, D.M. Elton, A.M. Bond, Fourier transform large‐amplitude alternating current cyclic
voltammetry of surface‐bound azurin, Analytical Chemistry 76 (2004) 166‐177][30].

(b)

(a)

Figure 2.8 (a) AC cyclic potential sweep and (b) resulting AC cyclic voltammetric current
versus time domain.

2.4.9

Differential Pulse Voltammetry

Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) plays an important role in electroanalysis and also
both qualitative and quantitative analysis of pharmaceuticals in being capable of good
signal‐to‐noise ratios [31]. A simple, rapid and highly sensitive DPV method with low
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detection limits is used to evaluate chemicals/analytes for food and environmental
controls and to probe many diseases in human over many decades. Figure 2.9 shows a DPV
experiment where the pulse voltage is applied and the peak current is generated. Voltage
pulses with a constant small‐amplitude are superimposed on an applied ramp voltage. The
currents before the pulse and at the end of the pulse are measured and the difference of
both values is recorded as a function of the potential [32]. With this technique, a
voltammogram is produced which resembles the first derivative of the DC polarographic
wave [31]. The differential pulse peak current is proportional to the bulk concentration of
electroactive species which suppresses the capacitive charging current.
In this study, the ability of the novel polymer/SWCNT BEs for use as electrochemical
sensing platform was evaluated. Chemical sensors fabricated from the novel
polymer/SWCNT BEs with no modification were used to determine dopamine, a
neurotransmitter in presence of high concentrations of ascorbic acid and uric acid by this
DPV technique. Voltammograms were recorded from potential of ‐200 mV to 800 mV using
an ECHEM system (eDAQ Pty Ltd., Australia).

Figure 2.9 Schematic diagram showing (a) an applied total pulse waveform and (b) a
related signal. [Adapted from R.G. Compton, C.E. Banks, Understanding Voltammetry,
World Scientific Publishing, Singapore, 2007][33].
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2.4.10 Modelling and Simulations of Direct Current and Alternating Current Cyclic
Voltammetries
To elucidate electrochemical behaviour of BPs and composite BPs, DC and AC CVs were
employed and simulated. The modelling and simulation of DC and AC techniques were
used to simplify the explanation of the characteristics of the BP electrode surfaces.
Considerate models, i.e. thin‐film mechanism, planar diffusion and hemispherical diffusion,
were highly impacted in modelling of electrochemical process at these electrode materials.
The planar diffusion assumption is demonstrated for an electrode which behaves as either
a single disc electrode or a microelectrode array where the diffusion layers for each
electroactive microdomain are fully overlapping. The hemispherical diffusion assumption
involves the steady‐state voltammogram of a microarray electrode which has partly
overlapping diffusion layers of each microelectrode domain.
In this thesis, BPs without intercalating polymers were directly compared to a thin‐film
model [34]. These electrodes with high porosity have very low redox signal with very high
capacitive background current, reflecting low signal to background ratios. These CVs are
difficult to be simulated and do not serve as electrochemical sensing platforms with good
detection limit. The complexity of their electrochemical behaviour is also simplified being
based on the thin‐film diffusion theory. Because this work aims to investigate BPs for use
as sensing platforms, significantly reduced background current and improved Faradaic
response are focused using an intercalation process. The polymer‐intercalated BP
electrodes show high signal to background ratios, carrying microelectrode array
behaviour. Therefore, both DC and AC CVs at intercalated BPs with IPs and CPs were
simulated (reported in Chapters 4 and 5) as compared to microelectrode array models
with considering diffusion layers. Simulations of DC and AC CVs of experimental data with
good agreement (by eyesight) will solve the electrochemical behaviour of what the
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nanocomposite BP surface is and also provide electrode kinetic parameters, i.e. ET rate
constant.
DC CVs can be fitted with both planar and hemispherical diffusion models. Simulation of DC
CVs can be undertaken using either a single planar/flat macroelectrode (planar diffusion
model) or a micro‐/nano‐electrode array (planar or hemispherical diffusion models). DC
simulation was carried out using the DigiSim program [35]. The simulation package
program for AC voltammograms developed by the Prof. Alan Bond’s research group at
Monash University allows only simulation based on planar diffusion. AC methodology, a
high powerful single experiment to determine the electrode kinetics, has very high
sensitivity to fast ET rates [36]. In this case, simulated AC outputs can be simply compared
to DC simulation results for confirmation of correct kinetic parameters. Simulation of AC
data appears meaningless in this particular case of electrode behaviour.
For DC modelling, because BPs have been built from a random oriented SWCNT network
the BP surface has been considered that the electroactive SWCNT domains on their surface
possibly behave like randomly arranged micro‐/nano‐electrode array, comprised of both
basal‐plan like and edge‐plan like defects. When the spacing between electroactive array
microelectrodes is very small, the diffusion layers of each electrode completely overlap and
the diffusion layer of the entire electrode becomes planar diffusion. In this case, the planar
diffusion model is relevant. In this case, the simulation was carried out like that of a single
macroelectrode [35, 37]. The CVs for some of polymer‐BPs show sigmoidal shape (steady‐
state voltammetric reaction), indicating that spacing has significant magnitude for partly
overlapping diffusion layers of each electrode. So, use of microarray model with
hemispherical diffusion process for simulation is reliable [35]. The electroactive surface
areas of the BP electrodes were determined by comparison of simulated DC and AC CVs
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with data for the one‐ET reduction of each 1.00mM redox probe in 0.1 M KCl and PBS (pH
7.4). The simulation also optimise the shape of the voltammogram, size of designed
microelectrode, total current, surface area, midpoint potentials and peak separation to
obtain the best fit. The diffusion coefficients used for simulations were as follows: 7.6 × 10‐
6

cm2 s‐1 for [Fe(CN)6]3‐, 6.3 × 10‐6 cm2 s‐1 for [Fe(CN)6]4‐, 7.6 × 10‐6 cm2 s‐1, 7.8 × 10‐6 cm2 s‐1

for [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and [Ru(NH3)6]2+ respectively and 6.0 × 10‐6 cm2 s‐1 for both FMCA0 and
FMCA+.
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3.1

Investigation of Polymer Intercalation of Buckyelectrodes

Introduction

CNT paper architectures called “BPs” or “BEs” have recently been developed and
established for use as conductive platforms or electrodes in wide ranging applications. BPs
have been recently used as fuel‐powered artificial muscles [1], electrochemical pneumatic
actuators [2], batteries [3], fuel cells [4], supercapacitors [5, 6], fire retardant membranes
[7], platforms, scaffolds and bio‐electrodes for cell cultures [8, 9], medical devices (a
balloon catheter) [10], and airplane components [11]. Such architectures require high
electro‐active surface area, electric conductivity and strength. Although CNT possess many
unique properties, BP electrodes made of CNTs generally offer high surface areas, but are
typically weak and hence have insufficient strength and other properties (i.e.
electrochemical sensing) for practical applications.
Creating composite materials provide significant improvement in the performance of the
BP for practical applications. The construction of polymer‐reinforced BPs via an
intercalation process plays an important role to provide higher strength and flexibility in
novel freestanding polymer/CNT BP structures [12‐14] and also electrochemistry in terms
of electrochemical sensing platforms (see Chapters 4 and 5) [15]. Surprisingly, using
intercalated polymers improves the properties of the BP structure which is composed of
random CNT networks containing a small amount of the surfactant or dispersant wrapping
the individual or bundled nanotubes.
Highly porous BPs or BEs in the form of freestanding platforms are constructed from a
perfectly continuous pore network along the structure, suitably interconnected nano‐
/micro‐pore size, and good connection between CNTs or bundles, which allows the
electron or charge transport along the CNT network, reflecting good conduction and allows
small molecule and macromolecule (polymers) entering into an internal pore network
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structure. Consequently, the structure allows modification with organic, inorganic or
biomolecular materials to offer properties which are required for specific practical
applications.
The desired modification of the BP electrode platform depends on the targeted
applications e.g.: to increase capacitance by incorporation of CPs [5, 13, 16] or to improve
mechanical strength and flexibility via an intercalation of organic IPs [12, 17]. These high
performances of the BP nanocomposite platforms can be achieved by modification using
many different polymers such as polystyrene (PS) [12], poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [12],
poly(vinyl pyrrolidone) (PVP) [12, 17], polypyrrole (PPY) [5, 16], polyaniline (PANI) [13],
polycarbonate [18], and epoxy resin [19]. Coated BPs with CP, MWCNT paper‐PANI
nanocomposites where PANI was polymerised along CNTs reveal thin, flexible and
superior electrochemical performance such as higher specific capacitance, lower internal
resistivity, and more stability under different current loads and have promising
applications in energy storage devices [20]. Intercalation of organic polymers, PVA, PVP,
and PS into the SWCNT sheets improves the mechanical properties (Young’s modulus,
strength, and toughness) of BPs [12].
The polymers occupy free volume (pores) present in the CNT networks, available within
channels between nanotubes, within bundles as intertube pores, and between bundles as
interbundle pores [12, 17]. Improved tensile strength indicates that the intercalated
polymer enhances the load transmission between the nanotubes. The penetration of the
epoxy resin into nanoporous structure of SWCNT BP provides storage moduli increases of
200‐250 % [21]. Furthermore, the copper metal which has penetrated right through the BP
(interconnections of CNT networks) provides significant improvements of conductivity (up
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to 350 % increase), the ultimate tensile strength (up to a 290 % increase) and Young’s
modulus (up to a 282 % increase) [14].
In order to achieve biocompatibility in particular for use in biomedical applications,
naturally occurring biopolymers such as chitosan or DNA (as binders) have been
incorporated [9]. No report has been shown that biopolymers and biocompatible polymers
have been used to intercalate into a CNT BP platform. This chapter reports the
intercalation of chitosan into a BP architecture over 48 hours. The result shows that
chitosan can not significantly intercalate (see Section 3.3.1 below). Although previous work
has looked at introducing biopolymers including DNA, hyaluronic acid, chitosan and SIBS
into CNT assemblies [22, 23] by other approaches, the CNT BPs intercalated with
biocompatible polymers (SIBS, PU, PLA, and PLA‐PLGA) have not been investigated.
This chapter highlights the investigation of effect of a variety of intercalated polymers on
the physical, mechanical, thermal and electrochemical properties of the BP platforms. A
simple solution process to fabricate the novel platforms and their nanocomposites from
SWCNT soots is reported here. Interestingly, different improvements in either mechanical
properties, electric conductivity, thermal stability or electrochemical properties of the BE
nanocomposite architecture were found with intercalations of different kinds of the
polymers. DC and Fourier transformed AC (FT‐AC) voltammetric techniques were used for
electrochemical investigations of the raw BP and BP composite structures.
3.2
3.2.1

Experimental Section
Reagents and Materials

All organic polymers including IPs (SIBS, PIB, PS, PLA, PLA‐PLGA, PU, chitosan) and CPs
(POP, PDSTTP, PMAS) some of which can be used as biocompatible/biomedical polymers
(POP, SIBS, PLA, PLA‐PLGA, PU, chitosan) were used as received from the manufacturer
except POP, PMAS, PDSTTP and SIBS. All CPs were chemically prepared by the Intelligent
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Polymer Research Institute at University of Wollongong while SIBS was received from the
Boston Scientific. For intercalation process, 5 %w/v SIBS solution, 5 %w/v PIB solution, 5
%w/v PS solution and 0.027 %w/v PDSTTP solution used were prepared in toluene. 0.125
%w/v POP solution in DCM, 5 %w/v PLA solution and 5 %w/v PLA‐PLGA (75:25) solution
in chloroform, 10 %w/v PU solution and 0.161 %w/v PMAS solution in water, and 0.025
%w/v chitosan in 1 %v/v acetic acid were also prepared. Cut 0.5 × 2.5 cm2 size BP strips
made from HiPCO SWCNTs were dried at 60 °C for overnight before uses. Chloroform (AR.
Ajax), toluene (AR. Univar), DCM (AR. Ajax) and conc. acetic acid (Sigma‐Aldrich) were
used as received from manufacturer. The aqueous solutions of redox probes; 1.00 mM
[Fe(CN)6]3‐, 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, 1.00 mM FMCA in PBS solution were prepared.
3.2.2

Intercalations and Characterisations

The polymer intercalation employed the all polymer solutions above. The intercalations of
polymers into BP architectures were carried out over periods of time ranging from 30 mins
to 8 days (see Section 2.3.1). Weights of all polymers intercalated into CNT networks were
determined at different soaking periods by using a Model MES Premium Microbalance
(readability = 0.001 mg, Sartorius Mechatronics). AFM images were performed using a
Veeco Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 AFM and an Asylum Research MFP 3D AFM.
The microstructures of the BP surfaces were investigated using ex situ tapping mode AFM.
SEM images of BP surfaces and cross‐sections were obtained using a Joel SEM. For taking
the images of cross‐sections, the samples were broken rapidly after dipping in liquid
nitrogen for a few minutes. TGA measurements were conducted using a TA Instruments
Thermogravimetric Analyser (TGA Q500) in air atmosphere (flow rate of 40 cc per minute)
and at a heating rate of 2 °C/min. Raman spectra were recorded on a JOBIN‐YVON HORIBA
Raman Spectrometer. The excitation wavelength was 632.80 nm. Spectra were recorded
over the region from 100 nm to 2000 nm. Electric conductivity measurements were
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performed using a JANDEL Four‐Point Probe Conductometer. Tensile measurements were
investigated by using a SHIMADZU Universal Testing Machine (EZ‐S). The stress‐strain
curves were recorded at room temperature when the dried BP strips were subjected to a
tensile load using a 10N cell, during measuring force (N) and displacement (mm) at a scan
rate of 0.1 mm.s‐1, to plot the stress (MPa) versus strain (%).
DC and FT‐AC CVs were used to investigate the improvement of the electrochemical
properties of the prepared BEs in term of sensing platforms. These BEs were used as a
working electrode in a three‐electrode electrochemical cell using a Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl)
reference electrode and a platinum wire auxiliary electrode. The DC voltammetric study
was undertaken using either an ECHEM (eDAQ Pty Ltd.) system or the FT‐AC instrument
with a zero amplitude for the sine wave. The FT‐AC parameters employed were a sine
wave, amplitude (∆E) = 80 mV, frequency (f) = 34.98 Hz, and scan rates (ν) = either 59.60
or 74.51 mV.s‐1. The electrolytes were degassed with high‐purity nitrogen (N2) gas for at
least 5 min to remove oxygen before commencing each experiment. During voltammetric
experiments, the electrochemical cells were also purged with N2 gas to keep oxygen away
from the air‐electrolyte interface. All experiments were undertaken at room temperature.
For convenience, the unmodified and SIBS, PS, PIB, POP, PDSTTP, PU, PMAS, PLA and PLA‐
PLGA intercalated BP electrodes will be referred to as BP, SIBS‐BP, PS‐BP, PIB‐BP, POP‐BP,
PDSTTP‐BP, PU‐BP, PMAS‐BP, PLA‐BP and PLA‐PLGA‐BP, respectively. In addition, PS‐
BP05, POP‐BP1, and PMAS‐BP192 were intercalated with such polymers for 30 min, 1
hour, and 192 hours, respectively.
3.3
3.3.1

Results and Discussion
Buckypaper Formation and Polymer Intercalations

Figure 3.1(a) shows an optical photograph of a freestanding CNT mats based on SWCNTs.
The BPs are a self‐supported CNT network membrane in the dried state. Generally, the
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resultant BP consists of a random distribution of CNT bundles/CNT ropes/individual CNTs
possessing a tangled CNT network which stands together via non‐covalent interaction [24,
25]. The sheet thicknesses are in a range of 50‐70 µm with an average density of 0.71
g/cm3. In Figure 3.1(b), a photograph from an optical microscope shows dark and
transparent spots to light which refers to nanotube networks/ropes and a macroporous
nature.

Figure 3.1 Photograph of SWNT BPs (a) and optical microscopic images of BPs before (b)
and after polymer intercalation (c).
The BP polymer nanocomposites were formed by polymers penetrating into the available
network pores in the structure. After intercalation of PS, the macrostructure of PS‐BP24 is
not significantly changed (Figure 3.1c). This implies that the pore space and CNT macro‐
network structure of BPs are not significantly changed due to intercalation of polymer. All
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organic polymers intercalated involving IPs (SIBS, PIB, PS, PLA, PLA‐PLGA, and PU) and
CPs (POP, PDSTTP, and PMAS) into a BP structure show very similar results. However,
intercalation of each polymer leads to many improvements in chemical and physical
properties dependent on the polymer intercalated.
Intercalation profiles for all polymers studied are shown in Figure 3.2. The intercalation
weights of the polymers which were deduced and compared to initial weights of raw BP
materials are reported in percentage versus intercalation over 0 to 8 days. The screening of
many polymers which were intercalated is demonstrated involving IPs such as SIBS
(Figure 3.2a), PS (Figure 3.2b), PIB (Figure 3.2c), PU (Figure 3.2d), PLA (Figure 3.2e), PLA‐
PLGA (Figure 3.2f), and chitosan (Figure 3.2g) and CPs such as POP (Figure 3.2h), PDSTTP
(Figure 3.2i), and PMAS (Figure 3.2j). The plots show that all polymers except chitosan
were intercalated into the SWCNT network.
Chitosan molecules which generally possess aggregate particles in an acidic gel solution
would retain larger particle sizes (diameter ranging 237‐673 nm) [26] compared to the
interbundle pore size (less than 100 nm) found at ~88 % free volume of BP structure [17],
restricting intercalation. So, chitosan would not enter into the small BP pores (see SEM
result) and block further diffusion occurring into the internal structure.
For all other polymers, the polymer mass increased as a function of intercalation time. The
curves start to increase at shorter intercalation times and then plateau at longer time
periods. This plateau is referred to as the ability of the intercalation of each polymer. The
maximum polymer uptake into the BP architecture for SIBS, PS, PIB, PU, PLA and PLA‐
PLGA, were found to be approximately 30, 25, 25, 30, 25 and 25 %w/w respectively of the
starting weight of the raw BP. Those for CPs (POP, PDSTTP and PMAS) were found at about
15, 15 and 12 %w/w respectively.
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(a)
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Figure 3.2 Intercalation profiles of various polymer intercalation systems; (a) SIBS, (b) PS,
(c) PIB, (d) PU, (e) PLA, (f) PLA‐PLGA, (g) chitosan, (h) POP, (i) PDSTTP and (j) PMAS.
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When the intercalation curve profiles remain constant, the intercalations were assumed to
be in saturation. The term saturation here represents that all micropores in a BP structure
are filled with the polymers. At the plateau, the longer intercalation times would be
required for the development of polymer rearrangement and diffusion into the smaller
intertube pores in the BP structure (see evidences for electrochemistry of POP‐BP and
PDTTP‐BP systems over different periods of intercalation time in Chapter 5). For longer
times above 24 hours, the electrochemical reactions of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ ions at CP‐BP
electrodes become nearly reversible, indicating the development of intercalation into
nanopores (intertube pores) and of interaction at the interface between CPs and CNTs with
a slow rate of intercalation.
In addition, the intercalation weight percentages of the CPs at the saturation points are less
than those of IPs. As compared to native BP, an intercalation of polymer also causes an
increase in the density of the nanocomposite [12]. For example, the SIBS‐BP (SIBS uptake =
30 %w/w) has a density of about 0.93 g/cm3. The characteristics of the polymers which
are not water‐soluble would contribute to the surface hydrophobicity of the resultant BP
nanocomposites.
3.3.2

Microstructure and Topology

Two techniques, AFM and SEM, were employed to monitor the external and internal
microstructure of the BPs after the polymer intercalation process. Figure 3.3 reveals the
typical AFM image recorded in height and phase scales for raw BP (a,b), SIBS‐BP (c,d), POP‐
BP (e,f) and PS‐BP (g,h). Results show AFM height images recorded before (Figure 3a) and
after intercalation of the polymer (Figures 3c, 3e, and 3g) and confirms that the surface of
the BP is porous and non uniform [27]. Figures 3b, 3d, 3f and 3h are of phase AFM images
at the same scanned areas. Both scan height and phase modes show that the surface
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characteristics of CNT freestanding sheets is provided by packing the bundles of nanotubes
and/or individual nanotubes in network structure, allowing electric transport along the
materials.
The individual SWCNTs/CNT bundles interconnected within the BPs are randomly
dispersed, with some regions exhibiting an aggregated SWCNT structure. Intercalation
with polymer leads to diffusion into the free volumes to generate what can be considered
as an amalgam of randomly ordered nanotube bundles/individual nanotubes.
Consequently, these surfaces are not flat and homogeneous, a feature which influences
electrochemical reactions and voltammetry [17] (see electrochemical studies below and
chapters 4 and 5).
For the case of polymer‐intercalated samples (Figures 3.3b‐h), the microstructure surface
does not significantly change due to the polymer intercalation process (Figures 3.3a, 3.3c,
3.3e, and 3.3g). The composite surfaces reveal the networks of the individual SWCNTs and
SWCNT bundles. Furthermore, with the increase of mass the polymer would fill up the
internal pores between individual CNTs and/or CNT bundles as well as the channels
between nanotubes within bundles. It is envisaged that the intercalating polymer enters
into the continually connected micro‐/nano‐pores of randomly dispersed SWCNT
networks in the BP and hence surrounds individual SWCNTs, SWCNT bundles and
impurities such as other forms of carbon, catalysts, dispersant (surfactant). The
inhomogeneity on the BP surfaces gives rise to conducting domains surrounded by
insulating domains in which the former are derived from SWCNT and/or other conducting
carbons and the latter from the IP (SIBS, PS, PIB, PU, PLA, or PLA‐PLGA).
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(a)
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Figure 3.3 Typical AFM height (left) and phase (right) images on surfaces of (a,b) raw BP,
(c,d) SIBS‐BP1, (e,f) POP‐BP192 and (g,h) PS‐BP24.
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Figure 3.4 Typical top‐down (left) and cross‐sectional (right) SEM images of (a,b) BP, (c,d)
PIB‐BP, (e,f) SIBS‐BP and (g,h) POP‐BP.
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Moreover, the heterogeneous surface contributed from only two conductive materials
having very different conductivities/electrochemical reactivities also involves the high
conducting domains (individual SWCNTs/CNT bundles) surrounded by lower conducting
domains (POP, PDSTTP, or PMAS). Good representative images for heterogeneous surfaces
above are clearly shown in Figure 4.11 of Section 4.3.6 (Chapter 4).
The heterogeneity on the BE surfaces gives rise to two different conducting domains where
the redox probes have different kinetics or ET rates obtained at either electro‐active
SWCNT or electro‐active CP (POP, PDSTTP, or PMAS). After intercalation, the
microstructures of CNT networks are similar. This indicates that the intercalation process
provides no significant change in this CNT architecture structure.
To confirm that polymers were intercalated not only into the external pores but also into
the internal pore structure, Figure 3.4 shows examples of SEM photographs imaged at
surface (left) and cross‐sectional (right) parts. The figure is representative of all polymer
intercalation systems which Figures 3.4(a,b), 3.4(c,d), 3.4(e,f), and 3.4(g,h) are of raw BP,
PIB‐BP, SIBS‐BP and POP‐BP respectively. The images again indicate that the BP surfaces
are porous and non‐uniform architectures which represent randomly dispersed networks
of aggregated CNTs or nanotube bundles. SEM images of SIBS‐BP and PIB‐BP show clearly
less porosity in the internal structure compared to raw BP while porosity of POP‐BP in a
SEM image shows no significant change, possibly due to the amounts of polymer uptake.
This lack of a change in porosity of BP after intercalation of POP would be caused by the
smaller molecule of shorter chain CPs and less intercalating polymer uptake. Figure 3.4d
clarify that the whole pore structure of PIB‐BP sample was fully filled up by intercalating
PIB polymer while in Figure 3f pore structure of SIBS‐BP was partly intercalated by SIBS
which is distributed uniformly around the pores and merged with nanotubes. In addition,
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SIBS covers SWCNT in networks of BP rather than filling into the interbundle/intertube
pores. It is noted that the BP nanocomposite surface constructed from both porous
structure/connecting pores filled up or intercalated with a non‐conducting PIB/each IP
and conducting SWCNT domains gives rise of surface heterogeneity which influences the
electrochemistry at these electrodes. Other IPs (PU, PLA, PLA‐PLGA, and PS) show similar
SEM internal structure as those of SIBS and PIB. The other two CPs, PDSTTP and PMAS,
show similar results with that of POP.
3.3.3

Thermogravimetric Analysis

The thermal degradation of the polymer‐intercalated BP nanocomposites in an air
atmosphere were examined as shown in both Figures 3.5 and 3.6 using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA). Figure 3.5 shows degradation profiles of BP composites with the different
polymer systems versus temperature while Figure 3.6 reveals change in mass per unit time
as a function of temperature, clearly showing weight change versus an increment of
temperature. TGA profiles reveal different thermal stabilities and decomposition profiles
for each polymer, raw BP and its intercalated BPs. All BPs leave a residue of at least 10±2
% of initial weight, indicating the Fe catalyst residue from the CNT synthetic process. The
SIBS polymer (Figure 3.5a) starts a one‐step degradation from ~200 °C to complete
degradation at ~357 °C, with no remaining residue after the temperature is at ~360 °C
whilst raw BP starts a two‐step decomposition between 200 °C and 500 °C (complete
decomposition temperature), remaining residues about ~8 % compared to the weight of
starting BP nanomaterials. This is attributed to the Fe catalyst used to prepare CNTs. The
first and second weight loss steps are at 200‐350 °C and 350‐500 °C and are attributed to
the degradations of surfactant used in dispersion of SWCNTs, Triton‐X100, and then the
SWCNTs themselves [28]. TGA data show that SWCNT network of BP completed the
degradation at of the temperature of ~500 °C which was higher than that of SWCNT soot
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powder (~ 475 °C, Figure not shown), indicating a stronger SWCNT structure and higher
thermal stability.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.5 Thermogravimetric analysis profiles (percentage of weight loss); (a) SIBS‐BP,
(b) PU‐BP, (c) PLA‐PLGA‐BP, (d) POP‐BP, (e) PDSTTP‐BP and (f) PMAS‐BP.
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TGAs of PS and PIB show a single decomposition from ~200 °C and then the degradations
were continuously completed at ~367 °C and ~345 °C respectively. The SIBS‐SWCNT
nanocomposite BPs reveal a degradation profile with a lower complete decomposition
temperature at ~485 °C, compared to those of raw BP materials. The SIBS‐BPs degrade via
three steps 200‐330 °C, 330‐380 °C and 380‐485 °C, attributed to degradation of SIBS and
surfactant, interfacial nanocomposites,

and

CNTs respectively.

All freestanding

nanocomposite SIBS‐BP mats have the same decomposition profile. The SIBS polymer
significantly reduced the thermal stability/complete degradation temperature of SIBS‐BPs.
Taking the slope of the present TGA curves, that is the first differential of change in weight
percent as a function of time (Figure 3.6) allows clarification of when mass changes occur
in an interpretation of the interaction between each polymer and SWCNTs, degradation
and thermal stability which represent the characteristics of the BP nanocomposites. Figure
3.6a shows that the weight loss profiles of SIBS‐BPs in Figure 3.5a are differentiated, which
shows broad peaks corresponding to population of degradations (weight losses) of each
chemical composition and/or each chemical constituent in the materials. TGA differentials
clarify the degradation temperatures of their chemical constituents. Pure BPs, SIBS
polymer and SIBS‐BP nanocomposites reveal mainly two, one, three degradation peaks
respectively, reflecting the degradation temperatures of compositions in such materials.
Pure BPs shows TGA differential peaks at ~325 °C (not present in TGA of raw SWCNT soot)
and ~455 °C related to decomposition of Triton‐X100 (~10 % wt. loss) and SWCNTs (~80
% wt. loss) [28] while SIBS polymer presents the peak at 305 °C related to that of the
polymer backbone. Surprisingly, three differential peaks were observed in the degradation
of SIBS‐BPs which one peak is related to those of free SIBS and/or Triton‐X100 and one is
related to that of pure BP (SWCNT networks).
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The free SIBS occupying into interbundle holes/pores of BPs with no interaction with the
nanotube surface, degrades at the same rate as that of pure SIBS polymer. A peak at the
temperature of ~355 °C (~25 % wt. loss) does not represent the decomposition
temperature of neither SIBS nor BP backbones, inferring that the nanocomposites behave
like a mixture or blended materials of both raw SWCNT and SIBS. The formation of
interaction at the SIBS polymer chain‐SWCNT interface via a noncovalent functionalisation
occurs. The structure of nanocomposite BPs would consist of free SIBS, SIBS bound on the
nanotube surface or noncovalently functionalised nanotubes with SIBS (a new
composition), and pure SWCNT network. Consequently, the interfacial nanocomposite
provides lower thermal stability and lower complete decomposition temperature of 485 °C
(between 360 °C and 500 °C) for achieved nanocomposite BPs, compared to that of pure
BP. This envisages that the polymer backbone involving styrene and/or non‐polar butyl
sections stack along the nanotube via the π‐π interaction for the case of aromatic ring or PS
section [29, 30] or the strong interfacial interaction between hydrophobic polymer section
and graphene sheet [31]. Therefore, the novel SIBS‐SWCNT architecture demonstrates free
SIBS and surface‐bound SIBS in randomly ordered CNT networks. The nanostructure
would acts as a random array of nano‐/micro‐electrodes involving either individual CNTs
or CNT bundles on the BP electrode surface. This suggests that bound SIBS at the interface
would affect the physical properties of SWCNT networks and the electrochemistry at such
nanocomposites (see Chapter 4).
PS‐BPs and PIB‐BPs (data not show) show similar characteristics with the data of SIBS‐BPs
(Figures 3.5a and 3.6a). They present an extra decomposition peak which does not
correspond to the polymer or CNT network. PS and PIB polymers have maximum
differential waves at 335 °C and 320 °C which represents decomposition or degradation of
PS and PIB polymer backbones respectively. PS‐BPs emphasises three TGA differential
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peaks at 300 °C (~8 % wt. loss), 360 °C (~17 % wt. loss) and 425 °C (~62 % wt. loss) while
PIB‐BPs present those at 290 °C (~10 % wt. loss), 325 °C (~27 % wt. loss) and 425 °C (~50
% wt. loss). Again, a raw starting BP film for intercalation of PS and PIB shows only two
differential waves belonging to decompositions of wrapping/adsorbed surfactants (triton‐
X100) in BP at 300 °C and of CNT networks of BP at 445 °C. The peaks at ~360 °C and
~325 °C for PS‐BPs and PIB‐BPs respectively are of the SWCNT‐polymer nanomaterials at
the interface via a strong interaction. In addition, a small peak at 100 °C is from the
evaporation of water trapped in the nanocomposites.
Figures 3.5b and 3.6b depict the TGA and differential TGA results respectively for PU‐BPs.
The decomposition TGA profile of PU shows four regions of mass loss from room
temperature to 150 °C, 150‐275 °C, 275‐360 °C, and 360‐570 °C, related to removal of
water at the first region and decomposition of PU at the three latter regions. Differential
TGA of PU reveals four peaks that correspond to the four regions listed above, with peak
maximums at 40 °C, 200 °C, 300 °C and 490 °C. In addition, a small peak was found 230 °C.
Surfactant and SWCNT networks in raw BP decompose at 315 °C and 445 °C respectively.
TGA profiles of PU‐BP nanocomposites show four steps of decompositions at room
temperature‐135 °C (water), 135‐175 °C (PU), 175‐245 °C (PU), and 245‐500 °C (PU,
Triton‐X100 and SWCNTs). PU‐BPs reveal differential TGA peaks at 170 °C (~8 % wt. loss),
215 °C (~15 % wt. loss), 325 °C (~15 % wt. loss) and 460 °C (~53 % wt. loss). The two
former correspond to degradation of PU. The peak at 325 °C is from decomposition of
Triton‐X100, indicating that the surfactant used in fabrication of the BP is remained.
During intercalation the BP strips in the polymer aqueous solution, Triton‐X100 did not
come out or wash out. The latter is corresponding to those of PU and SWCNT networks
which overlap each other. Thus, degradation of PU‐BP nanocomposites reveals no evidence
of the interfacial bonding at an interface which PU interacts along nanotubes in BP CNT
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network mats via weak interaction. Moreover, it would seem that SWCNT‐Triton‐X100
forms a stronger complex than CNT‐PU complex, hence no displacement of Triton‐X100.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.6 Thermogravimetric weight differentials; (a) SIBS‐BP, (b) PU‐BP, (c) PLA‐PLGA‐
BP, (d) POP‐BP, (e) PDSTTP‐BP and (f) PMAS‐BP.
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In typical TGA results of PLA‐PLGA‐BP (not shown) and PLA‐BP nanocomposites (see
Figure 3.5c), the degradation profiles clearly show the double steps of chemical
decompositions, i.e. 150‐330 °C and 330‐505 °C which are related to the combustion of free
PLA or PLA‐PLGA and the SWCNT network respectively. Differentiated TGA profiles (see
Figure 3.6c) show two peaks at 260 °C (~32 % wt. loss) and 450 °C (~57 % wt. loss) for
PLA‐PLGA‐BPs while those of PLA‐BPs were observed at 250 °C (~38 % wt. loss) and 450
°C (~51 % wt. loss). The former is related to decomposition of wrapping/adsorbed
surfactant (Triton‐X100). The latter is belonging to free PLA or PLA‐PLGA occupying
interbundle holes/pores of BP architecture where no new phase at the interface was
formed, suggesting weak interfacial interactions between PLA or PLA‐PLGA and the
nanotubes. Therefore, the PLA and PLA‐PLGA behave free in the internal porous BP with
the weak interaction of SWCNTs and each polymer, providing no shift of the TGA
differential.
In addition, no TGA differential peaks of the decomposition of Triton‐X100 at ~300 °C was
found for both nanocomposite systems, indicating that the Triton‐X100 diffused out from
the BP due to intercalation of PLA or PLA‐PLGA. Both polymer solutions were prepared
using chloroform while in toluene solution the Triton‐X100 did not come out from BP as
found in the TGA results of SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs and PIB‐BPs. The complete decomposition
point for both nanocomposite systems was found at 515 °C which is higher than that of
pure BP at 500 °C. The thermal stability of the BPs intercalated with PLA and PLA‐PLGA is
improved about 3 %, compared to those of raw BPs. This would be attributed from weak
interaction mentioned above.
As illustrated in Figure 3.5d, TGA shows that POP polymer has a complete degradation at
higher temperature than that of raw BP. The pure POP reveals the decomposition
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beginning from ~200 °C to a complete degradation at ~480 °C whilst the native BP
presents the degradation temperature at ~490 °C. The complete degradation temperatures
of POP‐SWCNT BPs range from 500 °C for a 1‐hour soak time to 520 °C for an 8‐day soak
time. The thermal stability was improved up to ~4 %. With increasing intercalation time,
the decomposition has occurred at higher degree, indicating more amount of POP
intercalated in the BP nanocomposites. Native BP and all SWCNT‐POP nanocomposite BP
mats have the same decomposition characteristic profile in which start slow‐rate
degradation after the temperature at 100 °C up to 350 °C and then dramatically drop at the
temperatures from 350 °C to 500 °C. Differentiated TGA curves (Figure 3.6d) shows the
decomposition behaviour and thermal stable profiles of pure POP polymer, raw SWCNT BP
and POP‐SWCNT BP nanocomposites.
The decomposition of POP polymer starts from 150 to 560 °C. POP reveals only two
differential mass change peaks at ~300 °C (~18 % wt. loss) and ~450 °C (~78 % wt. loss)
which correspond to decompositions of a dopant (Fe‐DBSA) or an octyl functional group
on polymer chain and a POP polymer backbone respectively. The complete decomposition
of POP occurs at ~560 °C (remains ~2 % of original for Fe of dopant), corresponding to the
TGA result. A raw BP film shows only two differential waves belonging to decompositions
of wrapping/adsorbed surfactants (Triton‐X100) at ~330 °C and SWCNT networks of BP at
approximately 440 °C which is less than that of complete decomposition temperature of
POP at 560 °C. POP‐SWCNT BP nanocomposites have both a small peak at 300‐330 °C (~15
% wt. loss) for decomposition of the Triton‐X100/dopant/polymer octyl group and a large
peak at 470‐500 °C (~70 % wt. loss) for degradation of SWCNT in network/polymer
backbones. No characteristics peak of POP at 290 °C was observed in POP‐BPs due to small
mass uptake of POP into BP. A shift of the peak from ~440 °C to higher temperatures (450‐
480 °C) occurs with increasing the intercalation time. Therefore, this novel POP‐SWCNT BP
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architecture arrangement which contains a POP intercalator at inter‐tubes/inter‐bundles
leads to an improvement of the thermal stability in the freestanding POP‐SWCNT BP
nanocomposites. The improvement in thermal stability in this case also involves the POP‐
SWCNT interfacial interaction and miscibility of POP and SWCNT which is corresponding
to conductivity measurement.
The TGA curves and differential TGA curves for the decomposition of pure PDSTTP, raw BP
and PDSTTP‐BPs are shown in Figures 3.5e and 3.6e respectively. TGA of PDSTTP reveals
two weight loss ranges of the decompositions at 100‐300 °C and 300‐500 °C and remains
constant of 8 % residue mass above 500 °C. Differential TGA reveals mainly two peaks
located at 230 °C (~78 % wt. loss) and 380 °C (~10 % wt. loss), referred to decomposition
of branched functional groups and terthiophene polymer backbones. The TGAs of PDSTTP‐
BPs show the decomposition profile with a one‐step weight loss the same as that of
starting BP and complete decomposition at the higher temperature of 500 °C, suggesting
higher thermal stability. The curves of the nanocomposites present only two peaks which
are corresponding to Triton‐X100 (325 °C, ~12 % wt. loss) and SWCNT (445 °C, ~75 % wt.
loss) in BPs. No diffusion of Triton‐X100 from BPs was found due to intercalation of
PDSTTP which have good agreement with the results of SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs and PIB‐BPs
fabricated in toluene. No peaks of differential TGA for PDSTTP in the composite BPs were
found due to small polymer uptake. Furthermore, the decomposition peak of PDSTTP
polymer backbone in PDSTTP‐BPs would superimpose with those of SWCNT network
which the decomposition temperatures for both SWCNTs and PDSTTP polymer chains
would be close. This can not be detected and convoluted by these TGA and differential TGA.
The improvement in thermal stability (~3 %) indicates an interaction at the interface in
the PDSTTP‐BP materials but no evidence of strong interfacial interaction was found in
Raman RBM spectra of the composites.
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Finally, the TGA curves and TGA differential curves of pure PMAS, raw BP and PMAS‐BPs
are illustrated in Figures 3.5f and 3.6f respectively. TGA profile of the water‐soluble PMAS
emphasises three steps of decomposition weight losses ranged at room temperature up to
190 °C, 190‐340 °C and 340‐570 °C respectively. The first step is corresponding to the
evaporation of adsorbed water in PMAS and the latter two decomposition regions are
belonging to dopant/sulphonate group/methoxy group and PMAS polymer backbones
respectively [32]. Some PMAS‐BPs show the same degradation profiles with that of pure
BP and some (PMAS‐BP192) emphasise different decompositions which are based on two
steps ranging from 150 °C to 270 °C and from 270 °C to 480 °C (remains ~1 % of original).
The decomposition position of PMAS polymer backbone happens close to that of a SWCNT
network in BP. The completion of degradation for some PMAS‐BPs was found at 20‐degree
higher than that of raw BP material while some PMAS‐BPs complete the full degradation at
the same point with that of raw BP. In Figure 3.10f, differential TGA of PMAS shows only
main peaks related to dopant/sulphonate and methoxy groups (225 °C, ~32 % wt. loss)
and PMAS polymer backbone (500 °C, ~54 % wt. loss). Some PMAS‐BPs present two
differential TGA peaks for decompositions of Triton‐X100 (300‐325 °C, ~19 % wt. loss)
and PMAS polymer/SWCNT network (450‐460 °C, ~68 % wt. loss) the same as those of
pure BP. With the small mass uptake of PMAS in PMAS‐BPs, the decomposition peak of
dopant or sulphonate and methoxy groups would not be detectable by this technique.
In addition, PMAS‐BP192 with the longest intercalation time show three main differential
TGA peaks corresponding to the dopant/sulphonate and methoxy groups (250 °C, ~23 %
wt. loss), Triton‐X100 (330 °C, ~17 % wt. loss), and PMAS polymer/SWCNT network of BP
(445 °C, ~49 % wt. loss) respectively. An increase in the complete decomposition
temperature for PMAS‐BP systems were observed about ~4 %, assuming presence of
interfacial PMAS‐SWCNT interaction. From the evidence above, the presence of each CP in
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randomly ordered CNT networks showing novel SWCNT architecture will give rise of
heterogeneity on the surface. The nanostructure would represent a random array of nano‐
/micro‐electrodes involving either individual CNTs/CNT bundles or CP domains on the BP
electrode surface. This would attribute the characteristics and electrochemical behaviour
of such CP/SWCNT BP electrodes (see Chapter 5).
3.3.4

Raman Spectra

The features of SWCNTs contained in the BP nanocomposite were examined by Raman
spectroscopy. Raman spectra show two regions known as the RBM zone and the zone of
vibration along nanotubes (D and G bands) for carbon‐carbon bonds of nanotubes. The
RBM region is related to the nanotube diameter and chemical environment surrounding
the nanotube. The estimation of SWCNT diameters was calculated using Equation 2.1 (see
Chapter 2) [31]. Examples of the average calculated diameters of SWCNTs in all the
nanocomposite BPs is illustrated in Appendix B. Raman technique provides the
information

of

interfacial

interaction

between

polymer

and

SWCNTs

in

the

nanocomposites where RBM modes are affected by the chemical environments or physical
interactions. The presence of a strong interaction at the interface reveals change in
nanotube diameter (given by shift of RBM wavelengths), compared to those for raw
SWCNT powder and starting BP materials (non‐intercalated BPs).
Figure 3.7 reveals typical Raman spectra of the SWCNT BP and nanocomposite samples,
overlaid with comparison to raw SWCNT and BP starting materials in a range of 100‐2000
cm‐1 recorded using the laser excitation wavelength of 632.8 nm. Raman shifts ranging
from 100 cm‐1 to 400 cm‐1 and the insets of Figures 3.7a‐c are typical RBM bands of the
SWCNT samples. The frequency positions of the main RBM modes obtained with
Lorentzian lineshapes are shown and the aggregation due to the strong inter‐tube van der
Waals’ interactions within the CNT bundles [33, 34].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7 Typical Raman spectra of (a) SIBS‐BP, (b) POP‐BP and (c) PDSTTP‐BP (insets
showing RBM regions).
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The Raman shifts at about ~1320 cm‐1, 1560 cm‐1, and 1600 cm‐1 are D, asymmetric G and
G bands respectively. D and G bands reveal sp3 and sp2 carbon hybridisation of bonding
along the nanotube [35].
The highest and narrow intensity G band at ~1600 cm‐1 indicates a good arrangement of
the hexagonal lattice of graphitic SWCNTs and another peak at ~1560 cm‐1 (G’ band) is the
SWCNT characteristic peak of SWCNTs from HiPCo process while the low and broad
intensity peak at ~1320 cm‐1 (D band) indicates the presence of some disordered or
incomplete hexagonal structure [36]. There is no significant vibrational mode shift of the C‐
C bonding along the nanotube in this region for all polymer BP nanocomposites.
Figure 3.7a presents examples of the Raman spectra for a SIBS intercalation system.
Similar characteristics of the Raman spectra were also found for PS, PIB, PU, PLA, PLA‐
PLGA and PMAS which present only vibrational Raman modes of the SWCNTs, i.e. RBM, D
and G modes. There is no signal contribution from the polymers in Figure 3.7a while
Figures 3.7b and 3.7c clearly shows additional Raman peaks attributed from the polymer
backbones of POP and PDSTTP respectively in the BP nanocomposites. In comparison with
Raman spectrum of PMAS in the literature [37], no detectable Raman peaks of PANI
backbones of PMAS in the PMAS‐intercalated BP samples were observed in this study
which could be due to the water‐soluble PMAS being washed out from the PMAS‐BP
nanocomposite surface, small amount of polymer uptake or conformation change during
intercalation in BP.
Detectable Raman peaks observed in some POP‐BPs and PDSTTP‐BPs clearly shows the
vibrational modes from the PPY and poly(terthiophene) polymer chains respectively,
highlighting that the BP nanocomposite contains such polymers. For POP‐BP3
nanocomposites, Raman shifts at ~700, ~1120, ~1430 and ~1590 cm‐1 are corresponding
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to those of polymer backbones of the chemically synthesised POP [38‐40]. The peak at
~1590 cm‐1 from the composites could not be convoluted from the Raman peak of SWCNTs
at ~1600 cm‐1 (G band). For PDSTTP polymer intercalation system, Raman shifts at ~1420,
~ 1380, ~1125, ~730 and ~700 cm‐1 found the PDSTTP‐BP05 and PDSTTP‐BP1
nanocomposites are contributed by those of terthiophene polymer backbones of the
chemically derived PDSTTP [38].
In the present work, the RBM peaks have been considered in terms of interfacial
interaction of CNTs and each polymer. There are only four main peaks in the RBM modes,
indicating four populations of different diameter nanotubes at ~200, 224, 262, and 289 cm‐
1

respectively. The first two bands appear between 200 cm‐1 and 224 cm‐1 (diameter 1.05‐

1.20 nm) are attributed to the medium‐diameter metallic SWCNTs while another two
peaks are attributed to smaller metallic SWCNTs (0.80‐0.93 nm) [31]. The shift of these
Raman modes are caused by the functionalisation process or different morphologies such
as an increase in bundle size, a debundling of the SWCNTs which change of transition
energies upon bundling or debundling and a change in the relative contributions of
individual chiralities [35]. For the SIBS polymer system, the calculated nanotube diameters
from RBM modes (Appendix B) tend to be contracted and then constant after intercalation
over longer than 1‐hour soaking period, suggesting that interaction of SIBS and CNTs
occurs. In general, the four RBM‐deduced diameters of pristine SWCNT powder (1.26, 1.11,
0.93, 0.83 nm) used as a starting material for making BP reveals a larger magnitude than
almost all raw BPs (1.22, 1.09, 0.91, 0.83 nm) and intercalated BPs (1.18, 1.06, 0.90, 0.81
nm) because there is a free volume environment for the nanotubes to expand/contract in
the radial direction. As a comparison between bare BPs and raw SWCNT, during
fabrication process the CNT networks were compressed via a high vacuum filtration. This
packed CNT nanostructure still has a very small free volume or interbundle holes between
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individual CNT and individual CNT, between individual CNTs and CNT bundles, between
CNT bundles and CNT bundles. This restricts the nanotube radial breathing, showing a
decrease in a nanotube diameter. Thus, the nanotube diameters were suppressed, which
are smaller than those of raw starting materials.
When the intercalating SIBS fill up the pores and interbundle holes and react at nanotubes,
which provides a lower free volume environment and an extra‐peak of differential TGA
indicating a significant interfacial interaction of nanotube and polymer backbone (see TGA
result), it is, in turn, creating a more restricted environment, causing a reduction of
diameter. Therefore, after intercalation, the vibration of nanotubes along radial direction is
limited and a change in interaction of the nanotubes with change in physical and chemical
environment via the nonbonding interactions consisting of different electrostatic fields and
van der Waals interaction surrounding the π‐electron cloud of the nanotubes or graphene
sheets [29]. At the interface, the noncovalent anchoring of aromatic ring of styrene block to
the side‐walls of SWNTs would occur during SIBS polymer reacting at the nanotubes. This
nonbonding interaction would be π‐π stacking interactions between a graphene sheet and
planar styrene [31, 41], giving different thermal stability of the nanocomposite materials,
compared to SIBS polymer and raw BP (see TGA part). In comparison with SIBS, the other
polymers; PS, PIB, PLA and PDSTTP polymers have a smaller effect on some SWCNTs
which change in nanotube sizes of ~1.20 and ~1.07 nm and no change in some nanotube
diameters of ~0.90 and ~0.80 nm was found. This suggests that an interfacial interaction
between PS, PIB, PLA or PDSTTP and SWCNTs would be present in their BP nanocomposite
platforms. In TGA result above, PS‐BPs and PIB‐BPs show similar behaviour with those of
SIBS‐BPs which present the differential TGA peak between those of raw BPs and such
polymers. This evidence infers to the new materials at interface of both CNTs and such
polymers via a non‐covalent interaction of graphene sheet rolled up and polymer
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backbones. Furthermore, no significant change in all the nanotube sizes due to
intercalation process was observed in POP‐BP, PU‐BP, PLA‐PLGA‐BP and PMAS‐BP
nanocomposites, which would indicate no restriction of radial breathing and no interfacial
interaction between SWCNTs and these polymers in nanocomposites.
3.3.5

Surface Electric Conductivity

Average electrical conductivities of the prepared BP nanomaterials were obtained using a
digital four‐point probe. The measurements were performed on both sides of raw BPs and
BP nanocomposites with more than ten different points each per side, showing ability to
conduct electricity along the BP sheet. It was found that raw BP has an average surface
electric conductivity of 81 S/cm. As compared to the values in the literature, the
conductivity of the starting SWCNT BP nanomaterials prepared using Triton‐X100 is in the
same order of the values (~65‐125 S/cm) measured from I‐V curve measurements [25].
In comparison, the average conductivities of the intercalated BP nanocomposites were
normalised using that of starting BPs. Figure 3.8 shows examples of plots of the normalised
surface conductivities of intercalated BP series versus intercalation period, indicating that
after increasing intercalating polymers in CNT networks the average conductivities are
indeed effected by polymers over a period of soaking time. In general, BPs composed of
continuum SWCNT connected networks which allow electric transport as the conductor.
The conductivity of highly conductive BP platform is inversely proportional to the
summation of all resistances between the materials (total average resistance of material
contacts) which occurs at the internal contacts between CNTs/bundles or CNTs and
bundles. The conductivity of this BP architecture involves electron transport and electron
hopping path through CNT networks of BP which semiconducting/metallic individual CNTs
and CNT bundles connect each other in a disordered arrangement.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.8 Normalised conductivity plots versus intercalation time for (a) SIBS‐BP, (b) PU‐
BP, (c) PIB‐BP, (d) PLA‐BP, (e) PMAS‐BP and (f) PDSTTP‐BP.
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The BPs constructed from the individual CNTs and highly dispersed CNT networks could
offer highest conductivity, compared to those made from the agglomerate CNTs or CNT
bundles. The thickness also varies their conductivity [42, 43]. The fabrication of this CNT
architecture to obtain good electrical properties requires optimised conditions [44]. To
elimination of effect of dispersability and thickness, the electrical measurements were
performed using the intercalated samples from the same piece of raw BP. Therefore, the
changes in electrical conductivity are attributed from only the polymers intercalated.
Conductivity measurements were obtained for SIBS‐BP, PU‐BP, PIB‐BP, PLA‐BP, PMAS‐BP
and PDSTTP‐BP (Figures 3.8a‐f). It was found that SIBS‐BPs (Figure 3.8a), PU‐BPs (Figure
3.8b), PIB‐BPs (Figure 3.8c), PS‐BPs (data not shown), PDSTTP‐BPs (Figure 3.8f) reveal the
similar trend of a change in conductivity over an observed range of intercalation times. As
compared to the conductivity of starting BP, their electrical conductivities are dramatically
decreased at the short intercalation times (30 minutes‐1 hour) and then the plot becomes a
constant at longer period of intercalation time (above 1 hour). After the reduction of
conductivity, SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs, PIB‐BPs PU‐BPs and PDSTTP‐BPs remained the
conductivity values of 75, 70, 68, 53 and 78 % of the original values respectively, compared
to that of pure BP. Only two biomedical polymer series, PLA‐BPs (Figure 3.8d) and PLA‐
PLGA‐BPs (Figure not shown) show no significant change in their conductivities. The
possible mechanism of intercalation of polymers causing a decrease in conductivity is
described here. For example, after intercalation the IP occupies the free space of a BP CNT
network material as well as non‐covalently functionalises around the nanotubes and
bundles (at the interface). The diffusion of polymer due to intercalation starts from
macro/micro‐pore structure to nanopore structure. As a result, the highly conducting CNTs
are surrounded by IP which prevents electron transport between nanotube networks. The
IPs such as SIBS, PS, PIB, PU acts like as insulating barrier between inter‐tubes and inter‐
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bundles. This effect increases internal contact resistance of the BP materials and also
restricts some ET pathway along materials. Therefore, after intercalation the overall
resistance of the materials will be increased, presenting significantly reduced conductivity.
At longer soak time, the intercalation process is in equilibrium of polymer filling up the
free volume and nonbonding interaction at the interface; therefore, the decreased
conductivity remains constant.
In addition, the diffusion of polymer into nanopores in the internal BP structure at longer
intercalation period causes no significant increase in an amount of polymer uptake,
reflecting no change in electric conductivity in this region. As seen in Raman and TGA
techniques, the results of BP nanocomposites indicate an interfacial interaction which
polymers would wrap along nanotubes (indirectly functionalise), in addition the aromatic
ring of the SIBS or PS might delocalise the π‐electron cloud of nanotubes, obstructing the
electron transport.
Intercalation of conducting poly(terthiophene) has the same result as observed with IPs
(SIBS, PU, PS, PIB) with the conductivity being reduced. This is due to the electrical
property of PDSTTP polymer which was generally polymerised in a reduced state. At this
case, PDSTTP is insulating. Another reason would be low compatibility between CNTs and
PDSTTP polymers causing lower conductivity of BP nanocomposites where PDSTTP
intercalated into the BP structure would cause the higher internal contact resistance in the
BP composite structure. Moreover, the aromatic ring of the thiophene in PDSTTP polymer
chains might delocalise the π‐electron cloud of nanotubes. Consequently, from both
reasons PDSTTP restricts electron transport and electron hopping between CNT‐CNT in
CNT network BPs and also along the piece of PDSTTP‐BPs.
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Figure 3.8d (PLA‐BP series) is also representative of conductivity measurement results for
PLA‐PLGA‐BPs. There are no significant changes in electric conductivity of both polymer
intercalation systems (PLA and PLA‐PLGA). As shown in RBM Raman shifts above, only
PLA would have an interaction at the interface between CNTs with diameters of ~1.20 and
~1.07 nm and PLA polymer while no shifts of the RBM wavelength for PLA‐PLGA BP
nanocomposites were found which suggests no interfacial interaction. Moreover,
differential TGA curves above indicate no interaction between polymer (PLA or PLA‐PLGA)
and CNTs. Therefore, the intercalation mechanism of PLA or PLA‐PLGA is the diffusion of
both polymers into porous BP architecture with no wrapping and no indirect
functionalisation along CNTs which mentioned above. This mechanism would have no
significant effect on the electric connection of CNTs in the CNT networks of both polymer
BP nanocomposite systems, containing no changed conductivity compared to those of raw
BPs. In the other hand, PLA or PLA‐PLGA would have no reduction of electric conductivity.
Interestingly, another two CP intercalation systems, POP (Figure not shown) and PMAS
(Figure 3.8e), offer a different trend of the electric conductivity against intercalation times,
where the conductivities of nanocomposites were immediately increased by intercalation
of both soluble chemically synthesised CPs. The improvement starts at the short
intercalation time and then reaches constant at longer intercalation periods. PMAS
promotes the improved electric conductivity by about ~40 % for PMAS BP
nanocomposites whilst POP offers the enhancement in conductivity of about ~55 % for the
POP BP nanocomposites, compared to that of raw BPs. These results involve the diffusion
of organic‐soluble CPs into micro‐/nano‐porous CNT networks of BPs during incubation of
BPs in the polymer solutions. Although both CPs which allow electric transport or electron
hopping across these networks have lower conductivity than those of SWCNTs, they would
have the miscibility with the nanotube surface, possessing an interaction at the interface
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between CNTs and polymers. The nanotubes would be indirectly functionalised by
surrounding CP backbones via a non‐covalent interaction. The CPs would mediate the
electron transport like copper metal particles in BP‐Cu nanocomposites [14], gold
nanoparticles in metal nanoparticle‐decorated CNT networks [45], or electrochemically
polymerised PANI in thin‐skin PANI deposited CNT networks [13, 46] which reduce the
internal resistance of BP materials and govern significantly increased conductivity.
Intercalation of only two CPs (POP and PMAS) acts like the in situ polymerisation process
of a high conductive self‐doped CP skin (conductive glue) around and along single‐
stranded DNA dispersed and functionalised SWCNTs which can greatly decrease the
contact resistance in CNT networks, reflecting the significantly enhanced conductivity [46].
Another example showed the possible reason for the improvement in electric conductivity
in BP materials. The percolation of copper offers significantly increased conductivity of BP‐
Cu nanocomposites, compared to raw BP materials. That the conductivity of the Cu filler
particles is significantly higher than that of starting BP suggests the Cu particles acting as
connections between the nanotubes throughout the volume [14].

These metallic Cu

junctions possibly mediate better electron hopping or transport with reduced contact
resistances over CNT networks. Moreover, the doping of gold metal into CNT networks
mentioned above has the same rule with this case. Moreover, CPs intercalated would act as
conductive junctions as same as the electrodeposited PPY in the MWCNT BP membrane
structure. PPY shows the evidence of the polaron and bipolaron states. The more ordered
packing of PPY on the MWCNT surface is enabled by the π‐π stacking between PPY
conjugate backbone and graphitic sidewall of MWCNTs [16]. This offers the high electric
conductivity in the samples.
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In this work, the same behaviours of the additives above (PANI, PPY and Cu particles), the
intercalating CP‐BP composites conduct the electricity via an electron transport from CNTs
across CP glue (POP or PMAS) to CNTs by lowering the resistance at the electric
connections between nanotubes and/or bundles within the CNT network. In addition,
intercalations of POP or PMAS also reorganise the conjugated polymer backbones into
porous structure to improve the π‐π interaction. This mechanism in turn improves the
conductivities of both nanocomposite series, compared to the starting BP materials.
Therefore, after intercalation, the overall resistance of the materials will be decreased,
presenting significantly higher conductivity in the nanocomposite BPs. These
nanocomposite BPs have promising applications to be new kinds of electronic devices.
3.3.6

Tensile Tests

In the present work, the mechanical properties of the IP‐BP nanocomposites were
investigated and reported because of their elastomeric properties [12, 17]. Therefore we
expected an improvement. In contradiction to this, the mechanical properties were not
expected to improve due to intercalation of CPs as these are non‐elastomeric polymers
(POP, PMAS and PDSTTP). Therefore, to simplify the discussion the CP‐BP composite
studies are not reported in this thesis. Although PS does not reveal elastomeric properties,
PS is a part of co‐polymer SIBS. Mechanical properties of PS‐BPs were additionally studied.
Mechanical properties of only IP‐BPs are reported as follows. The measurements of stress‐
strain curves of the IP‐BP nanocomposites were performed. The results generally reveal
the stiffness and tensile strength of the sample. Such properties of polymer‐BPs are
comparable due to different intercalation periods. All specimens were left in an oven at 60
°C overnight to remove moisture.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.9 Mechanical measurement profiles for some intercalated BPs: (left) typical
stress‐strain curves and (right) plot of Young’s modulus versus intercalation time; (a,b)
SIBS‐BP, (c,d) PS‐BP and (e,f) PLA‐BP.
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For example, typical stress‐strain curves for SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs, PLA‐BPs are given in
Figures 3.9a, 3.9c, and 3.9e respectively, while plots of average Young’s modulus for these
polymer‐BPs versus intercalation times are also illustrated in Figures 3.9b, 3.9d, and 3.9f
respectively which are corresponding to Figure 3.9a, 3.9c and 3.9e respectively. All the
results obtained from raw and intercalated samples show an elastic and plastic
deformation region as well as an initial straightening region. In this elastic region (at low
strain), the slope is referred to as the elastic modulus (Young’s modulus) where stress is
proportional to strain. The stress‐strain curves of PIB‐BPs, PU‐BPs, and PLA‐PLGA‐BPs
were also determined which show similar behaviour with the three polymer intercalation
systems as shown in Figure 3.9. The stress‐strain curves obtained from all IP/SWCNT BP
nanocomposites show significant difference in mechanical properties from those of pure
BPs. Analysis of the curves reveals that the fractures of the raw and nanocomposite BP
specimens occur at different points of stress and the Young’s modulus of the
nanocomposites is also increased after intercalation of the polymers. The polymer‐BPs
were clearly broken at significantly higher stress than those of pure BPs. The break point at
higher stress for BP nanocomposites suggests that intercalation of polymers into a BP
architecture improves the tensile strength of BP architectures. Figures 3.9b, 3.9d, and 3.9f
reveal the Young’s modulus found to be dependent on the intercalation times, related to
mass uptake [17]. With increasing both soaking time and intercalating polymer uptake
amount, the plots of Young’s modulus versus intercalation time show that the curves
rapidly increased and then remain constant at a maximum improved value (see Figures
3.9b, 3.9d, and 3.9f). During longer intercalation periods, the Young’s modulus remains
constant, which indicates that the intercalation uptake becomes saturated. It is assumed
that all of the pores in the porous BP structure would not be occupied by more
intercalating polymers after the saturation point. In addition, break strains of some
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polymer‐BPs are higher than those of bare BPs. In our study, although the mechanical
properties of pure BPs prepared by the same preparation condition are variable, the cut BP
strips for each polymer intercalation system were used from the same piece of the large
BP. The pure BPs have a Young’s modulus ranging from ~0.38 GPa to ~1.0 GPa, tensile
strength ranging from ~8 MPa to ~18 MPa, and break strain ranging from ~2.28 % to
~5.24 %. Full details of average results from tensile tests, Young’s modulus, the ultimate
tensile strength (stress at break), and break strain, obtained for all IP‐intercalated BPs over
intercalation periods that were used to determine the mechanical properties are
summarised in Appendix C. The values obtained within experimental error demonstrate
the effect of intercalation of such IPs on mechanical properties of BP nanocomposites,
compared to those of bare BPs. The improvements in mechanical strength, modulus,
elasticity, and flexibility of BPs are obtained by intercalation of SIBS, PS, PIB, PU, PLA, or
PLA‐PLGA.
In general, interconnection of CNT networks, held together by non‐covalent interactions,
provides the mechanical strength in the pure BP samples which can be improved by
reinforcement using the polymers entering into the pore structure. Each polymer also
reveals their characteristics of the mechanical properties in such nanocomposites. As
compared with pure BPs, SIBS emphasises maximum improvements in an average elastic
modulus of ~100 % and an average tensile strength of ~160 % but no significant changes
in the average break strain were observed. At the plateau, PS improves the modulus by
~100 %, strength by ~200 % and break strain by ~26 % whilst for PIB the improvements
for those were observed to be ~38 %, ~75 % and ~88 % respectively. For intercalation of
PU, the modulus of elasticity, tensile strength, and break strain in BP nanocomposites were
improved by ~43 %, ~62 %, and ~80 % respectively. PLA‐CNT composites exhibit 48 %,
94 % and 74 % of the improved Young’s modulus, tensile strength and break strain
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respectively. The copolymer of PLA, PLA‐PLGA recorded the highest maximum
improvement of 83 % and 88 % in modulus and strength respectively while no significant
change was found in the break strain.
The reinforcement of BPs by each polymer generally requires a good interfacial interaction
between polymer and CNTs (see TGA results of SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs, or PIB‐BPs). For BPs, the
strength and modulus is dominated by the interactions and mobility of the bundle
junctions. It is believed that an increase of macroscopic mechanical properties found in BP
nanocomposites is not due to that of simple mixing [12, 17]. The reinforcement is obtained
via the adsorption of organic polymer strands on the internal surface of the free volume
within the sheet which the organic polymer has efficient interfacial interaction to minimise
inter‐rope separation and acts as a binder to enhance interbundle adhesion [12, 17, 47].
Reducing the mobility of the junctions and preventing stress concentrations by the
polymers provide the better mechanical properties (increase in strength and modulus).
From SEM result, the polymers clearly show less porosity due to intercalation of the
organic polymers.
Recently, biopolymers or biomolecules were used as a dispersant, instead of Triton‐X100
in fabrication of BPs [9, 25]. With similar effect, the incorporation of such biopolymers acts
like the binder filling in pores or other defects within the structure and inter‐bridging
between CNT ropes/bundles results in a substantial increase in mechanical strength in
their composites compared to those of the raw BPs [9, 25]. The major defects of BPs with
respect to the stress concentration would be large pores and the connection between
bundles of nanotubes. It is feasible that the organic polymers or biopolymer would
substantially increase the strength by filling in some of the pores, and thereby increase the
strength between SWNT bundles or CNT interconnection. These improvements deal with
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penetration of polymers into intertube/interbundle pores, which all the polymers act as
glue at the junctions between CNTs and CNTs in the networks or at inter‐bridging between
CNT bundles. The intertube or interbundle bridging and cross‐linking contributes to high
mechanical strength of CNT‐based materials [48]. Preventing nanotube junctions from
slipping by the adhesion of the binder would also prevent the formation of defects in BPs,
and hence operate as a strengthening mechanism and also enhance load transmission
between nanotubes [12].
3.3.7

Electrochemistry at All PolymerIntercalated SWCNT Buckyelectrodes

Our results are in good agreement with many reports in the literatures that report porous
BPs can be used as electrodes, [27, 49‐52] albeit with high background current
voltammetry. Pacios et. al. reported that rigid and robust BP have good connection of
CNTs/bundles to allow current to pass‐through and allowing electrochemical reaction at
the surface [49]. The effect of polymer intercalation on electrochemical properties of BP
nanocomposite electrodes was monitored by using both direct current (DC) and Fourier
transformed alternating current (FT‐AC) cyclic voltammetry (CV). Three standard redox
probes, FMCA0, [Ru(NH3)6]3+, and [Fe(CN)6]3‐, were simply used to evaluate the all native
BPs and polymer‐intercalated BPs connected as working electrodes in a conventional
three‐electrode electrochemical cell. It was found that the CVs for all redox processes at the
native BP show very low redox signals and very high charging currents due to a high
electroactive surface area of highly porous BP [49]. In the case of reduction of ferricyanide,
the CV for native BP reveals no redox response. After intercalation process, no significant
changes in electrochemistry at PU‐BPs, PLA‐BPs, PLA‐PLGA‐BPs and PMAS‐BPs for all
intercalation periods (data not shown) were found for the three redox processes,
compared to those of bare BP electrode. Surprisingly, intercalation of other five polymer
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systems (SIBS, PS, PIB, POP, and PDSTTP) into porous BPs leads to significantly improved
electron transfer (ET) properties and enhanced signal responses for three redox reactants
as shown in Figure 3.10. The figure compares the electrochemical response for the
reduction of ferricyanide at bare BP and five different polymer‐BPs.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.10 DC cyclic voltammograms of [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process (1 mM, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1) at
intercalated BPs; (a) bare BP, (b) PS‐BP1, (c) PIB‐BP1, (d) SIBS‐BP1, (e) POP‐BP192 and (f)
PDSTTP‐BP192.
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Table 3.1 The midpoint potential, Em, and minimum peak separation, ∆Ep, values observed
for the FMCA0/+, [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ redox couples at each of the electrode
surfaces (a scan rate of 59.60 mV.s‐1).
redox
FMCA0/+
Ru(NH3)3+/2+
Fe(CN6)3/4
couples
polymer

Em / mV

∆Ep / mV

Em / mV

∆Ep / mV

Em / mV

∆Ep / mV

BP

431

280

‐258

277

n/a

n/a

SIBS

320

72(e)

‐168

69(a)

219

136(a)

PS

309

69(b)

‐151

77(b)

218

74(e)

PIB

310

83(e)

‐177

73(b)

220

130(e)

POP(h)

307

100(c)

‐152

66(c)

226

393(c)

PDSTTP(h)

308

82(c)

‐164

77(d)

229

119(c)

EPPGE

316

61

‐169

Minimum peak separation values observed after
(h)recorded at scan rate of 74.51 mV.s‐1

(a)72

59
h,

(b)30

222
min,

(c)192

h,

62
(d)120

h,

(e)1

h,

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the peak potential data detected at bare and polymer
intercalated BP electrodes from DC voltammograms. As also clearly revealed on
examination of raw BPs and polymer‐BPs, the peak positions for the oxidation of FMCA0
and reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐ are modified by the presence of the polymer.
The details of electrochemical mechanisms at such electrodes are provided in the next two
chapters.
AC voltammetric results showed that no AC Faradaic signals in fundamental and higher
harmonics at pure BP (Figure not shown) were detected. The FT‐AC voltammograms of
raw BPs show only high background currents in fundamentals and characteristics of pure
capacitance, suggesting that the systems formed high double‐layer charging films rather
than the ET processes. The AC results have good agreement with DC results, where the
higher harmonics of these redox processes were observed in BPs intercalated with five
polymers above including IPs (SIBS, PIB and PS) and CPs (POP and PDSTTP). The FT‐AC
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voltammograms of three redox processes at the other polymer‐BPs were similar to those
at pure BPs, confirming no significantly improved kinetics due to intercalation of these
polymers. It is noted that SIBS, PIB, PS, POP, and PDSTTP in BP architecture promote an
improvement in ET kinetics at BP nanocomposite electrodes, creating the higher AC
harmonic signals. These polymers are organic‐soluble polymers which would prefer the
more hydrophobic BP surfaces, restricting diffusion of aqueous electrolyte into internal
porous structure to capacitive charge films. The polymers intercalated also fill up the
interbundle/intertube pores, presenting less porosity (see SEM result). Consequently, the
electrolyte would form the capacitive films on the reduced electroactive surface area,
lowering background current of CVs and showing predominant ET process.
The polymer‐BPs reveal well‐defined peak patterns of higher harmonics. Figure 3.11
shows an example of FT‐AC series obtained from oxidation of FMCA at a SIBS‐BP electrode.
A set of general AC voltammetric components is shown in the figure; (a) total current, (b)
power spectrum, (c) DC component, (d) fundamental, (e) second, (f) third, (g) fourth and
(h) fifth harmonics. The currents of each harmonic component derived from FT and
inverse‐FT are plotted versus a time domain while DC component is plotted versus DC
potential. A power spectrum (Figure 3.11b) obtained after FT is the plot of logarithm of
current versus frequency, showing that the peaks represent a DC component and AC
harmonic responses up to the eighth harmonic. The promotion of a higher number of
harmonic responses indicates a faster ET process. Moreover, it was found that the
significantly improved Faradaic signal to non‐Faradaic background current ratios (S/N
ratios) determined from the FT‐AC fundamentals obtained from the reduction of
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ redox probe at the five electrode systems are tabulated in Tables D1‐D5,
Appendix D.
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Figure 3.11 FT‐AC total current (a), power spectrum (b), DC component (c), fundamental
(d), second (e), third (f), fourth (g) and fifth (h) harmonics obtained for oxidation process
of 1 mM FMCA at a SIBS‐BP72 electrode. Condition employed: a sine wave, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E
= 80 mV, v =59.60 mVs‐1, Estart = 0 mV, Eswitch = 800 mV, room temperature.
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The results show the benefits of polymer‐BPs for use as electrochemical platforms, the
same as standard electrochemical electrodes, i.e. an EPPGE and a reticulated vitreous
carbon (RVC) electrode. In comparison, the bare BP electrode exhibits a three order of
magnitude lower Faradaic to background charging current ratio. The values of S/N ratios
for CP‐BPs are considerably lower than those of IP‐BPs. Thus, the intercalation of IPs into
BPs provides more implication in use of polymer‐BPs as electrochemical sensing platforms
with lowering the background currents.
3.4

Conclusions and Recommendations

This chapter succeeds in developing a novel freestanding polymer/SWCNT electrode
platform with high performances, especially electrochemical properties in term of
electrode platforms. The intercalation process is a simple approach to prepare the
polymer/SWCNT BP nanocomposites from the high density SWCNT ensemble BP
electrodes which generally offer high porosity, high surface areas, but are typically weak
and hence have insufficient strength for practical applications. The intercalation of
polymers into a BP structure provides different CNT nanocomposites with benefits in a
wide range of applications. The arrangement intercalated with organic polymers involving
CPs and IPs leads to many improvements in properties of the BP architecture such as
electrical conductivity, thermal stability, electrochemical and mechanical properties.
Summaries of properties of composite SWCNT BPs after intercalation of many polymers
are illustrated in Table 3.2. Such polymers improve the properties of the BP
nanocomposites which are related to characteristics of each polymer. The enhancement in
each property can be altered by different intercalating polymers.
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Table 3.2 Summaries of properties of intercalated BP electrodes
Properties
Polymer

Mechanical

Conductivity
(% of original)

Electrochemistry
DC

FTAC***

Thermal
stability×

SIBS≠

+

75

+*

8th

‐

PS

+

70

+*

8th

‐

PIB

+

68

+*

8th

‐

PU

+

53

=

=

+ (0.4%)

PLA

+

100

=

=

+ (3%)

PLA‐PLGA (75:25)

+

100

=

=

+ (3%)

POP

no

155

+**

6th

+ (4%)

PDSTTP

no

78

+**

6th

+ (3%)

PMAS

no

140

=

=

+ (4%)

Meaning of all parameters as follows: + (improve), ‐ (decrease), = (no significant change),
no (no experiment), 6th/8th (highest harmonics obtained in 1.00 mM FMCA (PBS, 0.1 M KCl,
pH 7.4), *(enhance ET rate with increasing Faradaic response and decreasing background
capacitive current), **(enhance ET rate with increasing Faradaic response and decreasing
background capacitive current but still high background current), ***(intercalation for 192
hours), ×(compared complete decomposition temperature), ≠(well separation of electro‐
oxidation responses between AA and DA , served as sensing platform, only CNT lot. P0317).
Only two water‐soluble polymers, PU and PMAS, demonstrate a simple, environmental
friendly approach to prepare their BP nanocomposites with unique characteristics, i.e.
mechanical strong and higher conductivity respectively. All IPs used showed improved
mechanical properties involving Young’s modulus and mechanical strength. These polymer
intercalations reinforced these composite SWCNT network sheets possessing strength.
Only two CPs, POP and PMAS increased electrical conductivity of their CP nanocomposites,
compared to those of raw BPs while the remaining polymers except PLA and PLA‐PLGA
reduces the conductivity. Only two biocompatible polymers, PLA and PLA‐PLGA (75:25)
intercalated have no significant change in conductivity of their BP nanocomposites. CP‐BPs
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(POP‐BPs and PMAS‐BPs) with high conductivity would offer fast responses in the
applications for artificial muscles [1, 2].
In order to utilise biocompatibility of the materials, the composites made from
biocompatible IPs (SIBS, PS, PLA, PU, and PLA‐PLGA) and CPs (POP), such as SIBS‐BP, PLA‐
BPs, PLA‐PLGA‐BPs, PU‐BPs, and POP‐BPs, would have benefits for use as new bionic
conducting platforms for bio‐electrostimulation/control release/drug eluting stents [53‐
55] and cell cultures [23, 40, 56]. Thermal stabilities were improved for PLA‐BPs, PLA‐
PLGA‐BPs, POP‐BPs, PDSTTP‐BPs, and PMAS‐BPs which would be used in applications at
higher temperatures.
In the electrochemical studies, pure BEs show poor electrode kinetics, slower ET rates of
standard redox reactions and very high background charging currents compared to normal
electrodes (GCE, RVC and EPPGE), as shown in analysis of the DC and AC CVs. The high
background current masks the redox processes which redox probes/reactants would be
trapped in the porous CNT network electrode. In general, these BP materials involving
pure BPs and CP/CNT nanocomposites having high capacitive currents are suitable in
capacitors and supercapacitors [5, 13, 16] and batteries [3, 57].
The results in this chapter showed that the organic‐soluble CP/CNT BPs, POP‐BPs and
PDSTTP‐BPs, are not suitable for use as supercapacitor. Both electrode series have lower
background current than those of pure BPs. In this case, the organic‐soluble CPs provide
high hydrophobicity of BP nanocomposite surface which allows less electrolyte into
internal porous structure, forming smaller amount of double‐layer capacitive films.
Furthermore, the smaller DC peak‐to‐peak separations and AC higher harmonic responses
of the FMCA0/+ process at BP nanocomposite electrodes were achieved with three organic
IPs (SIBS, PS and PIB) and two CPs (POP and PDSTTP). As considered in terms of Faradaic
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to background current ratio, SIBS, PS and PIB dramatically reduced capacitive charging
currents while POP and PDSTTP maintained high reduced background charging currents.
This provides higher redox signal to background ratio in the three IP/SWCNT composite
BEs which presents significant benefits with respect to electro‐analytical applications, with
possibilities in bio‐/chemo‐sensors [58], other devices as well as biofuel cell electrode type
devices and as a biocompatible platform for cell cultures.
The FT‐AC higher harmonics for oxidation of FMCA were observed up to eighth harmonic
and sixth harmonic for IPs and CPs respectively. These electrochemical evidences
confirmed good electrode kinetics and fast ET at SIBS/SWCNT, PS/SWCNT and
PIB/SWCNT electrodes which will offer fast, good signal generation in electrochemical
sensing devices. The evidences of interfacial interaction between networked CNTs and
each polymer in a BP structure would involve such improvements in properties.
For possibility in use as an electrode sensing platform, an in‐depth electrochemistry
investigation of SWCNT BP nanocomposites made from both the IPs (SIBS, PIB, and PS) and
CPs (POP and PDSTTP) are provided in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. An example of
chemical sensing applications utilising the superior IP‐BP electrodes, i.e. SIBS‐BPs, is
illustrated in Chapter 6.
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Novel Carbon Nanotube NonConducting Polymer Buckyelectrodes

4.1 Introduction
Freestanding conductive CNT BP platforms or BEs possessing a rigid, brittle and highly
porous structure [1] have currently been used as electrodes in many electrochemical
device applications such as fuel cells [2], bioelectrodes [3], capacitors and supercapacitors
[4, 5], and actuators [6]. In Chapter 3, many improvements in the chemical and physical
properties of the SWCNT BP composites were observed via polymers intercalated into the
intertube or interbundle porosity of SWCNT networks. Consequently, these surfaces are
not flat and homogeneous, a feature which influences electrochemical reactions and
voltammetry [7]. The improvement of electrochemical properties validates that this
nanocomposite BP architecture can serve as a superior electrochemical sensing platforms.
This randomly arranged CNT nanostructure, without any modification, normally has a
unique character with very high capacitance contributed by their high electro‐active
surface areas and high porosity, forming large double layer capacitive films on surfaces
which are suitable for use as supercapacitors [8]. The investigation of this electrode
platform for sensing applications requires the reduction of capacitive charging current and
also improvement of electrode kinetics to achieve the fast responses electrochemical
sensing devices require. The sensitivity in term of signal to noise (S/N) ratio or Faradaic to
background current ratio and low detection limit are all important parameters that need to
be improved. The study of electrode kinetics provides insight into the behaviour of redox
reactions at the electrode surface, signal generation and details of the electrode surface
morphology. For these types of architectures, it is much more difficult to use them as
sensing electrodes since they suffer from very large background currents due to this
capacitive charging [8]. The high contribution from this capacitive charging current masks
the redox process in electrochemical detection techniques; ie: lowering the S/N ratio and
providing a high limit of detection in electroanalysis. The fabrication of sensing platforms
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from BPs with good sensitivity and selectivity is a challenging issue in electroanalysis and
is the focus of this chapter. An example of sensing applications in dopamine determination
is discussed later on and shown in Chapter 6.
An inverse modification process which uses insulating polymers (IPs) to improve the
electrochemical sensing efficiencies of high capacitive CNT architectures is reported. This
is in contrast to the usual route of embedding CNTs into polymer composites [9]. This
process results in a novel CNT BP nanocomposite electrode platform via the intercalation
of organic, non‐water soluble, non‐conducting polymers (non‐CPs), which has the added
benefit of providing good mechanical properties and stability for practical applications
[10]. An intercalation process of organic polymers is known to provide reinforcement in BP
nanostructures [11] but no report of its effect on the electrochemistry has been shown. BPs
have been used widely as electrochemical electrodes but not as electrochemical sensing
platforms. Improvements in ET rate and S/N ratio via the presence of intercalated
polymers still have not been studied and reported. The intercalated structure surprisingly
provides an improvement in the S/N ratio. There have been only three intercalated organic
polymers (SIBS, PIB and PS) identified so far that have a very low capacitance and no
conductivity. The polymers effectively decrease the total free volume available by blocking
the interstitial, interbundle and/or intertube voids in the architecture. They additionally
provide an electrode surface that is predominantly more hydrophobic in nature to the raw
BP, which reduces electrolyte access into the pore structure reducing the formation of
double layer capacitive films.
This chapter aims to evaluate the electrochemistry at three novel IP/SWCNT BP composite
platforms by analyses of DC and FT‐AC cyclic voltammograms (CVs) which show
electrochemical information with respect to the detailed structure of the BP surface. FT‐AC
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voltammetry provides more information of the kinetics in a single experiment along with
very high sensitivity to fast ETs at electrodes, promoting high harmonic responses [12].
This chapter will also demonstrate that the improved electrochemistry of the BP
composites may be due to surface features that resemble a microelectrode disc array
structure which minimises IR drop and background current with high analytical sensitivity
while the entire electrode maintains a macroelectrode area [13]. This S/N ratio
enhancement observed for polymer intercalated BPs compared to bare SWCNT BP has
significant implications for electroanalytical applications. The combination of both AC and
DC techniques with carefully investigated simulations will evaluate detailed behaviours
and analytical performance of these novel electrode platforms.
4.2 Experimental Section
4.2.1 Reagents and Materials
The IP/CNT BP nanocomposite platforms (polymer‐BP), i.e. SIBS/SWCNT, PIB/SWCNT,
and PS/SWCNT BEs (size of 0.5 × 2.5 cm2) were employed without any further surface
treatments. The fabrication of these BEs is described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The
aqueous solutions of redox probes; 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐, 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, and 1.00
mM FMCA, were prepared using a PBS solution (pH 7.4) containing 0.1 M KCl (supporting
electrolyte).
4.2.2 Electrochemistry and Simulation
In order to characterise the electrochemical responses at the polymer‐intercalated BEs,
both DC and AC CVs were recorded in three different redox solutions as described above. A
conventional three‐electrode electrochemical cell was employed for all DC and FT‐AC cyclic
voltammetric measurements, with a prepared polymer/SWCNT BP working electrode, an
Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl) reference electrode and a Pt wire auxiliary electrode. The DC and FT‐
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AC cyclic voltammetric instruments are previously described in Sections 2.4.7 and 2.4.8.
Modelling and simulations for DC experimental data are based on either planar diffusion or
hemispherical diffusion models while the simulation package for AC voltammograms
(Monash University, Australia) allows for only the planar diffusion model. The simulation
of DC CVs was undertaken using commercial DigiSim software [14]. At the surfaces of
randomly dispersed SWCNT BP composite electrodes, planar diffusion was considered for
electrode behaviour of either a flat electrode or an array with very high density of
microelectrodes having complete overlapped diffusion while the hemispherical diffusion
model was considered for a random microarray having partially or non overlapping
diffusion layers of each microelectrode. To study the electrode behaviour, DC CVs for
reduction of [FeCN6]3‐ and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ and oxidation of FMCA at polymer SWCNT BEs
were simulated with both planar and hemispherical diffusion approximation models [13]
while simulation of AC voltammograms were performed with only planar diffusion. The
kinetics parameters obtained from simulations of both DC and FT‐AC CVs are compared to
conceptualise the electrochemical properties of the IP/CNT BP nanocomposite electrodes
mentioned above.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Comparison of Electrochemical Kinetics at Bare and Insulating Polymer
Intercalated Buckyelectrodes and Intercalation Period Dependence
Comparisons of DC voltammograms of three redox reactions at both bare BP and SIBS‐
BP72 electrodes, were recorded at a scan rate (ν) of 59.60 mV.s‐1 at room temperature and
are shown in Figure 4.1. The DC CVs of each redox couple at PIB‐BP and PS‐BP electrodes
have also been measured (Figures not shown), which show similar behaviour to SIBS‐BP.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 4.1 Comparison of DC CVs observed for (a) reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b)
oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS
solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at bare BP and SIBS‐BP72 electrodes at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room
temperature.

For a bare BP electrode, high DC ∆EP values for FMCA0/+ and [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ redox
processes are observed at about 277 mV and 280 mV respectively, at this concentration. A
high capacitive charging current is observed in all three voltammograms and in the case of
the ferricyanide, completely obscuring any Faradaic redox response. The raw BP has a
large surface area with very high porosity which allows electrolyte into the internal
structure, capable of forming a very high magnitude capacitive double layer which is
typically found in porous capacitor electrodes [15, 16]. This results in a dominant non‐
Faradaic current or very low S/N ratio, as observed in Figures 4.1a‐4.1c (black lines). At a
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higher concentration of 5 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐, the redox process at some raw BPs do present a
small redox couple peak, providing a high average ∆EP value of about 230 mV at a scan rate
of 50 mV.s‐1 (scan range from ‐1.0 V to 1.0 V) and an average midpoint, reversible potential
(Em) of about 353 mV. It is reported that this redox probe undergoing an inner‐sphere ET
reaction is very sensitive to surface morphology or chemistry and has a strong interaction
with the electrode surface. In this case, it is possible that [Fe(CN)6]3‐ is adsorbed in the
porous BE structure with predominant charging characteristics, rather than Faradaic
processes [7]. The Em values within experimental errors for the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ and
FMCA0/+ processes are at potentials of ‐258 mV and 431 mV respectively.
For polymer‐intercalated BPs (polymer‐BPs), ∆EP values are significantly reduced and high
S/N ratios were observed compared to the raw BPs. This, along with the clearly visible
redox couples indicates fast ET kinetics. The ∆EP values for the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, FMCA0/+
and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ redox couples at a SIBS‐BP72 electrode were 69 mV, 72 mV, and 136 mV
respectively while the observed Em values are ‐168 mV, 320 mV, and 219 mV respectively.
For a PS‐BP192 electrode, the ∆EP values for the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, FMCA0/+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐
redox couples were 87 mV, 68 mV, and 122 mV respectively and the Em values were
observed at ‐152 mV, 306 mV, and 215 mV respectively. Furthermore, the ∆EP values for
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, FMCA0/+ and

[Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ processes at a PIB‐BP192 electrode were

deduced at 89 mV, 69 mV, and 152 mV respectively while the Em values were found at ‐182
mV, 307 mV, and 206 mV respectively. For an ideal linear diffusion controlled one‐electron
electrochemically reversible system, the ΔEP at 298 K is predicted to be 57 mV [17]. Thus,
on this basis, the polymer‐BPs (∆Ep values of ~ 69 mV) are close to near reversible at the
present scan rate. The ∆EP and Em values of the three intercalated samples in the three
standard redox probe solutions are summarised in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of the parameters from DC voltammetric data [[redox probe] = 1
mM, 59.60 mV.s‐1]
sample

[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+

FMCA0/+

[Fe(CN)6]3/4

Em
(mV)

∆EP
(mV)

Em
(mV)

∆EP
(mV)

Em
(mV)

∆EP
(mV)

Raw BP

‐258

277

431

280

353(a)

230(a)

SIBS‐BP72

‐168

69

320

72

219

136

PS‐BP192

‐152

87

306

68

215

122

PIB‐BP192

‐182

89

307

69

206

152

(a) reduction

of 5.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐, scan rate of 50 mV.s‐1, scan range from ‐1.0 V to 1.0 V

Raw BPs show very high background capacitive charging currents and slow ET rates with
high ∆EP values for the redox couples [1]. The Em values for the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ and
FMCA0/+ redox couples at raw BEs are completely different from those at polymer‐BP
electrodes, indicating different mechanisms for the electrochemical process. At raw BEs, it
is possible that a combination of solution‐phase and semi surface‐confined reactions occur.
With very small, micro‐/nano‐scaled pore sizes contained in the SWCNT network
electrode, the redox species and supporting electrolyte would diffuse out from this
electrode slowly, providing a condition of nearly surface‐confined redox processes in the
pores. Behaviour like thin‐film CNT structure in which the redox species were adsorbed or
entrapped, possesses a semi surface‐confined process. The diffusion process happens
within the porous thin‐layer film cell or pockets formed by the nanotube networks [18],
restricting the mass transport. Therefore, the illustration of approximate model of thin
layer diffusion for raw BP architecture is relevant in internal structure while the ET under
semi‐infinite planar diffusion control happens at the BP surface like a normal planar
electrode. The both diffusion processes for each redox probe could occur at the present
electrode. The observed Em values are shifted from those of solution‐phase ET process and
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deduced from the reversible potentials of both solution‐phase and surface‐confined
reactions. The simulation package program of mixed ET kinetics from both mechanisms is
not commercially available at this stage. This work evaluates and simulates only
electrochemistry at nanocomposite BPs where the redox species behave only under
solution‐phase diffusion control. Using a combination of detailed DC and AC voltammetries
to elucidate performances of these BP nanocomposite electrodes is discussed later on.
In addition, the electrochemistry at CNT electrodes normally depends on the ratio between
two main different electroactive sites within the nanotubes; edge plane‐like defects (faster
ET rate) and basal plane‐like defects (slower kinetics), influencing the electrochemical
reactivity of BPs. It is reported that the basal plane of HOPG is effectively inert and does not
contribute to charge transfer [19]. The competition between interactions at basal plane‐
like defects and at edge plane‐like defects are highlighted in the voltammograms
characteristics [20]. In the BP sample, there is an abundance of basal‐plane like defects
dominating over the edge‐plane like defects. The large double layer capacitance seen in the
response of this raw BP electrode is generated at these basal‐plane sites. It follows that the
redox probe interacts at the basal‐plane site defects rather than at the edge‐plane reactive
sites. There is also another competition between two effects, i.e. double‐layer capacitive
charging films (non‐Faradaic response or background charging current) and ET process at
the electrode surface (Faradaic response or redox currents). These also contribute to the
voltammograms; the former is higher governing the large capacitive current
voltammograms as found in bare BP electrodes. In the SIBS‐BP, PIB‐BP, and PS‐BP cases,
the polymers are not water‐soluble and provide a hydrophobic electrode surface
preventing electrolyte from entering the internal pores of the polymer‐BP electrodes.
These non‐conducting organic polymers intercalate/occupy into the free volume space and
functionalise (non‐covalently) the non‐polar part of the nanotubes (basal plane like
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defects) whilst leaving available more edge‐plane sites on the electrode surface. Therefore,
the redox probe in the electrolyte solution interacts at the most reactive (edge plane) sites
of the electrode surface whilst the interaction at slow kinetic pathways (basal plane) and
the formation of a double‐layer in the porous structure are limited. This provides a
significantly improved S/N ratio.
Additionally, the assumption that the BP electrode represents a random microelectrode
array can be made to explain the electrochemical behaviour of the polymer‐BPs. It is
plausible that at the polymer‐BP electrode surface the random CNT bundles can be
represented as an array of nano‐/micro‐electrodes (individual CNTs/CNT bundles)
surrounded by the organic‐soluble non‐electroactive polymer. A planar diffusion layer
occurs over the individual nano‐/micro‐electrodes on the electrode surface (raw BP or
composite BPs) with an overlapping diffusion layer from each microelectrode. These
overlapping diffusion layers result in an equivalent CV to that of a planar flat electrode.
Intercalation of the insulating SIBS, PS, or PIB polymer limits the amount of overlapping
reactant sites, creating an array of discrete nano‐/micro‐electrodes. The CVs observed in
Figures 4.1a‐4.1c (red lines), is therefore a combination of the contributions of each nano‐
/micro‐electrode. This construct provides a significantly reduced capacitive background
current compared to the raw BP electrode, which suggests that such devices may offer
improved signal to noise resolution in electro‐analytical measurements [20‐22].
Figure 4.2 shows an example for the effect of intercalation time on electrochemical
properties of BEs, determined by the DC ∆EP values for oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA at SIBS‐
BPs with increasing soaking time. The effect of intercalation time clarifies the mechanism
leading to significantly improved electrochemistry (ET kinetics) at polymer‐BPs, providing
lower DC ∆EP than that of bare BP. The values of DC ∆EP are dramatically reduced from a
few hundred mV to approximately 80 mV for all intercalated BPs. The ∆EP value initially
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decreased over the first hour and was then constant from intercalation period of about 1h
to 96h. PIB‐BP and PS‐BP systems (Figure not shown) show similar trends on DC ∆EP with
soaking time. SEM and AFM images (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4 respectively, in Chapter 3)
confirm the possibility that the intercalating polymer occupies and inserts into channels in
the SWCNT network structure. This promotes the edge plane‐like defect sites and
contributes to the microelectrode array structure with less non‐Faradaic charging
currents.

Figure 4.2 Plot of ∆Ep value from DC data (oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1)
versus intercalation period.
AC fundamental harmonics demonstrate the ET properties of electrodes at a high
sensitivity and signal to background ratio in electrochemical sensing platform applications
or electroanalysis even at relatively low concentrations of redox probes. The fundamental
response obtained at the first harmonics exhibit a significant capacitive charging current
and these currents mask the Faradaic responses obtained. Figures 4.3(a‐c) show typical
plots of the FT‐AC first harmonics versus time domain obtained from the reduction of 1.00
mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐
respectively, in PBS (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) compared at both bare and polymer‐intercalated
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(SIBS‐BP72) BEs. The AC conditions used were a single sine wave perturbation with a
frequency (f) of 34.98 Hz and AC sine wave amplitude (∆E) of 80 mV at a scan rate of 59.60
mV.s‐1 and at room temperature. AC fundamental results show good agreement with DC
results in terms of the S/N ratio. The PS‐BP, PIB‐BP, and SIBS‐BP show similarly
observable characteristics whereby capacitance is minimised and the redox response is
increased in AC fundamental signals.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.3 Comparison of fundamental harmonics derived from FT‐AC CVs for (a)
reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b) oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of
1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐, respectively in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at bare BP and SIBS‐
BP72. AC condition employed: a sine wave, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room
temperature. Potential used: Estart = 200 mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV for [Ru(NH3)6]3+, Estart = 0

mV, Eswitch = 800 mV for FMCA and Estart = 600 mV, Eswitch = ‐200 mV for [Fe(CN)6]3‐.
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Furthermore, the second harmonic response discriminates against the charging current.
The small ∆Ep suggests that the kinetics of ET rate is fast, promoting FT‐AC higher
harmonic responses in the voltammograms. FT‐AC power spectra after FT plotting log
(current(I)) versus f and second harmonics showing plot of I versus applied potential (E)
have been used to simplify the improvement of the kinetics at BP electrodes in the
presence of SIBS or other two polymers over short intercalation periods (no significant
change at longer times). The reversible Em values were obtained at the zero current point
of the second harmonics [21]. The power spectra and second harmonic responses obtained
for the oxidation process of 1 mM FMCA in buffered solution at three BP samples; BP, SIBS‐
BP1.3 and SIBS‐BP16 are shown in Figure 4.4. The ET kinetics are clearly improved after
the intercalation process, presenting higher‐order AC harmonic responses up to the sixth
harmonic for the SIBS‐BP16 sample, compared to the raw BP electrode showing slower ET
(first to third harmonics) which is contributed to by non‐linear capacitive background
current [22].

Figure 4.4 Comparison of power spectra (a) and second harmonics (b) obtained from FT‐
AC CVs for oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at SIBS‐BEs with
different soak times (0 min, 80 min and 16 h). AC condition employed: sine wave
perturbation, ν = 44.70 mV.s‐1, Estart = 0 mV, Eswitch = 600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, ΔE = 80 mV, room
temperature.
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An increase in the intercalation time provides a second harmonic response close to that
predicted for an ideal reversible one‐electron transfer process. Higher degrees of
intercalation also result in the generation of higher harmonic responses as found in Figures
4.4a. Highest third, fourth and sixth harmonics in power spectra are observed for the BP,
SIBS‐BP1.3 and SIBS‐BP16 samples respectively. The raw BP electrode shows higher
harmonic responses up to the third harmonic but after FT and inverse FT processing, no
Faradaic second harmonic response is found in the applied scan range from 0 mV to 600
mV. The formal reversible potential (Em) of the FMAC0/+ process at this electrode was
therefore determined from the DC component of the FT‐AC voltammogram and compared
to the DC CV value. These were found to be 434 mV and 420 mV respectively, with large
∆Ep values of 214 mV and 295 mV, indicating slow ET rates. For SIBS‐BP1 (blue line), the
power spectrum shows a Faradaic response up to the fourth harmonic and after inverse FT
process, the second harmonic Faradaic response is observed, suggesting that the kinetics
have been improved and faster ET for the oxidation process of FMCA at this electrode
architecture occurs. The Em value obtained from the FT‐AC voltammetric second harmonic
(blue line) is at the lower value of 345 mV, when compared to those of the BP electrode
(black line). The Em value from a DC CV was also found at a lower potential of 317 mV, with
a smaller ∆Ep of 76 mV, indicating confirmation of significantly improved kinetics. The
doublet character of the second harmonic response for both oxidation and reduction
regions of the reversible ET process are easily observed in Figure 4.4b. For SIBS‐BP1.3, a
larger oxidation signal and asymmetric doublets are observed (blue line), again indicating
faster ET rates compared to the BP electrode (black line), but with less reversibility
compared to SIBS‐BP16 (brown line). Moreover, the power spectrum for SIBS‐BP16
displays Faradaic responses up to the sixth harmonic (brown line), the Em value obtained is
308 mV, suggesting the kinetics of the redox reaction at the BP electrode changes [17]. The
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Em value from the DC voltammogram was found at 317 mV with a peak separation of 69
mV. The FT‐AC second harmonic signals of both oxidation and reduction are nearly equal,
indicating that the oxidation and reduction current ratio is close to unity suggesting higher
reversibility of the FMCA0/+ process. Nearly symmetric doublets with the same intensity for
both redox reaction regions were found, indicating the fastest ET rate among the three
different redox probes. The value obtained at the inverse FT‐AC voltammetric second
harmonic is of a nearly ideal fully reversible one‐electron transfer process. The kinetics
and reversibility of the FMCA redox probe at BP electrode is also increasingly improved
and the rate of ET process at the SIBS‐BP16 sample is of higher magnitude than that of the
SIBS‐BP1.3 sample.
On the other hand, the Em value of the FMCA0/+ process at SIBS‐BP16 is close to that of
EPPGE, which is known for it’s fast kinetic pathways [23]. The Em values for a home‐made
EPPGE obtained from DC and FT‐AC experiments, under the same experimental conditions,
are 315 mV with ∆Ep of 58 mV (DC data), 312 mV (DC component of FT‐AC data) and 319
mV (FT‐AC second harmonic), respectively. These results show that for the FT‐AC
voltammograms, the second harmonic characteristics of both oxidation and reduction
processes at the SIBS‐BP electrodes are quite similar to those for EPPGE. Such a result
reinforces the notion that the edge plane‐like defects on the SIBS‐BP electrode surfaces
dominate the voltammetry, promoting higher harmonic responses being observed.
Electrochemical pathways at the basal plane‐like defects have effectively been blocked by
the SIBS polymer. Under these circumstances, higher AC Faradaic harmonics almost
exclusively detect only the much faster processes that emanate from edge‐plane defect
sites, because the FT‐AC technique has an insensitivity to slow ET process [12]. The
kinetics at the SIBS‐BP is vastly improved, presenting higher‐order AC harmonic responses
up to the eighth harmonic compared to the BP showing a slower ET showing first to third
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harmonics. This confirms that intercalating SIBS does improve the kinetics at such an
electrode architecture, providing faster ET rate compared to raw BP. From this evidence,
the SIBS‐BP can be used as an electrochemical sensing platform in electroanalysis,
providing higher performance in terms of a higher Faradaic to charging current ratio (S/N
ratio).
4.3.2

Comparison of DC Cyclic Voltammograms for Intercalated Buckyelectrodes
with Three Different Insulating Polymer Systems

Figure 4.5 depicts the characteristics of the DC voltammograms for BP nanocomposite
electrodes corresponding to the kinds of polymers intercalated into the SWCNT BE
architecture. The figure compares three redox processes, reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Figure
4.5a), oxidation of FMCA (Figure 4.5b), and reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (Figure 4.5c) at three
kinds of IP/SWCNT BEs employed as working electrodes. Considerably, with different
redox processes at a scan rate of 59.60 mV.s‐1 the different nanocomposite BEs show
significant differences in the voltammograms and different Em values of the same redox
probe. Initially, the CVs of outer‐sphere ET reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ for SIBS‐BP1 and PIB‐
BP1 electrodes are close to steady‐state shape (expected from a microelectrode array)
while that for PS‐BP1 is not matched to this shape characteristics and becomes peak
shaped (expected from entire microelectrode array possessing completely‐overlapped
diffusion layers or from a single flat electrode with a planar diffusion layer) under these
conditions [24].
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.5 Comparison of DC CVs observed for (a) reduction of 1.00mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b)
oxidation of 1.00mM FMCA and (c) reduction of 1.00mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS
solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room temperature at different IP‐BPs: SIBS‐
BP1, PS‐BP1, and PIB‐BP1.
The three different BP composite electrodes provide different Em potentials of
[Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process at about ‐172 mV, ‐153 mV, and ‐182 mV for SIBS‐BP1, PS‐BP1, and
PIB‐BP1, respectively. A PS‐BP1 electrode has a less negative reversible potential while a
PIB‐BP1 electrode has a more negative midpoint potential at this intercalation period
under these conditions. Both polymer repeating units are also random repeating unit
segments of the SIBS polymer. In this sense, the Em potential of [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process at a
SIBS‐BP1 electrode under the same intercalation time and the same electrochemical
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conditions is in between those of PS‐BP and PIB‐BP electrodes, indicating different
reaction kinetics for this electrochemical process. As compared to the standard EPPGE, the
Em value of [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process at SIBS‐BP becomes close to that of this electrode (‐169
mV) within experimental error. This suggests that the SIBS‐BP electrodes would behave
like an EPPGE. In addition, for the oxidation reaction of FMCA (Figure 4.5b) the
voltammograms for all BEs are similar, showing near planar diffusion characteristics (i.e. a
flat macroelectrode or fully overlapped diffusion layer microarray). The surface‐insensitive
outer‐sphere FMCA is not effected by the microstructure of these different polymer
nanocomposite BPs. The Em potentials for this redox reaction were found at potentials of
307 mV, 308 mV, and 317 mV for PS‐BP1, PIB‐BP1, and SIBS‐BP1 respectively. This Em
value for SIBS‐BP1 was again observed to be the same as that of EPPGE (316 mV) within
experimental error. The EPPGE which has high oxygen‐containing functional groups offers
faster ET kinetics compared to those of BPPGE. Finally, as shown in Figure 4.5c, the inner‐
sphere surface‐sensitive [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ redox reaction was examined at all BP composite
electrodes. The CVs at PIB‐BP and SIBS‐BP electrodes show close to sigmoidal steady‐state
diffusion at PS‐BP electrode the CV presents more peak shape. This suggests the redox
probe was as expected, planar‐diffusion controlled, as found in a flat planar electrode at
the latter electrode platform (or fully overlapping‐diffusion layer microarray). The Em
values at PS‐BP1, PIB‐BP1 and SIBS‐BP1 electrodes were deduced at about 220 mV, 206
mV, and 217 mV, respectively. The Em values of SIBS‐BP and PS‐BP electrodes were also
observed to be similar to that of EPPGE. As a result, this finding indicates that the SIBS‐BP
electrode involves the highly reactive surfaces of edge‐plane like defects of CNTs after SIBS
polymer intercalation. As seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, this contribution also provides
significantly improved ET rates. The comparison of Em values for the three one‐hour
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intercalated samples in the three standard redox probe solutions are illustrated in Table
4.2.
Table 4.2 Comparison of the parameters from DC voltammetric data [[redox probe] =
1mM, 59.60 mV.s‐1]
sample

[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+

FMCA0/+

[Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐

Em (mV)

Em (mV)

Em (mV)

SIBS‐BP1

‐172

317

217

PS‐BP1

‐153

307

220

PIB‐BP1

‐182

308

206

Clearly, the DC voltammograms for reductions of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ and [Ru(NH3)6]3+ processes at
a PIB‐BP1 electrode show sigmoidal shape referred to as nearly steady state
voltammograms, reflecting microarray behaviour. The discussion of voltammetry at a
microarray electrode will be presented later on.
4.3.3

Investigation of Scan Rate Dependence in Cyclic Voltammograms

Effect of scan rates on diffusion, shape, and redox responses of CVs was considered to
investigate the performance of the BP nanocomposite electrodes. DC voltammograms at
various scan rates determine the behaviour of redox probes diffusing to the electrode
surface. Considering the shape of voltammograms at varied scan rates probes the electrode
behaviour.
Figures 4.6 illustrates the CVs for the FMCA0/+ process obtained at scan rates between 5
and 200 mV.s‐1 for raw BP (a1‐a2) and SIBS‐BP (b1‐b2) electrodes, respectively. The peak
currents and ∆EP values increased with increasing scan rate. In both cases, the oxidation
and reduction peak currents (ip) were found to vary linearly with the square root of the
scan rate (ν1/2) indicating that the voltammetry is diffusion controlled (predominantly
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planar) over the scan rate range investigated [17]. The ∆EP values obtained using the neat
BP became significantly greater with an increase in scan rate indicating a slow ET rate.
With the SIBS‐BP1 electrode, a small scan rate dependence in the potential for the
oxidation and reduction peaks (with a change in ∆Ep values from about 70 mV at low scan
rate of 5 mV.s‐1 to 90 mV at 200 mV.s‐1) was observed. These ∆Ep values are considerably
less than those at bare BP electrode, suggesting a faster average ET rate at the SIBS‐BP
nanocomposite electrode.

(a1)

(a2)

(b1)

(b2)

Figure 4.6 DC CVs at different scan rates (5‐200 mV.s‐1) (a1,b1) and plots of anodic (♦) and
cathodic (■) peak currents versus square root of scan rate (a2,b2), obtained from oxidation
of 1.00 mM FMCA in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at bare BP (a1,a2) and SIBS‐BP1
(b1,b2) respectively.
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(a1)

(a2)

(a3)

(b1)

(b2)

(b3)

Figure 4.7 Comparison of experimental (black) and simulated (blue/red) DC CVs for
reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at PIB‐BP12 (a1‐a3) and PS‐
BP48 (b1‐b3) electrodes at ν = 14.90 , 119.21 and 953.67 mV s‐1, respectively. For a1‐a3;
hemispherical diffusion model, 1000 array microelectrodes, rmicro = 0.0045 cm, Cdl =
0.01µF.cm‐2. For b1‐b3; planar diffusion model. Other parameters used are provided in the
text.
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To analyse the microarray behaviour, the effect of scan rate on the characteristics of
voltammetric shape has to be observed. Consequently, Figure 4.7 shows a comparison of
the DC experimental and simulated CVs for reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ at PIB‐BP12 (a1‐a3)
and PS‐BP48 (b1‐b3) electrodes measured at scan rates of 14.90 mV.s‐1, 119.21 mV.s‐1 and
953.67 mV.s‐1. All voltammograms were also measured in PBS (pH 7.4) containing 0.1 M
KCl. The simulation data for PIB‐BP12 is obtained based on use of the hemispherical
diffusion approximation model, with the assumption that the voltammograms are derived
from the summation of individually addressable 1000 array microelectrodes each with a
radius (rmicro) of 0.0045 cm and double‐layer capacitance (Cdl) of 0.01 µF.cm‐2. The
simulation for PS‐BP48 is carried out based on a planar diffusion model using a single
electrode with a total area (Atotal) of 0.50 cm2 and Cdl of 60 µF.cm‐2. Other parameters used
in simulation are; process assumed to be reversible (ET rate constant (ks) of about 1.0 cm.s‐
1),

values of diffusion coefficients of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ of 7.6 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 and [Ru(NH3)6]2+ of

7.8 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 respectively. The concentration of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ used is 1.00 mM while the
uncompensated resistance (Ru) of the electrochemical cell is defined at 100 Ω and
temperature of 20 °C.
Of note is that the complexity in the distribution of microelectrodes may involve variability
with respect to the size and spacing between them. Therefore, as expected, this simplified
model is unable to fit well with the experimental data. To obtain a better fit, a more
sophisticated model such as the diffusion domain approximation approach that was
developed by Compton’s group may be required [25, 26]. However, judging by the steady‐
state shapes of the simulated and experimental voltammograms as a function of scan rate,
clearly this PIB‐BP electrode exhibited microelectrode array behaviour. The scan rate from
14.90 mV.s‐1 to 953.67 mV.s‐1 results in a progressive distortion from steady‐state to peak‐
shaped voltammograms. A closer to steady state voltammogram is obtained at lower scan
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rates of 14.90 and 119.21 mV.s‐1, which implies that a small level of overlap of diffusion
layers occurs under these conditions [13]. With increasing scan rate the simulated
voltammograms have less agreement with the experimental data. The voltammogram is
more peak shaped and less close to steady state, which implies that the higher level of
overlap of diffusion layers occurs. The shape of the voltammogram at this high scan rate
becomes like that of a flat electrode with planar diffusion. This suggests that the present
array microelectrodes are connected together in random distributions or that there is a
small spacing between such array electrodes. This results in a nearly full overlap of the
diffusion layers for each electrode or the diffusion layer becomes planar for the entire
microarray. On the other hand, simulations based on the planar diffusion model fitted well
to the voltammograms of PS‐BP electrode at all the designated scan rates. In this case, the
microelectrodes in the array may be closely spaced together which promote significant
overlapping of the diffusion layers. Therefore, the electrode behaviour is now mimicking
that of a planar electrode. In some other results (not shown), the scan rate dependence
behaviour indicated a possibility of a combination of both linear and radial diffusion. In
fact, the observed electrochemical behaviour for a range of studied polymer intercalated
BP electrodes agreed well with the possible scenarios encountered in an array
microelectrode [25].
The microelectrode domains are likely to consist of individual CNTs or bundles of CNTs
that are exposed at the surface of the electrode. There are some similarities between the
polymer‐BP electrodes and CPEs. Both electrodes consist of a conducting carbon‐based
material surrounded by an insulating matrix. The conductivity of CPEs is reliant on
intimate physical contact between the carbon particles, which in the presence of the
insulating material, typically paraffin oil, can be restricted. The BP consists of an inter‐
woven array of CNTs that inherently conducts very well. The intercalated IP merely fills the
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pore spaces left vacant within the random CNT framework. This reduces the effective
electroactive surface area of the electrode. More importantly, it may leave some individual
or bundled CNTs as isolated nano‐ or micro‐electrode domains (that are still electrically
connected to the electrode bulk). The area of these exposed domains will vary across the
entire electrode surface as will the spacing between them. In addition, the CNTs have
distinct edge‐ and basal‐plane domains which offer different surface energies and
electrochemical reactivity. Therefore, the total voltammetric response is a non‐trivial
composite of all the contributions from each of these separate domains.
4.3.4

Investigation of AC Frequency Dependence on Redox Responses

FT‐AC fundamentals were used to elucidate ET properties of redox probes at BP
nanocomposite electrodes in terms of frequency (f) dependence. The design of frequencies
with constant AC amplitude and constant scan rate is important. Figure 4.8 shows
fundamental AC harmonics with different scan frequencies; 27.01, 34.98, 77.00, and 181.01
Hz for [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, FMCA0/+, and [Fe(CN)6]4‐/3‐ processes at SIBS‐BP72 (a1‐a3) and PIB‐
BP48 (b1‐b3). The behaviours of the SIBS‐BP and PIB‐BP nanocomposite electrodes are
similar, including those of the PS‐BP electrode system (Figure not shown). The observable
significantly increased non‐Faradaic charging background currents are relative to the
increased f values used for all redox probes. After background correction, the peak
currents of Faradaic responses of the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ and FMCA0/+ processes (data not
shown) are independent over this frequency range, which are constant for all BP
composite electrodes. This is predicted theoretically for the reversible process (fast ET
kinetics) over this frequency [27]. The one electron reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ to
[Ru(NH3)6]2+ is believed to involve a fast outer‐sphere reversible electron‐transfer process
and a surface‐insensitive reaction [28].
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(a1)

(b1)

(a2)

(b2)

(a3)

(b3)

Figure 4.8 Frequency dependence on Faradaic to background charging current ratios for
(a1,b1) [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, (a2,b2) FMCA0/+, and (a3,b3) [Fe(CN)6]4‐/3‐ processes at SIBS‐BP72
(a1‐a3) and PIB‐BP48 (b1‐b3). AC conditions employed: sine wave, different f values, ∆E =
80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room temperature.
For the reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐, the very different frequency dependence of fundamentals
is found at all composite BEs (Figures 4.8a3 and 4.8b3) which at higher frequencies the
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Faradaic responses are less defined. These high scan frequencies lower the S/N ratios in all
redox processes but the S/N ratios of the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process were very small, compared
to low frequency. At the same high frequencies the S/N ratio values for both Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+
and FMCA0/+ systems are higher than those of [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process. Therefore, data
obtained at all composite BPs for reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ species agree with quasi‐
reversible characteristics. Clearly, the suitable sine wave perturbation should be designed
at low frequencies for evaluation of electrodes and study of electrode performances.
4.3.5

Electrochemical Reversibility

The electrochemical reversibility of the redox reactions in fundamental harmonics
obtained from FT‐AC voltammograms (sine wave perturbation, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν
= 59.60 mV.s‐1) was used to evaluate the prepared BP composite electrodes. The ability of
redox probe undergoing forward and backward scans depends on the ET kinetics [17]. The
Faradaic regime in the voltammogram is comparably analysed whilst the background non‐
Faradaic zones are neglected. With high reversibility (no splitting of peak currents), the
reaction is a reversible process (high magnitude of ET rate constant). The small peak
splitting refers to a nearly reversible process (quasireversible). For a reversible ET
process, the peak or null current positions (as relevant) of all harmonics should coincide at
the Em value [12]. For example, Figure 4.9 provides detectable fundamentals of FT‐AC CVs
obtained

from

different

redox

reactions;

[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+

(Figure4.9a),

FMCA0/+

(Figure4.9b), and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ (Figure4.9c) processes, at the PS‐BEs over different lengths
of intercalation time.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.9 Comparison of fundamental components derived from FT‐AC CVs for (a)
reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b) oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (b) reduction of
1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1,
room temperature at PS‐BEs with different intercalation periods. Data for a [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐
redox process were obtained after background subtraction. Condition employed: sine
wave, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1.
At SIBS‐BP and PIB‐BP electrodes, the same sets of experiments were recorded (Figures
not shown). It was found that all sample series show the capability to serve as good
electrodes with good reversibility. The capability and performance of the materials studied
were significantly improved via the polymer intercalation process. For the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+
redox couple, the reductive and oxidative peaks were found to superimpose after 1 hour
for the SIBS‐BP electrode while those become coincident for the PS‐BP and PIB‐BP
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electrodes after 30 minutes. For the FMCA0/+ process, the positions of the redox peaks
become coincident for the SIBS‐BP and PIB‐BP electrodes after 1 hour whilst that of PS‐BP
was obtained after 30 minutes. For the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ redox couple, a short intercalation
time to improve Faradaic response was required for all BPs. Consequently, PS‐BPs and
SIBS‐BPs show good fundamental reversibility, starting at intercalation time of 1 hour and
above 1 hour respectively, while PIB‐BPs show less reversibility over all intercalation
times (0‐192 hours).
Therefore, longer intercalation times are not needed for practical electrochemical
applications. After 1h, the degree of improvement in reversibility (FT‐AC fundamental) and
peak separations (both DC and AC) is perceived to be constant. In comparison, at the
longest time the results of the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ reaction for all samples also correspond to a
reversible process. Similarly, oxidation of FMCA also shows reversible process at all BP
composites. Surprisingly, at PS‐BP192 electrode the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process is close to a
reversible process. SIBS‐BP192 and PIB‐BP192 shows clearly the quasi‐reversible process
of ferricyanide as found in general. In addition, the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ quasireversible process at
a SIBS‐BP72 electrode was also found at all scan rates ranging 14.90‐476.84 mV.s‐1 (data
not shown). Moreover, the SIBS‐BP192 electrode has more reversibility (smaller
separation) than that of PIB‐BP192, suggesting the assumed faster ET rate at SIBS‐BP192
electrode. There is good agreement between AC (Figure 4.9b) and DC (Figure 4.2)
electrochemical results. Interestingly, with increasing intercalation period (0‐1h), there is a
significant change in the electrochemical performance of the composite BP electrodes,
which were significantly improved with small ∆Ep values, judging faster ET rate as
compared to bare BP electrode. More reversible characteristics of the fundamental peak
currents were also found for all IP systems. The improvement concerning both DC and AC
fundamental peak separations was the case for the higher harmonics generated at the
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SIBS‐BP16 electrode as shown in Figure 4.4a, and similar in PS and PIB electrodes (data
not shown).
4.3.6

Simulations of DC and AC Cyclic Voltammograms

To understand the IP‐BP electrode, this section demonstrates the possible relationship
between electrode surface and electrochemical responses and also simulation. With the
limitation of available simulation package programs for DC and AC data, non‐ideal peak
shape voltammograms with complication and unexpected experimental error could not be
simulated. Here, only relevant simulation result and voltammograms are presented and
described.
As observed in Figure 3.3 (Chapter 3), AFM images of BP surfaces can demonstrate a
microelectrode array consisting of individual SWCNTs, CNT bundles, and CNT ropes.
Figures 4.10a‐b show tapping mode AFM phase images of freestanding CNT BP surfaces
before and after SIBS intercalation. For the raw BP electrode, the surface structure shows a
high porosity (Figure 4.10a) where spaces between nanotubes or/and bundles were
assumed as pores while for SIBS‐BP16 electrode (Figure 4.10b) less observable porosity is
found on the surface. The surface of SIBS‐BP16 electrode remains less porous and the SIBS
polymer covering/wrapping some parts of the CNT bundles. The heterogeneity on the BP
surfaces gives rise to conducting domains surrounded by insulating domains in which the
former are derived from SWCNT and/or other conducting carbons and the latter from the
non‐conducting polymer, SIBS. Furthermore, the SIBS fills up the “inter‐bundle” pores
formed by the SWCNT networks as well as the “inter‐tube” (interstitial) channels [11] as
confirmed by the mass uptake of intercalated SIBS (shown in Chapter 3). This envisages
that intercalation process of polymer provides the individually dispersed SWCNTs/SWCNT
bundles surrounded by IP, acting as a randomly arranged SWCNTs/SWCNT bundle
electrode micro‐ and/or nano‐array. As seen by the different shapes of CVs shown in
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Figure 4.5, for polymer‐SWCNT array, spacing between each electrode might be larger than
those of SWCNT array, depending on the polymer and intercalation period.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 4.10 AFM phase images obtained from (a) bare BP surface and (b) SIBS‐BP16
surface which both structures represent a randomly oriented micro‐/nano‐electrode array.
Illustrations of structures for (c) porous BP and (d) polymer‐filled/intercalated BP. (e)
drawn diffusion layers of each possible micro‐/nano‐electrode on an entire randomly
arranged SWCNTs/SWCNT bundle electrode array.
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In order to simplify and understand the microstructures of bare BP and intercalated BP
electrodes, the structures of both typical surfaces are compared to the drawn illustrations
as presented in Figures 4.10c‐d and the represented illustration of a random CNT nano‐
/micro‐array possessing diffusion layers of each microelectrode is also provided in Figure
4.10e. The electrochemistry at both BP structures with and without polymers was studied
using the three different assumption models; thin‐film diffusion, planar diffusion (semi‐
infinite diffusion) and hemispherical diffusion, respectively. This involves simulations of
DC and AC voltammograms. The data shown here will be examples to prove the solution
that an ideal microelectrode array platform represents either bare BP or polymer‐SWCNT
BP. No simulation for CVs of bare BPs showing non‐ideal CVs with mixed mechanism
including planar diffusion on the entire electrode surface and thin‐film diffusion in internal
porous structure for all redox processes is provided. For polymer‐SWCNT BPs, the
simulations of CVs were related to simulation models with either planar or hemispherical
diffusions. No thin‐film diffusion effect is involved for electrochemical study of composite
BP electrodes. As also clearly revealed on examination of Figure 4.1, the peak positions for
the oxidation of FMCA0 (Figure4.1b) and reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Figure 4.1a) and
[Fe(CN)6]3‐ (Figure 4.1c) are modified by the presence of the polymer. In each case, the
oxidation or reduction of the respective species is less favourable in the case of the bare
BP. This is attributable to the redox species being ‘trapped’ inside the internal structure of
the BP, and hence, diffusion (mass transport process) is restricted. The voltammetry of
ferrocyanide at a GCE modified with multiple layers of SWCNTs was also shown to be
influenced by the electroactive species being trapped within pockets in between the
nanotubes (Figure 4.10c) [18]. In addition, because of a lot larger thickness of BP film (50‐
70 µm) the diffusion in internal BP structure would be longer pathway of mass transport,
indicating the higher amount of trapped redox species in the BP electrode. Therefore, the
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electroactive surface area can not be assumed to be equal to the geometric one for both
porous and surface‐hydrophobic BEs. In effect these voltammograms are representative of
a mixed mechanism‐diffusional layer at the outer surface and thin layer ET process within
the pores. The dominant thin layer process produces a different Em value for each redox
couple at the BP and polymer‐BP electrodes. Importantly, with all polymer‐BP electrodes
the Em values for the redox couples are within experimental error and again the same as
observed at an EPPGE, and hence conforming closely to theory predicted using linear
diffusion. In the case of the bare BP, thin layer theory is more relevant. The thickness of the
thin layer would be equivalent to the nanotube‐nanotube/bundle‐nanotube separation in
the porous structure [18].
Simulations of the DC and FT‐AC CVs for each redox probe provide information on the
electrochemical behaviour, characteristics and ET properties of the nanocomposite
electrodes. An assumption of electrochemical behaviour of a microelectrode array was
used to simulate the voltammograms. If sufficient overlap of diffusion layers occurs, then
the planar diffusion model may be appropriate. However, if a micro‐array model with well
separated electroactive regions is appropriate then radial (hemispherical) diffusion may be
more realistic. A scenario involving a random array and a mixture of linear and radial
diffusion is assumed to be most likely [13].
As illustrated in Figure 4.5b, the CVs for oxidation of FMCA at BP composite electrodes
having a peak shape character approximate flat electrode behaviour with planar diffusion
control. To confirm the expected electrochemical behaviour, Figure 4.11a investigates ET
rate constant and kinetics by simulation using a planar diffusion model. Firstly, the CV of
oxidation of FMCA at SIBS‐BP72 electrode was simulated where FMCA generally
undergoes a reversible ET process.
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(b)

Figure 4.11 Simulation profiles for DC CVs for oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA in a PBS
solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at a SIBS‐BP72 electrode at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room
temperature. Optimal simulated data based on (a) planar diffusion model of a single flat
electrode with Atotal = 0.0650 cm2 (ks = 0.007 cm.s‐1, Em = 0.316 V) and (b) random
assemblies of microelectrodes with hemispherical diffusion (ks = 0.040 cm.s‐1, Em = 0.318
V), rmicro = 1.1289 × 10‐3 cm, Amicro = 1.200 × 10‐5 cm2 and Atotal = 1.20 × 10‐4 cm2. Other
parameters employed: DO and DR = 6.0 × 10‐6 cm2.s‐1, Cdl = 56μF.cm‐2, [FMCA] = 1.00 mM, Ru
= 60Ω, T = 298.2K, and α = 0.5.
An optimised comparison of experimental and simulated DC voltammograms using a
planar diffusion model is provided in Figure 4.11a. The simulated data agrees sufficiently
to obtain an optimised ks value of 0.007 cm.s‐1 and Em value of 0.316 V. The simulation
parameters employed in this study such as diffusion coefficients both FMCA and FMCA+
species (DO and DR), formal, reversible or midpoint potential (Em), double layer capacitance
(Cdl), concentration of redox probe ([FMCA]), uncompensated resistance (Ru), temperature
(T), and ET coefficient (α) are listed in the caption of Figure 4.11. The FT‐AC experiment of
the same sample (under a sine wave perturbation, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐
1,

room temperature, Estart = 0 mV and Eswitch = 800 mV) was also recorded (Figure not

shown) and FT‐AC voltammogram was simulated with planar diffusion model. The ks value
from this AC technique was found to be 0.040 cm.s‐1. It was found that the ET kinetics from
simulation of DC CVs for oxidation of FMCA, based on planar diffusion model is
approximately six‐times less than that obtained from a simulated FT‐AC voltammogram.
Therefore, the behaviour of microelectrode array was considered as a simulation model in
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this DC case. Assumption that the wave shape of DC CVs for oxidation of FMCA is
contributed by each array micro‐/nano‐electrode referring to carbon particle impurities,
Fe catalyst, single SWCNTs and SWCNT bundles was considered. Lee and co‐workers found
that the current of an entire electrode comprised of connected array gold microelectrodes
is noticeably equivalent to the summation of currents from each individual gold
microelectrode on the array as shown with the nearly complete overlapping of two CVs
[28]. Figure 4.11b demonstrates that a DC voltammogram was also simulated which
contributed from many imagined microelectrodes on the surface with a hemispherical
diffusion model. The DigiSim program for simulation of microarray was indirectly used as
follows. The ideal simulation is that the CV was simulated with optimising the imagined
size of each array microelectrode to obtain the right shape of voltammogram and then the
current of each microelectrode is multiplied using designated integer number to obtain the
current equal to the current from the experimental data. The CV calculated in this way
represents a model based on the average current densities of each nano‐/micro‐electrode
allowing for heterogeneity at the electrode surface [28]. The number is related to the
number of array microelectrodes on the entire electrode surface seen by redox couples.
Figure 4.11b shows designated simulation using an optimised electrode radius value to
achieve a steady‐state shape characteristic and multiply with an optimal number to
achieve the right current magnitude. The optimal required simulation parameters were
obtained with the assumption that the voltammograms are derived from summation of 10
individual array microelectrodes surrounded by the IP. Each array has a radius (rmicro) of
1.1289 × 10‐3 cm with an electro‐active surface area (Amicro) of about 1.200 × 10‐5 cm2 and a
total electroactive surface area for an entire microarray (Atotal) of 1.20 × 10‐4 cm2 and Em
value of 0.318 V. The other parameters used are also provided in the caption of Figure 4.11.
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Although planar diffusion seems to be a suitable model for simulation for FMCA, the
appropriate rate constant is lower than that derived from the hemispherical diffusion
model (Figure 4.11b), however, the hemispherical diffusion for DC simulation is more
relevant (with the morphology) and the rate constant observed has good agreement with
the AC result. The rate of ET of FMCA at a SIBS‐BP72 is very fast, compared to that for
reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (see below). With the same simulation parameters except surface
area, size of array microelectrode and reversible Em potential, the simulation of DC CVs at
PIB‐BP120 (Figure not shown) and PS‐BP120 (Figure 4.12a) were also based on
microarray behaviour and hemispherical diffusion control to obtain the best fits. The ks
values for both samples are of about 0.04 cm.s‐1. The Em values for PIB‐BP120 and PS‐
BP120 electrodes were found at 0.307 and 0.306 V respectively. For PIB‐BP120, the rmicro
and Amicro values are of 7.8 × 10‐3 cm and 5.731 × 10‐4 cm2 respectively while for PS‐BP120
the rmicro and Amicro values are of 2.7159 × 10‐2 cm and 6.948 × 10‐3 cm2 respectively. Other
DC simulated data for PS‐BP120 were Ru = 100Ω, Cdl = 2.746 μF.cm‐2, Atotal = 0.1042 cm2,
consisting of an individual 15‐microelectrode array. Other DC data for PIB‐BP120 were Ru
= 100 Ω, Cdl = 120 μF.cm‐2, Atotal = 0.1003 cm2, consisting of 175 array microelectrodes.
It has been recently reported that data obtained rapidly from a single AC experiment are
highly suitable for quality control assessment of electrode production [29]. This work also
uses an AC technique combined with DC data to evaluate the capability of BP composite
electrodes. Figures 4.12b‐f show the DC component (b) and first to fourth harmonics (c‐f)
respectively of FT‐AC voltammograms measured experimentally at room temperature for
oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA at a PS‐BP120 electrode, compared with a simulation
generated voltammogram.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.12 Comparison of experimental and simulated profile of (a) DC CVs, (b) DC
components, (c) fundamental, (d) second, (e) third and (f) fourth harmonics obtained from
FT‐AC CVs for oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA in a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at a
PS‐BP120 at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room temperature. AC and DC simulated data based on a
planar and hemispherical diffusion models respectively, ks = 0.040 cm.s‐1, DO and DR = 6.0 ×
10‐6 cm2.s‐1, α = 0.5, [FMCA] = 1.00 mM, ν = 59.60 mV s‐1, T = 293.2 K. Other parameters are
provided in the text.
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The DC Em potential of 0.308 V and ∆Ep of 69 mV for this electrode are consistent with a
diffusion‐limited one‐electron transfer mechanism that is close to a reversible redox
process (∆Ep is 56 mV for a fully reversible process at 20°C) [30]. This agrees with the
ideally splitting FT‐AC voltammetric pattern response for each component. Experimental
data were obtained with a single sine wave (f = 34.98 Hz, ΔE = 80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1)
superimposed into a DC waveform. The simulated parameters employed were Atotal = 0.140
cm2, Em = 0.308 V versus Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl), ks = 0.040 cm.s‐1, Ru = 60 Ω, Cdl = 26 μF.cm‐2,
and cyclic scan from 0 mV to 800 mV. The charging current completely disappears starting
at the second harmonic continuing up to higher harmonics [31]. With the same values of ks,
α, DR and DO above, the best fits of FT‐AC simulations based on planar diffusion for SIBS‐
BP72 (Figure not shown) was obtained using the parameters; Atotal = 0.057 cm‐2, Cdl = 67
µF.cm2, Ru = 50 Ω, and Em = 0.317 V while for PIB‐BP120 electrode (Figure not shown) the
parameters used were Em = 0.308 V, Ru = 60 Ω, Cdl = 26 μF.cm‐2, and Atotal = 0.140 cm2.
For [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ surface‐insensitive ET process, an experimental CV at a SIBS‐BP74
electrode (Figure not shown) were compared to the simulated DC CVs based on planar
diffusion model and hemispherical diffusion model for microelectrode array, respectively.
The [Ru(NH3)6]3+ ion undergoes a fast reversible electron‐transfer process at the electrode
SIBS‐BP surface with a very small ∆Ep value of 69 mV, a Em value of ‐0.172 V and close to
unity ratio of reduction and oxidation peak currents, suggesting that the electrochemical
reaction at the electrode surface is of the nearly ideal one‐electron reversible process. With
assumption that the ET reaction is highly reversible (ks = 1.0 cm.s‐1), both diffusion models
provided enough acceptable results for computer fitting. Under this condition, the
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ redox reaction would perform at a SIBS‐BP electrode as either a
microelectrode array having very small distance between each microelectrode or a flat
electrode having a planar diffusion over an entire electrode. The microarray with small
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spacing has the highly or fully overlapping hemispherical diffusion layers of each
electroactive microdomain, becoming planar diffusion or mixed hemispherical‐planar
diffusion.
A set of CVs represents the array having enough spacing between array microelectrodes,
providing no or less overlapping diffusion layers for each. The array was optimised using
75 individually addressable array microelectrodes with rmicro = 7.4635 × 10‐3 cm, Amicro =
5.247 × 10‐4 cm2, and Atotal = 0.0394 cm2 while Atotal value of 0.0350 cm2 was derived from
planar model. Both total surface areas are very close together in the same order of
magnitude, agreeing with limited diffusion overlapping. The other DC simulation data are
listed as same as in Figure 4.13’s caption. The limit of extreme overlapping of diffusion
zones occurs when the distance of separation between array microelectrodes is small or
when the timescale of the experiment is longer. In this limit, a diffusion layer is formed
which has uniform thickness over the whole array. The current measured is therefore
equal to that predicted by a planar diffusion model [13], reflecting electroactive surface
areas contributing to the total current of an entire electrode. On the other hand, at this scan
rate the SIBS‐BP electrode behaves between the transition from steady‐state to planar
diffusion, seen by [Ru(NH3)6]3+ ions. The findings above suggest that there is considerable
overlap of the diffusion layers for each individual CNT or CNT bundle electrode domain.
The result of which, is that the electrode surface acts as a flat macro‐electrode or a small‐
separated microelectrode array in the presence of the Ru redox probe, with linear diffusion
control and high heterogeneity.
As shown in Figure 4.5a, DC CV for SIBS‐BP1 electrode shows the Em value between those
of PIB‐BP1 and PS‐BP1 electrodes. The peak shape of CV for SIBS‐BP1 shows the
combination of planar diffusion (PS‐BP) and microarray hemispherical diffusion (PIB‐BP).
This correlates the reason that SIBS comprises of PIB and PS segments, in turn providing
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good agreement in the simulations for both diffusion models. Both segments intercalated
into a BP CNT network attribute the different characteristics of voltammograms for
reduction of [Ru(NH3)6]3+ at all three BP polymer composite electrodes as found similarly
to reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (see below) while no influence of different three IPs was
observed for oxidation of FMCA.
Moreover, as investigated in Figure 4.7 the planar diffusion model provided good fit CVs at
a representative PS‐BP electrode (b1‐b3) at over scan rates ranging from very low to very
high whilst for the PIB‐BP electrode case (a1‐a3), the microarray model with
hemispherical diffusion provided good agreement at only low scan rate and less
correlation at very high scan rate (become planar diffusional characteristic). This latter
case involves the behaviour of a microelectrode array with partially overlapping diffusion
layers. Therefore, PS‐BPs can be classified as array of micro‐/nano‐electrodes, each having
fully overlapping small diffusion region (small spacing between each microelectrode
domain) or as a flat electrode showing planar diffusion over an entire electrode.
Assuming a fast reversible process (ks = 1.00 cm.s‐1), simulations for PS‐BP (Figure 4.13a)
and PIB‐BP (Figure not shown) electrodes were also carried out. The simulation
parameters of PS‐BP120 based on planar diffusion model were Em = ‐0.151 V, Cdl = 35
µF.cm‐2, Atotal = 0.365 cm2 and others are illustrated in caption of Figure 4.13 while based
on a microarray with hemispherical diffusion, large electroactive zones or a large
microelectrode size (very small separation) on the same array surface was obtained with
good fit. For this PS‐BP case, the array parameters employed were Em = ‐0.152 V, Cdl = 83.7
µF.cm‐2, rmicro and Amicro = 4.844 × 10‐2 cm and 0.0221 cm2 respectively, Atotal = 0.530 cm2,
and approximately 24 individual array microelectrodes.
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Figure 4.13 Comparison of experimental and simulated profiles of (a) DC CVs, (b) DC
components, (c) fundamental, (d) second, (e) third and (f) fourth harmonics obtained from
FT‐AC CVs for reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M
KCl) at a PS‐BP120 electrode at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room temperature. AC and DC simulated
data based on a planar diffusion model, process assumed to be reversible (ks = 1.0 cm.s‐1),
Ru = 100 Ω, DO = 7.6 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 and DR = 7.8 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1, α = 0.5, [[Ru(NH3)6]3+] = 1.00
mM, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, T = 293.2 K. Other parameters are provided in the text.
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In addition, for PIB‐BP case only steady‐state voltammetric model with designed
microarray shows superimposing of experimental and simulated data. The microarray
parameters used were Em = ‐0.180 V, Cdl = 0.0140 µF.cm‐2, rmicro and Amicro = 3.8 × 10‐3 cm
and 1.360 × 10‐4 cm2 respectively, Atotal = 0.1836 cm2, consisting of 1350 individually
addressable array microelectrodes.
Figures 4.13(b‐f) show a typical FT‐AC voltametric study for the reduction of 1.00 mM
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ at a PS‐BP120 electrode in PBS (pH 7.4) solution containing 0.1 M KCl,
employing a sine wave perturbation (f = 34.98 Hz, ΔE = 80 mV, ν = 59.6 mVs‐1). The
simulated parameters used were Em = ‐0.160 V versus Ag/AgCl (3 M NaCl), Cdl = 22 μF.cm‐2,
Atotal (planar diffusion) = 0.510 cm2, cyclic scan from 200 mV to ‐600 mV and others listed
in

the

figure

caption.

Agreement

between

the

experimental

and

theoretical

voltammograms is found in only the first to second harmonics but less in the third to
higher harmonics. The third harmonic reveals a small extra peak splitting of both the
oxidation and reduction responses, indicating heterogeneity on the electrode surface due
to different electro‐active domains. Each domain having a unique reactivity to the redox
probe contributing different electrochemical responses with different thermodynamic
contributions (difference in activation energies or reversible potentials)[17]. If the
electrochemical reactions at different active domains are significantly different, the
responses for each are clearly resolved into the sub‐components. Therefore, if the
electrochemical processes at each domain are small or quite similar, the responses from
such domains are not convoluted. This aspect in turn affects the nature of both the DC and
AC voltammograms. In this case, this simulation provides the rough idea that FT‐AC has
high sensitivity to fast ET process promoting higher harmonic responses. The FT‐AC non‐
ideal higher harmonics at a PS‐BP120 electrode is more electrochemically complex. Due to
high surface heterogeneity of the present electrode, providing less fit but a conceptually
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good fit was observed in the fourth harmonic. This inhomogeneity can not be detected in
the DC technique under the present conditions.
For SIBS‐BP74 and PIB‐BP192 cases (Figures not shown), the AC ideal harmonics were
well simulated. The first or fundamental harmonic background is attributed from both AC
capacitive charging and AC Faradaic currents. The second and third harmonics are
independent of the background current from such voltammograms (as expected) but not
found in third harmonic of PS‐BP system contributed by non‐linear background [22]. It can
be observed that the simulated data for each component are in excellent agreement with
the experimental data for the first to fourth harmonics. For SIBS‐BP74 electrode, the
simulation data found were Em = ‐0.180 V, Atotal = 0.065 cm‐2, Cdl = 50 µF.cm‐2 and for PIB‐
BP192 they were Em = ‐0.185 V, Cdl = 12 μF.cm‐2, Atotal = 0.161 cm2. The process was
assumed to be reversible (ks = 1.0 cm.s‐1) and the values of Ru, DO, DR, α, [[Ru(NH3)6]3+], ν,
and T were used as same as those of Figure 4.13(b‐f).
A ferro‐/ferricyanide redox couple is sensitive to the electrode composition, the electrode
surface and any surface pre‐treatment which together contribute to the characteristic
voltammograms obtained in the experiments [19]. The [Fe(CN)6]3‐ ion undergoes a quasi‐
reversible electron‐transfer process. Because DC CV of the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process at a SIBS‐
BP72 electrode shows behaviour between a planar diffusion electrode and a microarray
with hemispherical diffusion while those at PIB‐BPs (see Figures 4.5c and 4.7a1‐a3) show
close to hemispherical diffusion array microelectrodes (broad steady state voltammetric
shape) and those at PS‐BPs (see Figures 4.5c and 4.7b1‐b3) visually show CVs contributed
from planar diffusion which imaginably involves either flat electrode or microarray with
complete overlapping diffusion layers. From evidence above, CVs for the reduction of
ferricyanide at for SIBS‐BP and PIB‐BP electrodes were simulated using a microarray with
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hemispherical diffusion control whilst that at PS‐BP electrode was simulated using a planar
diffusion model.
Figure 4.14 shows the optimisation of size and number of array microelectrode on the
composite SIBS‐BP electrode surface placed in the electrolyte (a) and its optimal simulated
DC CV (b) and simulation of a CV for a PS‐BP electrode (c). The simulation data for the
SIBS‐BP electrode are based on the hypothesis that the electrode consists of a random
assembly of microelectrodes with hemispherical diffusion of variable size and number. The
simulation parameters are shown in the caption of Figure 4.14. The optimal parameters to
obtain the best fit which requires the intercalated sample to consist of approximately 650
microelectrodes surrounded by the IP (SIBS) are: Amicro = 1.846 × 10‐4 cm2 and Cdl = 40
μF.cm‐2. In addition, CVs for PIB‐BP electrodes clearly show more steady state behaviour
on DC voltammograms which can not be matched with a planar diffusion model at all.
For PS‐BP1 electrode, CVs were carefully evaluated and the result of scan rate dependence
study on the voltammograms in a [Ru(NH3)6]2+ solution noted (Figures 4.7b1‐b3). Planar
diffusion should be relevant for this PS‐BP case because the CV is close to a peak shape
character of fully overlapping layers of diffusion for each array CNT microelectrode which
becomes planar diffusional characteristic rather than that DC CV is related to a steady‐state
voltammetric wave. The simulation has good agreement with the microarray model having
fully overlapping diffusion layers of each array microelectrode (planar diffusion). The
simulation based on planar diffusion (Figure 4.14c) requires the parameters as following
values; Em = 0.215 V, ks = 0.015 cm.s‐1, Cdl = 4.32 μF.cm‐2, Ru = 100 Ω, Atotal = 0.220 cm2, and T
= 293.2 K. From the above discussion, study of electrochemical behaviours and properties
requires a relationship with detailed morphological structures.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.14 Simulation profiles for DC CVs for reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ in a PBS
solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at a SIBS‐BP72 (a‐b) and a PS‐BP1 electrode (c) at ν = 59.60
mV.s‐1, room temperature. Parameters used in simulation are α = 0.5, Ru = 100 Ω, DO and DR
= 6.3 × 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 and 7.6 × 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 respectively, [[Fe(CN)6]3‐] = 1.00 mM, ν = 59.60
mV.s‐1. Simulated data based on hemispherical diffusion with (a) variable size and number
of array microelectrodes and (b) optimised parameters; ks = 0.0045 cm.s‐1, Em = 0.232 V,
Amicro = 1.846 × 10‐4 cm2, 650 array microelectrodes, Atotal = 0.120 cm2, Cdl = 40 μF.cm‐2, and
T = 298.2 K. Simulated data based on planar diffusion model approach (c); ks = 0.015 cm.s‐1,
Em = 0.215 V, Cdl = 4.32 μF.cm‐2, Atotal = 0.220 cm2, and T = 293.2 K.

For FT‐AC voltammetric experiment, the voltammetric reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐ at polymer‐
BP composite electrodes was measured under the experimental conditions; scanning from
0.6 V to ‐0.2 V at a scan rate of 59.60 mV.s‐1, at room temperature and a perturbation
employing a sine wave (f = 34.98 Hz, ΔE = 80 mV). As mentioned previously, the capacitive
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current contributes only DC component and first harmonic or fundamental component in
AC voltammetry and does not contribute to the second harmonic up to higher harmonics
[32]. In our results, the second harmonic still contains the background current as was
found previously in FT‐AC voltammetric studies at HOPGs with edge‐plane defect sites
displaying both a reversible and an irreversible process for ferrocyanide as reported by
Lee et al [33]. This indicates that the sample has some imperfections, and a heterogeneous
electro‐active surface of which this surface inhomogeneity affects the characteristics of
both the DC and AC voltammograms. The background capacitive charging current is
negligible at the third harmonic. Therefore, FT‐AC voltammograms from contributions of
this complexity are not ideal, therefore no simulations for the reduction of ferricyanide are
reported in this work.
4.4 Conclusions
Voltametric behaviour at novel IP (SIBS, PIB, or PS) SWCNT composite BEs was evaluated
using analyses of DC and FT‐AC voltammograms to ascertain their ability to serve as an
electrochemical platform. Comparison of experimental data with simulated DC and FT‐AC
data are consistent with the nanocomposite BP electrode containing a randomly arranged
array of nano‐/micro‐electrode domains. The composite polymer‐intercalated BP
electrodes have significantly better Faradaic‐to‐capacitive background charging current
ratios compared with bare BP electrodes and give rise to ideal and fast ET processes.
Consequently, significant surface heterogeneity is presented. There was significant
difference in the observed Em values for each of the redox couples between bare BP and
polymer‐intercalated

BP

electrodes,

commensurate

with

different

ET

reaction

mechanisms. The high porosity of the BP contributes to a thin layer diffusion model. The
current response at the significantly less porous polymer‐intercalated BP is interpreted in
terms of a linear diffusion model. IP/SWCNT BP platforms offer significant benefits with
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respect to electroanalytical applications with potential uses in bio‐/chemo‐sensing, as
biofuel cell electrodes, and in the case of SIBS, as biocompatible platforms for cell cultures.
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Introduction

CNT‐inherently CP nanocomposite micro‐/nano‐structures have been recently investigated
for electrochemical and electroanalytical purposes such as biosensors [1], supercapacitors
[2‐4], and energy storage such as batteries [5]. In electrochemical sensing applications,
robust CP/CNT platforms with good electronic communication and transduction of signals
require a good S/N ratio and good stability. In general, CP/CNT hybrid materials offer good
performance for sensing devices [6]. On the other hand, for applications in capacitors or
supercapacitors, CP/CNT nanocomposites also offer high background charging current.
Many modifications of the CNT structure increase the charging performance, contributed
from both the filler and CNT electrode materials and each having their own separate
capacitance. For example, electro‐coating PPY on self‐supported MWCNT membranes
offers remarkably high specific capacitance while the electrodeposited PANI into free
standing BP and CNT network materials improves flexibility [4], capacitance character
presenting a high background charging current [4] and conductivity [7] in the composites.
Therefore, CP/CNT platforms can be used in either sensor or capacitor technologies whilst
IP/CNT BP platforms (see Chapter 4) are not suitable for use in capacitor applications.
Generally, CP/CNT composites provide good attributes for electrochemical sensing
applications. The knowledge obtained in Chapters 3 and 4 directs this chapter to
investigate the CNT/CP platforms as electrochemical sensing platforms. Over the last two
decades, no improvement in ET rates have been obtained from the incorporation of CPs
into a BP architecture. Our findings (shown in Chapter 3) show that a water‐soluble CP,
PMAS, can indeed improve the surface conductivity of PMAS‐intercalated SWCNT BPs but
no significant improvement of the electrochemical properties (ET rates) were found. It was
however found that organic‐soluble CPs improved the Faradaic responses at BP composite
electrodes, due to the higher hydrophobicity of the BP composite electrode surface
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allowing less electrolyte into the internal porous structure. This resulted in lower
background charging currents but the electroactive CPs themselves retain their own
capacitance, giving higher S/N ratios than those of IP composites (Chapter 4).
In general, BPs have rare electrochemical properties in applications of sensing electrode
platforms. The challenges dealt with reduction of charging effect, improvement of redox
responses and S/N ratio, reflecting improved kinetics of reaction at electrodes were
considered. The study of ET properties of standard redox probes at the electrode was
simply elucidated referring to fast signal generation and any beneficial properties in
electroanalysis, as seen in earlier chapters.
This chapter aims to investigate electrochemical properties of two novel CP‐intercalated
CNT BP platforms by analysis of DC and FT‐AC voltammetry. ET kinetics is a key parameter
to elucidate the capability of the two kinds of novel SWCNT BP composites for use as
electrochemical sensing platforms. For an increase in Faradaic response at the BP
electrode structure, two organic‐soluble CPs, PDSTTP and POP, were used for intercalation
process. The performances of the novel composite BPs were examined in comparison with
those of bare BPs. Voltammetric simulations were also used in this chapter to elucidate
important properties of the novel composite BPs.
5.2
5.2.1

Experimental Section
Reagents and Materials

As described in experimental Chapter 2, the fabrication of these BEs is described in
Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. In electrochemical study, 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ solution, 1.00 mM
[Ru(NH3)6]3+ solution, and 1.00 mM FMCA solution in a PBS (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) solution
were prepared.
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Electrochemistry and Simulation

All DC and AC electrochemical measurements were undertaken with a conventional single
compartment, three‐electrode cell as explained in Sections 2.4.7 and 2.4.8. In comparison to
the IP/SWCNT BP composite electrodes presented in Chapter 4, CP/CNT composite BPs
were used as the working electrodes. Before use, these working electrode surfaces were
purged with high grade nitrogen to remove entrapped oxygen or solvent present in porous
structure. The DC and FT‐AC results were also simulated using DigiSim software [8, 9] and
a Monash University Simulation Package program. Simulation is provided in Section 4.2.2.
Because of the complexity of differing conductive domains of the CP‐BP composites, high
heterogeneity, low Faradaic signal, non‐ideal process and the limitation of DC and AC
simulation programs, some voltammograms were not successfully fitted. Therefore,
simulation of both DC and AC results would be based on characteristics of CP‐BP surface.
5.3
5.3.1

Results and Discussion
Comparison of Electrochemical Kinetics at Bare and Inherently Conducting
PolymerIntercalated Buckyelectrodes

To determine any improvement in CP‐intercalated BP architecture, the electrochemical
properties of the novel CP/SWCNT BP electrodes were compared to those of starting raw
BPs. DC and FT‐AC voltammograms of three standard redox couples were recorded on all
CP‐BP electrode surfaces.
It was found that both conducting POP and PDSTTP promote Faradaic responses of the
three redox reactions at their nanocomposite electrodes. Figure 5.1 demonstrates
comparisons of DC CVs of the reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ (Figure 5.1a), oxidation of
1.00 mM FMCA (Figure 5.1b) and reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ (Figure 5.1c)
respectively at both raw BP and PDSTTP‐BP192 electrodes. The CVs for raw BP show no
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Faradaic responses and high background capacitive charging current for all redox
reactions. The shape of the CVs implies the presence of high internal resistance versus an
applied potential range. The Em potentials and ∆Ep values cannot be measured for this set
of voltammograms. The high background current is always observed in this kind of
nanotube material, referring to the low electrochemical reactivity of the BP surface. The
low electrochemical reactivity of CNT based electrodes inversely determines the quality of
the CNTs used which have a small amount of edge‐plane defects (no oxygenic functional
groups), which are responsible for fast ET kinetics. Therefore, the perfect CNTs might have
high degree of basal‐plane like defects offering low electrochemical reactivity (effectively
inert) and no contribution to the charge transfer process [10]. In addition, thin layer
diffusion mechanism would occur in internal porous CNT network structure of raw BP
[11]. More details have been provided in due course in Chapters 1 and 4. To restrict thin‐
layer diffusion effects, blocking the electrolyte to enter into the internal CNT network is
necessary. Consequently, diffusion within the internal structure is limited. Diffusion on
entire electrode surface favours linear diffusion (planar or semi‐infinite) at the BP
composite electrode surface rather than thin layer diffusion in the porous structure made
from CNT networks. Moreover, hydrophobic electroactive surfaces which would be
constructed from organic‐soluble CP‐intercalated CNT networks also repulse redox probe‐
carrying electrolyte away from the internal thin‐film structure. This lack of electrolyte
wetting into an internal CNT network is lower than that of raw BPs.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.1 Comparison of DC CVs observed for (a) reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b)
oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS
(pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) solution at bare BP (black) and PDSTTP‐BP192 (red) at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1
(for (a) and (c)) and 74.51 mV.s‐1 (for (b)), room temperature.

Therefore, redox responses are greatly enhanced and redox reactions follow more normal
planar mechanism with linear diffusion control, indicating the restriction of thin layer
diffusion mechanism in internal porous structure. The intercalated sample data clearly
shows a defined redox couple set of oxidation and reduction peaks with a small ∆Ep value,
indicating fast ET kinetics. The Em values for [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+, FMCA0/+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐
processes at the PDSTTP‐BP192 electrode were found at ‐164, 308 and 229 mV
respectively while the ∆Ep values were observed at 77, 82 and 119 mV respectively. For a
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POP‐BP192 sample, the Em values for the same three redox processes were sequentially
found at ‐152, 307 and 226 mV respectively with the ∆Ep values of 66, 100 and 393 mV.
Within experimental error, it appears that PDSTTP is more effective in promoting ET
properties of PDSTTP‐BPs compared to those of POP‐BPs. The ET rates of the two latter
processes, FMCA0/+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ at POP‐BP192 is slower than those at the PDSTTP‐
BP192 electrode with higher ∆Ep values. Consideration of the midpoint potentials of each
redox reaction at both electrode systems would infer the same ET mechanisms of the redox
reactions. Over the range of the intercalation times in utilised this experiment (0‐192 h), all
∆Ep values (data not shown) are reduced with increasing intercalation time, which
indicates that the ET kinetics have been improved and interaction at the interface between
CNT and CP chains is also more generated. Furthermore, S/N ratios determined from DC
CVs are also decreased but they are higher than those of DC CVs at the IP/CNT BEs.
The model proposed in the previous chapter involving a microarray model is still relevant
here for these CP/CNT BP composite electrodes which consist of mainly two different
electroactive domains. No insulating domain exists in these CP/SWCNT BP composite
electrodes. So, the entire electrode surface is electroactive and behaves like a flat
macroelectrode, generating double‐layer capacitive films. The CVs of redox reactions at
these electrodes show redox responses masked by the high capacitive background current.
There are another two possibilities attributing to the high reduced S/N ratios. One reason
is that, when compared to IP systems (see Chapter 3) the CPs intercalated at lower
maximum mass values (approximately 15 %w/w). Thus, the CP‐BP structure still retains a
high available free volume, allowing electrolyte to form capacitive charging films. Another
possibility is that the CPs add to the overall capacitance with an electroactively porous
structure that forms its own charged double‐layer film. This dominates the background
current of the CVs after the electrodes were intercalated with both electroactive polymers.
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Therefore, S/N ratios at CP‐BP composite electrodes were improved but were less than
those found at IP‐BP composite electrodes.
In contrast, intercalating both organic‐soluble CPs into the pores results in a reduction of
the background current and suggests a more linear diffusional mechanistic redox process
at the composite electrode surface, generating greater redox signal. It is also possible that
both thin‐film layer and planar diffusion mechanisms at the electrodes would be in
competition. As seen in SEM images of CP‐BPs, they still have available pores in the
composite BP structure. Therefore, after intercalation of CPs, the thin‐film layer
mechanism of electrochemical reactions would appear in available remained connecting
pores.
Moreover, although the polymer intercalates into and fills the internal pores, CPs would be
actuating due to the varying scanned potentials which would change the polymer volume.
The CNT network also has the actuating properties which would change pore volume.
During actuation, the polymer‐filled pores of the composites formed by actuating CNT
networks and CP intercalators would change in size, governing thin layer diffusion by
penetration of electrolyte into the structure porosity. Both remained thin‐film layer
structures and their associated capacitances provide the contribution to resulting
background current. In addition, the smaller capacitances of CP intercalators would reduce
the overall background current when compared to the raw BP electrodes.
The reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process shows a strong reversible DC voltammograms at
PDSTTP‐BP192 electrodes with a low background current while for FMCA0/+ and
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ processes the redox couple shows a higher capacitive background current
being resistive versus scanned potential. At the same intercalation time of 192 hours, the
low redox signal and very large ∆Ep value of a [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process were found for POP‐BP
electrode system, corresponding to very slow ET kinetics. This slow ET kinetics at a POP‐
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BP192 electrode in turn shows no higher harmonics in FT‐AC voltammogram (Figure not
shown) which will be discussed later.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.2 Comparison of fundamentals derived from FT‐AC CVs for (a) reduction of 1.00
mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b) oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐,
respectively in PBS (pH7.4, 0.1 M KCl) solution at raw BP (black) and PDSTTP‐BP192 (red).
AC condition employed: a sine wave perturbation, f = 34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 59.60 mV.s‐
1

(for (a) and (c)) or 74.51 mV.s‐1 (for (b)), room temperature.

Fundamentals derived from AC CVs of the three standard redox couples at raw BP and
PDSTTP‐BP192 electrodes are shown in Figure 5.2. After intercalation of the CPs, redox
responses were promoted with lowered capacitive charging currents, compared to those of
raw BP samples. The background currents are comparatively higher than those found in
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IP/CNT BP electrodes (see Chapter 4), which is contributed to by both the CPs and the
CNTs having capacitances. The AC result has good agreement with the DC data above in
which no Faradaic responses over the scan ranges studied were observed for the raw BPs.
Fundamentals for the CP‐BP composite electrodes clearly reveal Faradaic responses as
expected from the DC result, highlighting faster ET kinetics being found after polymer
intercalation. In these fundamental harmonics, S/N ratios of the composite electrodes have
been improved as compared to those of raw BP (see Appendix D). The improved S/N ratios
from CPs are lower than those found at IP‐BP composites. For ferricyanide at PDSTTP‐
BP192 electrode, the fundamental shows a non‐linear background character. No redox
response and reduced background charging current in the fundamental were observed for
ferricyanide at a POP‐BP192 electrode likely due to slow kinetics with very large DC ∆Ep
value (393 mV) whilst other two redox probes at the POP‐BP192 electrodes provides
similar AC behaviour with those of PDSTTP‐BP192 as shown in Figure 5.2. The reduced
background current is from the reasons explained above. As a result, the fundamentals are
contributed to by charging effects and capacitances of both CNTs and CPs.
5.3.2

Comparison of DC Cyclic Voltammograms for Intercalated Buckyelectrodes
with Different Inherently Conducting Polymer Systems

At the same intercalation period of 192 hours, a comparison of DC CVs of three standard
processes at both PDSTTP‐BP and POP‐BP electrodes are shown in Figure 5.3. This figure
compares the electrode kinetics in terms of peak separation (∆Ep) and formal potential
(Em). Over this intercalation time range, the improved Faradaic responses with smallest
∆Ep values were found. All the redox couple processes at both PDSTTP‐BP192 and POP‐
BP192 electrodes except the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process at PDSTTP‐BP192 reveal CVs indicating
the resistance of electrode. A CV of ferricyanide at the PDSTTP‐BP192 presents a well‐
defined reversible redox couple peak while that at POP‐BP192 is close to a pure resistor
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[12]. For the PDSTTP‐BP192 electrode, the Em potential of the [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process is
located at a more negative potential than that of POP‐BP192. The DC CVs for oxidation of
FMCA at both different BP composite electrodes are similar, having the same Em value and
shape, involving the same ET process and diffusion mechanism for the redox probe but ET
kinetics is faster at PDSTTP‐BP192 (lower peak separation). Furthermore, the same Em
value for the reduction of [Fe(CN6)]3‐ at both electrode systems is observed. In comparison,
the POP‐BP192 provides a very small Faradaic signal with very high ∆Ep value, reflecting
extremely slow kinetics.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.3 Comparison of DC CVs observed for (a) reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b)
oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of 1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS
solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1 (for (a) and (c)) or 74.51 mV.s‐1 (for (b)),
room temperature at different CP‐intercalated BEs: POP‐BP192, and PDSTTP‐BP192.
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Intercalation Period Dependence and Electrochemical Reversibility

With reactions of the three standard redox probes, the FT‐AC fundamental harmonic
responses at the CP/SWCNT BEs (PDSTTP‐BPs and POP‐BPs) over different intercalation
periods show different behaviours in term of kinetics and electrochemical reversibility.
Superimposing the oxidation and reduction peak currents is shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5
for the BPs intercalated with POP and PDSTTP, respectively. For both CPs, the longer the
intercalation period the greater the improvement in electrode performance was observed.
This could be distinguished by a decrease in the ∆Ep values, an increased number of
harmonic responses in the relevant power spectra (data not shown), or as highlighted in
Figures 5.4 and 5.5, overlapping of the peak positions for the oxidative and reductive
processes being observed. For a reversible ET process, the peak current positions of all
harmonics should coincide at the Em potential. This plays an important role in protein
electrochemistry to find reversible potentials of ET processes which suffer by masking
with high background currents [13].
Figure 5.4 shows the fundamental harmonic voltammograms obtained for the
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ (5.4a), FMCA0/+ (5.4b) and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ (5.4c) redox processes at POP‐BP
electrodes after different intercalation times. The positions of the reductive and oxidative
peaks for the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ process become coincident for the POP‐BP electrode system
after 120 hours while for FMCA0/+ process it would require a longer intercalation period
above 192 hours. The [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ process only becomes reversible at the longest
intercalation time in the range of the experiment and the FMCA0/+ quasi‐reversible process
was found for all intercalation times. Over this intercalation range (0‐192 hours), no AC
harmonic redox responses of the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ redox couple was generated after
intercalation of POP, caused by very slow ET kinetics (DC ∆Ep value of 393 mV for POP‐
BP192, indicating an irreversible process). This has good agreement with the DC data. The
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background currents were high and reduced with increasing intercalation time (data not
shown), confirming more hydrophobicity on the POP‐BP electrode surface preventing
electrolyte diffusion into an internal porous structure.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4 Comparison of fundamental components derived from FT‐AC CVs for (a)
reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b) oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of
1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at POP‐BPs with
different intercalation periods. AC conditions employed: a sine wave perturbation, f =
34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 74.1 mV.s‐1 (for (b)) and 56.90 mV.s‐1 (for (a) and (c)), room
temperature.
In comparison, the rough ET kinetics for all redox probes at POP‐BPs determined by AC
fundamental peak coincidences can be simply evaluated as follows; kS values for
[Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ > FMCA0/+ >> [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ processes. In general, a longer intercalation
time (≥ 5 day) was required for the CPs, POP and PDSTTP, whilst for the IPs, less than 1
hour was required (see Chapter 4). This was the case for the harmonics generated for the
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FMCA0/+ ET process at the POP‐BP192 electrode as shown in Figure 5.6, and similarly for
PDSTTP‐BP192 electrode (Figure 5.7). Details of the electrochemical behaviour and
kinetics at those electrodes are discussed in Section 5.3.4 below.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.5 Comparison of fundamental components derived from FT‐AC CVs for (a)
reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+, (b) oxidation of 1.00 mM FMCA and (c) reduction of
1.00 mM [Fe(CN)6]3‐ respectively in PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at PDSTTP‐BPs with
different intercalation periods. AC conditions employed: a sine wave perturbation, f =
34.98 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, ν = 74.10 mV.s‐1 (for (b)) and 56.90 mV.s‐1 (for (a) and (c)), room
temperature.
For PDSTTP‐BP electrodes (Figure 5.5), similar effects on electrochemical properties were
found. The kinetics of [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+, FMCA0/+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ processes were improved
with increasing intercalation periods. More improvement was also observed and kinetics
becomes reversible (decreased ∆Ep values) by intercalation with longer times. For all redox
probes, at the longest intercalation period (PDSTTP‐BP192) the oxidation and reduction
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peaks were not fully overlapped with small separations observable, suggesting a quasi‐
reversible process. In contrast, the [Ru(NH3)6]2+/3+ ET process becomes reversible at an
intercalation time of 120 hours for POP‐BP electrodes but the reaction is quasi‐reversible
over all intercalation times for PDSTTP‐BP electrodes. For the one‐ET FMCA0/+ process, the
kinetics at all POP‐BP electrodes is quasi‐reversible while kinetics at PDSTTP‐BP192
becomes almost fully reversible. Moreover, intercalation of PDSTTP polymer at a period of
192 hours promotes a Faradaic response from the [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ process in the
fundamental harmonics, while no observable Faradaic peaks, over this intercalation range,
are shown for the POP‐BP electrode system.
In knowing that with longer intercalation times for CPs the ∆Ep value becomes smaller,
suggesting that the kinetics at POP‐BPs with intercalation times above 192 hours (no
experiment data was collected) would be better. To support this assumption, the ∆Ep
values from DC data for the [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process at POP‐BP24 (110 mV) and POP‐BP48
(75 mV) electrodes are higher than those at POP‐BP120 and POP‐BP192 electrodes (~67
mV) while that at PDSTTP‐BP192 electrode (69 mV) is lower than that at PDSTTP‐BP120
electrode (77 mV). Furthermore, ∆Ep value of DC data for FMCA0/+ process at PDSTTP‐
BP192 electrode (82 mV) is smaller than that at PDSTTP‐BP electrode (145 mV) with
shorter intercalation time of 120 hours while for POP‐BP electrode system at longer time
of 192 hours ∆Ep value for FMCA0/+ process (100 mV) is smaller than that at shorter time of
120 hours (141 mV). To develop the redox signal of ferricyanide at POP‐BP electrodes, the
longer intercalation above 192 hours is therefore required.
As shown in the previous chapter, lowering the separation of AC redox peak currents in the
fundamentals by increasing intercalation time was not found for IP systems. The longer
intercalation time did not significantly affect the electrochemical properties of IP‐BP
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electrodes (∆Ep value). This would be due to the fast rate of IP diffusion into intertube
pores to develop the interfacial interaction between CNTs and IPs. A presence of an extra
peak in TGA result for all interaction times indicates the surface‐bound IP on nanotubes
(see Chapter 3). Consequently, the intercalation of IPs provides the better electrodes at
short time of 1 hour (dramatically reduced ∆Ep values in Figure 4.2).
As found in IP/CNT BP electrodes, the IPs provide better results in term of fast kinetics,
high reversibility and high signal to background current ratio, having significant benefit in
electroanalysis (see Chapter 6). In addition, it was expected that the conductive and
electroactive polymers would offer better composite electrochemical properties than those
for IPs. However, the IPs intercalated into BP architectures are better in terms of
sensitivity or detection limit (low S/N ratio). In this BP architecture, the CPs actually
improve Faradaic process but they still contain high charging effects, providing evidence of
larger S/N ratios unlike in many other electrochemical sensing platform architectures
composed of both CP and CNT [14, 15].
Only the kinetics for the reduction of ferricyanide at the POP‐BP electrodes was not
significantly improved over the intercalation time of the experiments, where no Faradaic
process were found in the fundamental AC harmonics, very small redox signal and very
large ∆Ep values were obtained in the DC CVs. Moreover, as shown in Chapter 3 the POP
improves the surface conductivity of BP sheets while PDSTTP reduces the surface
conductivity of the sheets with increasing intercalation time. In this electrochemical study,
the PDSTTP‐BP electrodes show the improvement in ET properties for all three standard
redox probes whilst POP‐BP do not show significant improvement for a [Fe(CN6)]3‐ probe.
Therefore, no implication that improved electric conductivity of POP‐BPs in which a POP
intercalator allows electron transport, reduces contact resistance in internal structure, or
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reduces uncompensated resistance in the electrochemical cell was found in the present CV
results.
The evidence above suggests that intercalation of both POP and PDSTTP into a BP
architecture requires much longer periods of time to improve the overall electrochemical
properties of their CP‐BP composite electrodes which would involve a slow diffusion of CPs
from the interbundle pores into smaller intertube spacings and a slow development of an
interaction between CNTs and CPs at an interface.
5.3.4 Simulations of DC and AC Cyclic Voltammograms
This section demonstrates some examples of simulations of DC and AC voltammograms for
electrochemical responses at the CP‐BP electrodes, which the experimental and simulated
data for DC voltammogram and AC harmonics are well matched. When comparing the DC
component of an AC experiment (i.e. when ∆E ≠ 0 mV) the simulation results were non‐
ideal. This may be due to a limitation of the simulation software and some other
unforeseen experimental errors. As found in Chapter 4, simulations of the electrochemical
process, and ET were based on either a planar diffusion model (a flat electrode/microarray
possessing fully overlapped diffusion layers of each microdomain, i.e.: planar diffusion) or
a hemispherical diffusion model (a microelectrode array with partially overlapped
diffusion layers or no overlapping). This assumption involving microarray electrode
behaviour is also realistic for CP‐intercalated BP electrodes. The array microelectrodes in
this case are both electroactive CNTs and CPs (either POP or PDSTTP) which would have
different ET kinetics, surface energies and electrochemical reactivities. The microarray
electrodes would be formed by randomly arranged electroactive assemblies of either
highly conductive CNTs or lower conductive CPs. The DC and AC voltammetric experiments
of CP‐BP electrodes were derived from summation of both contributions, either each
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component or both components. Furthermore, CPs itself can be oxidised and reduced
whilst CNTs contain both edge plane and basal plane defects. The electrochemistry at CP‐
BP electrodes would be more complex whilst those at IP‐BP electrodes where present only
electroactive CNT domain. Therefore, some voltammograms of CP‐BPs would be non‐ideal.
With this limitation, some electrochemical results could not be simulated.
Figure 5.6 shows both DC (Figure 5.6a) and FT‐AC (Figures 5b‐f) voltammograms for the
[Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ process at a PDSTTP‐BP120 electrode, overlaid together with the
simulation data. A DC voltammogram for the CP‐BP composite electrode is derived from
the contribution of 755 individually designated array microelectrodes. Each array
microelectrode with an average size of 3.169 × 10‐4 cm2 has a hemispherical‐based
diffusion layer whilst AC simulation was fitted well in the harmonic responses. The ET rate
constant was obtained from both to be 0.025 cm.s‐1, indicating a quasi‐reversible process.
A PDSTTP‐BP electrode was assumed to be a microarray where a hemispherical diffusion
is predominant for this redox process because a CV corresponds to steady‐state
voltammogram rather than peak‐shape voltammogram. A DC voltammogram indicates a
resistive electrode. This is due to the PDSTTP polymerised as a reduced state (insulating).
This polymer intercalated into a BP structure causes the internal resistance, showing
reduction of conductivity.
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.6 Comparison of experimental and simulated profiles for (a) DC CVs, (b) DC
components, (c) fundamental, (d) second, (e) third and (f) fourth harmonics obtained from
FT‐AC CVs for reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in a PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at a
PDSTTP‐BP120 at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1, room temperature. AC and DC simulated data: ks =
0.025 cm.s‐1, α = 0.5, DO and DR = 7.6 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 and 7.8 x 10‐6 cm2.s‐1 respectively,
[[Ru(NH3)6]3+] = 1.00 mM, Ru = 100 Ω, ν = 59.60 mV s‐1, T = 298.2K. Other DC parameters
used were Em = ‐0.170 V, rmicro = 5.8 × 10‐3 cm, Amicro = 3.169 × 10‐4 cm2, Atotal = 0.239cm2, Cdl
= 473.4 μF.cm‐2. Other AC simulated data were Em = ‐0.185 V, Atotal = 0.165 cm2, Cdl = 10
μF.cm‐2.
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(b)

Figure 5.7 Comparison of experimental and simulated DC CVs for reduction of 1.00 mM
[Fe(CN)6]3‐ in a PBS solution (pH 7.4, 0.1 M KCl) at a PDSTTP‐BP192 at ν = 59.60 mV.s‐1,
room temperature. Simulated data based on (a) hemispherical and (b) planar diffusions
are α = 0.5, DO = 6.3 × 10‐6 cm2.s‐1, DR = 7.6 × 10‐6 cm2.s‐1, [[Fe(CN)6]3‐] = 1.00 mM, Ru = 100
Ω, ν = 59.60 mV s‐1, T = 298.2 K. Parameters for (a) are ks = 0.0037 cm.s‐1, Em = 0.232 V, rmicro
= 1.264 × 10‐2 cm, Amicro = 1.505 × 10‐3 cm2, an 158‐microelectrode array, Atotal = 0.238 cm2,
Cdl = 498.3 μF.cm‐2 while parameters for (b) are ks = 0.0030 cm.s‐1, Em = 0.230 V, Atotal =
0.19552 cm2, Cdl = 398.9 μF.cm‐2.
For electrochemistry of [Fe(CN)6]3‐/4‐ at a PDSTTP‐BP electrode, the CV reveals peak shape
characteristics. Although the diffusion mechanism of this redox probe seems to be planar,
the possibility of this electrode to be a microelectrode array is more relevant as found in
Chapter 4. Therefore, simulation was tested using both categories of electrochemical
behaviours for a microarray. Figure 5.7 demonstrates the DC simulations based on
assumption of microarray electrode model with both hemispherical diffusion (Figure 5.7a)
and fully overlapping diffusion layer (planar diffusion) (Figure 5.7b). By visualisation, the
optimised simulation of DC CV was well matched with both assumptions, suggesting the
electrode surface representing a microelectrode array. The average ET rate constants
obtained from planar and hemispherical diffusion models were approximately 0.0037 and
0.0030 cm.s‐1, respectively. For the latter assumption, the electrode array consists of 158
individually designated array microelectrodes with an average size of 1.505 × 10‐3 cm2.
This rate constants obtained have good agreement with a quasi‐reversible process (∆Ep =
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119 mV) and a separation of oxidation and reduction peak potentials in AC fundamentals
(Figure 5.5c), respectively.
Agreement between experimental data and simulation result for both would be caused by
the mixed diffusion mechanism of ferricyanide. During scan potential, PDSTTP would be
oxidised, indicating a conducting state. The entire electrode consists of the microelectrode
domains, both electroactive/conductive CNT and oxidised PDSTTP or each with no
separation by non‐electroactive domains. Therefore, no apparent separation of small
diffusion domains on each CNT domain and of each PDSTTP domain could be found on this
PDSTTP‐BP192 electrode where all diffusion layers appear to overlap completely, resulting
in planar behaviour. Since CNT and oxidised PDSTTP would have very different
conductivities and different ET kinetics or different electrochemical reactivities (different
surface energies), diffusion mechanism at the entire electrode consisting of two highly
different conductive domains with no insulating separation would be the electrode surface
possessing the contributions of a higher conductive CNT microarray and a lower PDSTTP
microarray. Therefore, the mechanism would be contributed from both planar diffusion
and hemispherical diffusion (semi‐planar diffusion). Moreover, the heterogeneity of the
electrode surface is attributed by different ET kinetics of basal‐plane CNT defect, edge‐
plane CNT defect and CP.
5.4

Conclusions

Electrochemical behaviours and characteristics of FMCA0/+, [Ru(NH3)6]3+/2+ and [Fe(CN)6]3‐
/4‐

redox couples at novel CP (POP or PDSTTP) SWCNT composite BPs was elucidated by

using analysis of DC and FT‐AC CVs. Novelty in this chapter is that the organic‐soluble CP
intercalators in a SWCNT network mat structure leads to an improvement of ET properties
at both composite electrode systems. They also have a capability to reduce the effect of
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background charging current masking the Faradaic signal of their BP composite electrodes.
These advantages suggest good signal generation and low limit of detection in sensing
devices. Inversely, using lower conductive CPs improve the electrochemical properties of
highly conducting CNT electrode materials while many reports show that the CNTs
improves the properties of polymers or other composite electrodes such as reinforcement,
electrochemical properties and electrical conductivity. The significantly better S/N ratios
derived from fundamental harmonics at these composite electrodes are approximately
lower than those of the case of IP system. Simulation data for DC and FT‐AC data of the
composite electrodes are also consistent with the assumption that the electrode surface
contains a randomly arranged array of microelectrode domains and faster ETs, compared
to the raw sample. The BP composite structure presents a highly heterogeneous surface.
Less porous structure of CP‐intercalated BP electrodes shows the electrochemical response
analysed in terms of a linear diffusion model whilst a closely linear diffusion was applied in
the case for reduction of ferricyanide at the PDSTTP‐BP electrode. These CP/SWCNT
composite BP platforms suggest significant benefits with respect to electroanalytical
applications.
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6.1

Electrochemical Sensing Applications of Novel Carbon Nanotube Buckyelectrodes

Introduction

Utilising CNT network BP architecture as electrochemical sensing platforms has to date
been limited due to high background charging currents. As such, very few literature
reports on the use of CNTs in this form have been reported. A CNT/nafion BP
nanocomposite film made by solution‐filtration process showed high conductivity,
superhydrophobicity and extraordinary mechanical strength [1]. As compared to GCE, this
platform when used as a working electrode can oxidize NADH at lower potential which has
great potential for NADH chemosensors and dehydrogenase‐based biosensors. A thin‐film
membrane composed of SWCNTs and cellulose ester can also be used as an
electrochemical sensor platform for glucose detection. This flexible platform modified with
gold nanoparticles possesses a high surface area, contributing to high electro‐oxidation
activity to glucose [2]. CNT networks were modified by electrodeposition of CPs (PPy and
PANI) and used as pH sensors with good sensitivity, linearity and stability [3].
Developing CNT platforms which present a high occurrence of electroactive edge‐plane
defects facilitates ET reactions. The electrochemical behaviour of a GCE is related to the
surface structure [4]. Oxidised GCEs have been used to simultaneously determine AA, DA,
and UA [5]. Surface‐nanocrystallised GCE promotes direct ET process of glucose oxidase
due to increased proportion of edge defects, which is suited for mediator‐free glucose
biosensors [6]. This direct ET provides effective communication between the electrode and
the redox biomolecule. Glucose oxidase‐based bioelectrodes can be further explored for
other bioelectrochemical applications such as biofuel cells and biobatteries. CNT electrodes
with active molecules incorporated can be operated at lower overpotentials for use as
chemical sensors [7, 8]. Electrochemical oxidisation of aligned CNT to generate the edge‐
plane defects enables detections of NADH, H2O2 and AA at lower potentials [9]. Many
reports noted that CNT modified electrodes provide low contact resistance between CNTs
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and the substrates [10‐12] ensuring low charge transfer resistance [13] and fast
electrochemical response time. The use of layer‐by‐layer assembled CNT films provided
high selectivity and lower capacitive background current, providing a high sensitivity [14].
Moreover, some CNT electrodes containing metal catalysts offer electrocatalytic activities
[15, 16]. These catalytic electrodes have been used for sensing applications such as a non‐
enzymatic glucose sensor [16].
CNT based electrodes have been widely used for detection of DA, a neurotransmitter, with
high sensitivity, selectivity (no interferences) and stability [17]. The CNT modified SPEs
showed selective detection of DA during presence of AA [18] while MWCNT modified
carbon‐ceramic electrode can determine AA, DA and UA simultaneously [19]. With high
content of edge‐plane defects, GCE modified with single‐walled carbon nanohorn also show
high efficiency to detect these chemicals simultaneously [20] while boron‐doped CNT
modified electrode can determine DA with high sensitivity and no interference from AA
[21]. During electrolysis, the oxidation and reduction of a target molecule (DA) undergo by
a potential required as shown in Equation 6.1. DA involves a two‐electron oxidation
process.

(6.1)

From the findings in Chapters 4 and 5, the present research has reached the goal of this
thesis involving the construction of novel CNT platforms for use as electrodes. These novel
electrochemical platforms reveal significantly improved S/N ratios, faster electrochemical
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reactions (DC and AC electrochemical results), significantly improved Faradaic
responses/signal generation and lowered background current which have many benefits in
electroanalysis [22, 23]. Moreover, diffusion of hydrophobic IPs and CPs into the structure
has been shown to provide a micro‐/nano‐electrode array consisting of randomly ordered
hydrophilic edge‐plane like defects on the surface. A key parameter, high S/N ratio of the
electrochemical IP‐BP platform is suitable for the sensing applications. There are no
reports in the literature where the determination of DA can be obtained at unmodified BPs
and/or BP composites. In a preliminary study, voltammetric peak potentials of AA, DA, and
UA were well‐resolved at fresh/unmodified SIBS‐BP electrodes. The novel SIBS‐BP
platforms are in turn readily accessible for use as sensing electrode to detect DA with no
further modifications. Therefore, in this chapter the application of novel freestanding
SIBS/SWCNT BP electrode in the electroanalysis field is demonstrated. The selectivity and
sensitivity of the novel SIBS‐BP platform were investigated.
6.2
6.3.1

Experimental Details
Reagents and Materials

SIBS‐BEs (batch no. P0317) were prepared as provided in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 with an
intercalation time of 3 days. SIBS‐BE strips were carefully cut down to a size of 1 × 10 mm2.
They were used without any further surface modifications. A role of copper tape
(ProSciTech, Australia), commercial waterproof sealant, and high purity silver paint
solution (fast dry formulation, SPM) were used all as received from the manufacturer. All
aqueous solutions were prepared using Milli‐Q deionised water (resistivity 18 MΩ cm).
The solutions of 10 mM DA, 0.1 M AA, and 2 mM UA were freshly prepared in a PBS buffer
solution (pH 7.4) before the sensing test.
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Electrochemical Sensing Studies

In fabricating the sensing platform, a cut SIBS‐BE strip (1 × 10 mm2) was connected with a
cut copper tape (0.3 × 5 cm2) using flash‐dry silver paint liquid. The connection of the
resulting strip was completely covered with a waterproof sealant, giving protruded SIBS‐
BE working electrode as shown in Figure 6.1. During the electrochemical experiment, with
this electrode design the constant electroactive surface of SIBS‐BE was obtained. For
electrochemical studies, a conventional three‐electrode cell was employed for both DC and
AC cyclic voltammetry and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) throughout chemical
sensors in detection of DA.

Figure 6.1 Schematic diagram for fabrication of protruded SIBS‐BP sensing electrode.
6.3
6.3.1

Results and Discussion
Cyclic Voltammetry

The stability of the electrochemical response at SIBS‐BP electrode was examined (Figure
not shown) in 1 mM FMCA (PBS pH 7.4). No change was observed after successive CVs for
at least 30 cycles while using bare BP electrode revealed an increase in background
current of the CVs due to diffusion of the electrolyte into the internal porous structure.
Intercalating SIBS plays an important role in restricting the diffusion of the electrolyte into
the internal pores of the BP. The voltammetric response at SIBS‐BP electrode showed no
significant change in peak intensities nor in ΔEP and Cdl. The result shows that intercalation
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process into BP structure offers electrochemical stability and reproducibility of the novel
SIBS‐BP composite electrode.
CVs revealed clearly defined oxidation responses for each analytes of interest (AA, DA, and
UA) either separately (Figure 6.2) or as a mixture in solution (Figure 6.3). The CV for
oxidation of DA reveals a fast, reversible ET process (ΔEP = 59 mV at 74.51 mV.s‐1) with a
nearly unity cathodic to anodic current ratio whilst CVs for oxidations of AA and UA show
an irreversible ET process. In addition, the novel SIBS‐BP electrode presents selectivity to
the oxidations to each chemical at different potentials. Figure 6.3 shows the comparison of
the electro‐oxidation performances of fresh SIBS‐BE and bare GCE to AA, DA and UA as a
mixture at a concentration of 1 mM. DA could not be discriminated from AA when a bare
GCE was used. A CV of the mixture at GCE reveals that two peaks are observed for the
oxidation signals of DA and UA (~350 mV and ~540 mV) respectively and AA signal would
be probably overlapped with DA.

Figure 6.2 Comparison of DC CVs of oxidation of each chemical (1 mM AA, 100 µM and 200
µM UA) in PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) at a SIBS‐BE with a scan range from ‐200 mV to 800
mV and a scan rate of 74.51 mV/s.
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In comparison for both electrodes, the SIBS‐BE exhibits shifts in oxidation potentials of all
three species to less positive values which is evident from the well‐defined peaks at
potentials of ~65 mV, ~230 mV and ~355 mV (vs Ag/AgCl, 3 M NaCl) for AA, DA and UA
respectively, as shown in Figure 6.3. Thus, the novel SIBS‐BP electrode has ability to
effectively separate the peak potentials of oxidations of each analyte. This cannot be
obtained for boron‐doped diamond electrode, nor CNT‐carbon composite electrodes [24].
The voltammetric separation of AA and DA or DA and UA is sufficient to allow
simultaneous detection of all species. The performance of SIBS‐BP electrode is similar to an
unmodified EPPGE [24]. This current work demonstrates use of the SIBS‐BEs for only DA
in presences of AA and UA which will show possible aspect later on.

Figure 6.3 Comparison of CVs for oxidation of a mixture of 1 mM AA, 1 mM DA, and 1 mM
UA in PBS buffered (pH 7.4) solution at a SIBS‐BE and a GCE respectively at scan rate 50
mV.s‐1.
Within experimental error, the voltammetric oxidations of each analyte were also studied
using FT‐AC CVs which revealed good agreement with DC results. The results from both
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voltammetric methods are summarised in Table 6.1. The oxidations of DA and UA present
fast ET process at SIBS‐BE which generates the higher harmonic responses.
Table 6.1 Oxidation/reversible peak potentials obtained both from DC and FT‐AC CVs for
oxidations of AA, DA and UA at a novel SIBS‐SWCNT BP electrode
Analyte

DC (mV)

AA

83

DA

UA

175

323

FTAC (mV)
DC

98

Fundamental

59

DC

179

Fundamental

144

second

147

third

128

DC

311

Fundamental

302

second

312

third

302

forth

302

Figure 6.4 FT‐AC fourth harmonic for oxidation reaction of 1 mM UA at a novel SIBS‐BE in
PBS (pH 7.4). The condition employed: a sine wave, f = 35 Hz, ∆E = 80 mV, v =74.51 mVs‐1,
Estart = ‐200 mV, and Eswitch = 800 mV.
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In addition, Figure 6.4 represents the FT‐AC fourth harmonic for oxidation of UA at a novel
SIBS‐BP electrode. The fact that a well defined fourth harmonic is found implies that fast
electron transfer occurs in the mechanistically complex process [25]. This outcome
suggests fast signal generation in electrochemical sensing devices should be available with
these novel electrodes.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.5 (a) CVs for oxidation of 100 µM DA in PBS solution (pH 7.4) at a SIBS‐BE with
different scan rates and (b) plots for anodic (◆) and cathodic (■) peak currents versus
square root of scan rate.
A study on the effect of scan rate on the electrochemical response of SIBS‐BE toward
oxidation of AA, DA and UA showed that the CVs of AA, DA and UA depended on the scan
rate. The typical illustrative well‐defined CVs of 100 µM DA (in PBS, pH 7.4) are shown in
Figure 6.5a. The anodic and cathodic peak currents of all three compounds are close to
linearly increase with square root of the scan rate over the range of 10‐500 mV.s‐1 (see
Figure 6.5b for DA), suggesting that the ET’s for all at the SIBS‐BE are nearly diffusion‐
controlled.
Effect of concentration of AA, DA, or UA on their electrochemical response was examined in
Figure 6.6. The typical CVs of oxidation of DA with different concentrations ranging from
0.10 to 0.57 mM reveal an increase in peak height values due to increasing the DA
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concentration in electrolyte, indicating more level of ET reactions at the SIBS‐BE. With
increasing DA concentration, the oxidation peak position was shifted in more positive
whilst no observable shift in reduction peak position was shown in CVs. Moreover, the
plots of the couple peak currents were performed with linear correlation to concentration
of DA in electrolyte, which would in turn be used in further sensing applications. Because
of no shift of reduction peak in CVs, only the cathodic peak current could be further used
for detection of DA.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.6 (a) CVs for oxidation of DA with different concentrations in PBS solution (pH
7.4) at a SIBS‐BE with scan rate of 50 mV.s‐1 and (b) plots for anodic (◆) and cathodic (■)
peak currents versus DA concentration.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.7 (a) CVs for oxidation of 1 mM DA at a SIBS‐BE in PBS solution with different
pH’s and (b) plots of anodic (◆) and cathodic (■) peak potentials versus pH value at scan
rate = 50 mV.s‐1.
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The electrochemical response of each chemical at a SIBS‐BP electrode was strongly
dependent on the pH value of the electrolyte used in the experiment. The CVs of DA were
recorded at 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution of different pH values (Figure 6.7). The CV
experiment was carried out using a new SIBS‐BP for each pH without control of surface
area. Both anodic and cathodic peak potentials were shifted negatively with increasing in
the pH values (Figure 6.7a). With similar effect, the peak potentials of both AA and UA were
also shifted to more negative values by increasing the pH (data not shown). This is a
consequence of a deprotonation step involved in both oxidation processes that is
facilitated at higher pH. The anodic peak potential of DA shifted from ~460 mV to ~180 mV
with respect the pH from 4.4 to 9.0. The potential diagram was constructed by plotting the
graph of calculated peak potentials versus pH of the solution (see Figure 6.7b). The graph
of anodic peak potential versus pH has good linearity with a slope of ~56 mV/pH which
this behaviour is nearly obeyed the Nernst Equation for equal number of electron and
proton transfer reaction [26]. Therefore, this redox reaction of DA involves two electrons,
and two protons [24, 26].
6.3.2

Differential Pulse Voltammetry

The detection of DA in the presence of both AA and UA using CV is restricted by the
background current and masked by the reduction of DA. The magnitude of the background
current increased with increased scan rate. Consequently, the use of differential pulse
voltammetry was investigated.
AA, DA, and UA coexist in the extracellular fluid of the central nervous system and serum
[27]. The determination of DA has been generally demonstrated in presences of AA and UA
which are main interferences. Figure 6.8 shows a well‐defined DPV for electro‐oxidations
of AA, DA, and UA (PBS, pH 7.4). Peak potentials for all are easily distinguishable where
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high separation between AA and DA and between DA and UA are 205 mV and 125 mV
respectively. This was not observed for a GCE. The performance of this novel superior
SIBS‐BE electrode to promote the voltammetric resolution of AA, DA, and UA would
provide best selectivity of the detection of DA in presence of the other species.

Figure 6.8 DPV for a mixture solution of 1 mM AA, 100 μM DA and 200 μM UA in a PBS
buffer solution (pH 7.4) at a fresh SIBS‐BE. Condition employed: pulse width = 0.05 s, pulse
period = 20 ms, amplitude = 50 mV, scan rate = 10 mVs‐1.
In real circumstance, the case of detection of DA with high voltammetric resolution (no
interferences) and stability is important. In this work, the discriminations and
determination of DA can be performed during the standard additions of DA in presences of
both AA and UA. Under the optimised experimental condition, Figure 6.9 demonstrates
detection of DA using DPV (Figure 6.9a) and calibration curve (Figure 6.9b) with constant
concentrations of AA and UA which remain constant peak currents.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9 (a) DPVs and (b) calibration curve for the standard additions of DA (range of 0‐
86 µM) in a PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) with presence of 1 mM AA and 200 µM UA at a
SIBS‐BP electrode. Condition employed: pulse width 50 ms, pulse amplitude 50 mV, scan
rate 10 mV.s‐1.
The voltammograms reveals a well‐defined resolution detection of DA, AA and UA with
high selectivity and sensitivity. The curve reveals an initial curve followed by a linear
relation of peak current and concentration. Therefore, the polynomial function is employed
for curve fitting. The polynomial fit regression equation for the present concentration
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range (1‐86 µM) is IDPV (µA) = ‐0.025×[DA]2 + 6.6643×[DA] + 46.939. In the range of DA
concentration, the peak intensity shows a polynomial relation with the accepted
correlation coefficient (R2) of 0.9971. Detection limit (S/N ratio = 3) was statistically
estimated about 0.45 µM based on 3 repeating measurements (n) of DPV in the blank
solution. The sensitivity was found at 6.6643 µA.µM‐1.
6.4

Conclusions

Utilising the bare SIBS‐BP platforms as sensing electrode has been successfully
demonstrated for the first time. The SIBS‐BEs would involve their surface acting as a
randomly oriented edge‐plane defect micro‐/nano‐electrode array which shows
voltammetric discrimination of the biomolecules (AA, DA, and UA) as same as those of
EPPGE possessing high density of oxygenic functional groups. These platforms show high
ability and efficiency to drive/facilitate heterogeneous ET reactions of such analytes and to
transduce chemical signal into electronic signal. Sensing DA was studied in the presence of
high concentration of AA (1 mM) and UA (200 µM). The detection limit is of 0.45 µM (S/N =
3, n =3).
From this finding, a new class of CNT electrode platforms, polymer‐BPs, could be further
explored in other electroanalytical, sensing/bio‐sensing, energy storage/conversion,
bioelectronics and bioelectrochemical applications similar to those encountered by other
CNT architectures.
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7.1

General Conclusions/Future Works

General Conclusions

The construction of novel electrochemical CNT platforms for use as electrodes/sensing
electrodes was the aim of this thesis. This research carried out the design and development
of novel electrochemical sensing platforms from a simple randomly ordered CNT structure,
BP architecture, with a very high porosity involving macros‐, meso‐ and nano‐scale pores.
Although many reports show that CNT based electrodes have excellent properties, this has
not been the case for BP structures, when used for sensing. The BPs are strongly
dependent on the quality of the CNT materials utilised. Their chemical and physical
properties are also variable because of these different CNT qualities. BPs generally have
poor properties in sensing electrode platforms, as they present very high background
currents, hiding the Faradaic/redox/electrocatalytic responses.
In fulfilling the objectives of this research project, Chapter 3 successfully demonstrates the
fabrication and characterisation of novel polymer‐SWCNT platforms via intercalation of
polymers into the BP architecture, Chapters 4 and 5 present insights of electrochemistry at
these CNT nanocomposite structure accessible by two versatile electrochemical techniques
which reveal unique electrochemical properties for sensing platforms, and Chapter 6
successfully demonstrates a chemical sensor employing the novel polymer‐BP platforms
for determination of DA which is an important neurotransmitter. The novelty of the thesis
is the development of a new class of superior electrochemical sensing CNT platforms. The
thesis has developed step‐by‐step from basic knowledge (fabrication and characterisation)
to real applications (electrochemical sensors). With the limitations of time and techniques
available, the thesis findings require further investigation before full utilisation on indeed
commercialisation of such a novel composite structure. The research undertaken can be
summarised as follows.
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Initially, the screening of a variety of many polymers was investigated in order to improve
the chemical, physical and electrochemical properties of the BP as shown in Chapter 3. This
chapter outlines the simple preparation and general characterisation of novel polymer CNT
BPs. There are nine polymers used in this study involving six IPs (SIBS, PS, PIB, PU, PLA,
and PLA‐PLGA) and three CPs (POP, PDSTTP, and PMAS). It is the first report of its kind to
report on the intercalation of all these polymers, except PS. All IPs intercalated reinforced
the structure of IP‐BPs. Only two CPs, POP and PMAS, improved the electrical conductivity
due to significantly reduced internal contact resistance. Observable enhanced thermal
stability (complete decomposition at higher temperature) was found for five polymers
(PLA, PLA‐PLGA, POP, PDSTTP, and PMAS). Interestingly, the improvement of
electrochemical properties in terms of sensing platforms such as faster ET rate, better
electrode kinetics (better reversibility), significantly lowered background current and
Faradaic to background current ratios was obtained for five hydrophobic, organic‐soluble
polymers (SIBS, PS, PIB, POP, and PDSTTP), confirmed by using DC and AC CVs which
revealed lower peak‐to‐peak separation and generated higher harmonics of redox
responses at the novel composite BP electrodes intercalated with five such polymers. This
leads to full electrochemical studies, involving designated experiment, modelling and
simulation in Chapters 4 and 5.
As noted in Chapters 4 (SIBS‐BPs, PS‐BPs, and PIB‐BPs) and 5 (POP‐BPs and PDSTTP‐BPs),
the evidence from both DC and large‐amplitude FT‐AC CVs and their simulation clearly
elucidate that the polymer‐BPs act as a randomly ordered nano‐/micro‐electrode array
possessing fast ET processes of the three standard redox couples, better electrode kinetics,
higher electrochemical reversibility and fast signal generation, reflecting short real time
response in device applications. The intercalation of either IPs or CPs gave rise of electrode
heterogeneity of BP electrode surface. Utilising the advantage, coincident feature, of large
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amplitude FT‐AC fundamentals monitors the better electrochemical reversibility due to
intercalation of such polymers, confirming better electrode kinetics and faster ET rate
which generates higher harmonic responses of the FT‐AC CVs. It was also found that the
extension of intercalation periods of CPs showed the ET process becoming highly
reversible whilst IPs require very short periods of intercalation time to obtain better
electrodes having fast electrode kinetics. The IP‐BP electrodes reveal better S/N ratios
than those of CP‐BP electrodes which CPs reveal their own capacitance and still attribute to
overall capacitances of CP‐BP nanocomposite electrodes presenting higher reduced
background current.
An IP‐BP system, SIBS‐BP platform which was preliminarily studied has showed the
voltammetric separation of electrochemical responses for DA and AA. Therefore, IP‐BPs
became the focus for developing a superior sensing platform [1].
For example, this novel electrochemical polymer SWCNT BP nanocomposite platform was
explored for potential sensing applications as reported in Chapter 6. From all three IP‐BP
systems, the novel SIBS‐BE platforms were selected for investigation of the use as sensing
electrodes. As a result, the SIBS‐BE without any surface modification can facilitate the
heterogeneous ET process and reveal voltammetric resolution of AA, DA, and UA in both
DC CVs and DPV. This selectivity to each analyte would be contributed from the edge‐plane
like defects of CNTs and also on the SIBS‐BP surface as a microarray. The detection of DA
using a SIBS‐BP nanocomposite electrode was successfully demonstrated with the
presences of general interferences, AA and UA, which coexist in nature. Importantly, the
superior SIBS‐BE electrode offer the voltammetric separation between AA and DA as high
as 205 mV, which could not be found at a GCE or a boron‐doped diamond electrode. In
general, the voltammetric peaks of AA and DA are always overlapped in many kinds of
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carbon based electrodes which have no ability to detect DA in the presence of AA or AA in
the presence of DA.
7.2

Recommendations, Extension of Research and Future Work

The novel polymer‐SWCNT BP electrochemical platform possesses many advantages for
sensing applications as summarised above, the research presented here not only
contributes to new knowledge/database of electrochemical fields but also could be
extended to novel electrodes for other chemical sensors, biosensors involving
immobilisation of active biomolecules (glucose biosensor), novel metallised/metal oxide‐
modified polymer‐BP electrodes for non‐enzymatic sensors to detect biomolecules
(glucose), novel platforms for gas sensors, etc. As found that hydrophobic polymer‐SWCNT
BPs act like microarray electrodes, they could be explored for determination of heavy
metals with or without further modifications or for any electroanalytical purpose such as
platforms for protein voltammetry. These novel electrode platforms could be used for
other electrochemical fields such as fuel cells, and as bioelectrodes for biofuel cells or
biobatteries.
In IPRI and the ARC Centre of Excellence for Electromaterials Science (UOW), we have been
interested in research fields of future biomedical materials and aimed to develop the
conducting biomaterials or bioplatforms involving polypyrrole, CNTs, polythiophene,
biopolymers, biodegradable polymers, etc. for electro‐stimulated cell‐cultures, for
electrochemically controlled drug delivery/release for tissue/muscle/bone regeneration,
and for drug eluting stents. The novel biocompatible polymer‐BP platforms such as SIBS‐
BPs, PU‐BPs, PLA‐BPs, PLA‐PLGA‐BPs, and POP‐BPs, which reveal freestanding, thin
or/and flexible sheet scaffolds, could be further investigated as future conducting
biomaterials. Furthermore, BPs intercalated with the organic‐soluble biocompatible
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polymers could be loaded with hydrophobic dexamethasone (anti‐inflammatory drug) for
clinical applications.
7.3
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Appendix A
Molecular Structures of Polymers Used
Table A1 Molecular structures of polymers intercalated and their solvents
polymer

Molecular
weight
Mw =
160,362

solvent

Polystyrene
denoted as PS

Mw =
45,000

toluene

Polyisobutylene
denoted as PIB

Mw =
500,000

toluene

Polyurethane‐diol
(dihydroxy‐functional
oligomer, Aliphatic urethane,
urethane 37%)
denoted as PU
Chitosan
(75‐85% deacetylated)

Mn = 320

water

medium
molecular
weight

1% v/v
acetic acid

poly(L‐lactic acid)
denoted as PLA

Mw =
100,000‐
150,000

chloroform

poly(D,L‐lactic acid‐co‐glycolic
acid) copolymers
denoted as PLA‐PLGA

Mw =
66,000‐
107,000

chloroform

poly(3‐octyl pyrrole)
denoted as POP

Not
analysed

dichlorome
thane

poly(styrene‐β‐isobutylene‐β‐
styrene)
denoted as SIBS

chemical structure

toluene
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poly((E)‐4,4’’‐didecoxy‐3'‐
styryl[2,2':5',2'']terthiophene)
denoted as PDSTTP

Mw = ~7.2
kDa

poly(2‐methoxyaniline‐5‐
sulfonic acid)
denoted as PMAS

Mw = 15
kDa

toluene

water
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Appendix B
Raman Shift (cm1) Represent the Fingerprint of SWCNTs in BP Nanocomposites
Table B1 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the SIBS‐BPs
soak time (h)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

190.26

213.4

252.74

280.51

1.2573

1.1125

0.9303

0.8339

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

raw BP (0h)

194.88

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

0.5h

199.51

222.66

262.00

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1321.92

1562.61

1597.32

1h

201.83

222.66

262.00

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

3h

201.83

224.97

262.00

289.77

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

6h

201.83

224.97

262.00

289.77

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

12h

201.83

222.66

262.00

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

24h

199.51

222.66

262.00

289.77

1.1951

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

48h

201.83

224.97

262.00

287.45

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

120h

201.83

224.97

262.00

289.77

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

192h

201.83

222.66

262.00

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32
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diameters (nm)

G’ band
(cm1)

D band
(cm1)

raw SWCNT

RBM peaks (cm1)

Table B2 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PS‐BPs
soak time

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

(h)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

192.57

218.37

257.37

282.83

1.2412

1.0856

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

raw BP (0h)

194.88

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1312.67

1557.98

1595.01

0.5h

197.2

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

1h

197.2

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

3h

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

6h

197.2

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1557.98

1595.01

12h

197.2

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1557.98

1595.01

24h

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1557.98

1592.69

48h

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1557.98

1595.01

120h

197.2

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

192h

197.2

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01
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Table B3 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PIB‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

194.88

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2255

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

raw BP (0h)

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1314.98

1560.29

1597.32

0.5h

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

1h

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

3h

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

6h

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

12h

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

24h

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

48h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

120h

199.51

222.66

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

192h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1595.01
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Table B4 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PU‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

197.2

220.34

259.68

287.45

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

raw BP (0h)

199.51

222.66

262

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

0.5h

201.83

222.66

262

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

1h

201.83

224.97

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

3h

201.83

222.66

262

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

6h

201.83

222.66

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

12h

201.83

222.66

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

24h

201.83

222.66

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

48h

201.83

222.66

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

120h

201.83

224.97

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0519

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

192h

201.83

222.66

262

289.77

1.1805

1.0635

0.8958

0.8061

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32
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Table B5 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PLA‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

197.2

222.6

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0638

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1562.61

1599.63

raw BP (0h)

197.2

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

0.5h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

1h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

3h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

6h

197.2

220.34

259.68

287.45

1.2101

1.0753

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

12h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

24h

201.83

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

48h

201.83

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

120h

199.51

222.66

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

192h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32
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TableB6 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PLA‐PLGA‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

197.2

222.6

259.68

285.14

1.2101

1.0638

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1562.61

1599.63

raw BP (0h)

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

0.5h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

1h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1562.61

1597.32

3h

199.51

222.66

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8198

1314.98

1560.29

1597.32

6h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1597.32

12h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1321.92

1562.61

1597.32

24h

201.83

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1805

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1597.32

48h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1317.30

1560.29

1597.32

120h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1560.29

1595.01

192h

199.51

222.66

259.68

287.45

1.1951

1.0635

0.9042

0.8129

1319.61

1562.61

1595.01
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Table B7 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the POP‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

194.88

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

raw BP (0h)

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1312.67

1557.98

1595.01

0.5h

194.88

218.03

255.05

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9215

0.8268

1312.67

1555.66

1592.69

1h

194.88

218.03

255.05

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9215

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

3h

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

6h

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

12h

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

24h

197.2

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1555.66

1592.69

48h

197.2

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1592.69

120h

197.2

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1312.67

1557.98

1592.69

192h

197.2

218.03

255.05

282.83

1.2101

1.0874

0.9215

0.8268

1312.67

1555.66

1592.69
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Table B8 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PDSTTP‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

192.57

218.03

255.05

282.85

1.2412

1.0874

0.9215

0.8267

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

raw BP (0h)

194.88

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2255

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

0.5h

199.51

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

1h

199.51

220.34

257.37

282.83

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

3h

197.2

220.34

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8268

1312.67

1557.98

1595.01

6h

199.51

220.34

257.37

282.83

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8268

1317.30

1557.98

1595.01

12h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

24h

199.51

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1557.98

1595.01

48h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

120h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

192h

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01
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Table B9 Raman parameters for SWCNTs in the PMAS‐BPs
soak time
(h)

RBM peaks (cm1)

diameters (nm)

D band
(cm1)

G’ band
(cm1)

G band
(cm1)

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

raw SWCNT

192.57

218.03

257.37

282.83

1.2412

1.0874

0.9127

0.8268

1314.98

1560.29

1597.32

raw BP (0h)

199.51

220.34

259.68

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9042

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

0.5h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

1h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1560.29

1595.01

3h

199.51

218.03

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0874

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01

6h

197.2

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1560.29

1595.01

12h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

24h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

48h

197.2

220.34

257.37

282.83

1.2101

1.0753

0.9127

0.8268

1312.67

1557.98

1595.01

120h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1317.30

1560.29

1595.01

192h

199.51

220.34

257.37

285.14

1.1951

1.0753

0.9127

0.8198

1314.98

1557.98

1595.01
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Appendix C
Mechanical Properties of PolymerIntercalated SWCNT BPs
Table C1 Mechanical Property Parameters for SIBS‐BPs
Elastic Modulas
(MPa)
379.85

Maximum Stress
(MPa)
7.731

Break Strain
(%)
5.237

579.47

12.69

3.676

1

658.00

13.96

3.861

3

725.60

19.74

6.719

6

727.73

18.73

5.472

12

763.61

19.82

6.695

24

705.33

19.50

6.385

48

822.02

18.46

4.774

120

809.17

18.87

4.439

192

897.70

20.81

5.730

Soak Time
(h)
0
0.5

Table C2 Mechanical Property Parameters for PS‐BPs
Soak Time
(h)

Elastic Modulas
(MPa)
679.49

Maximum Stress
(MPa)
10.61

Break Strain
(%)
2.876

1174.6

19.52

2.331

1

1279.9

27.43

3.261

3

1373.6

24.72

3.208

6

1204.8

20.29

2.742

12

1206.1

30.22

3.638

24

1358.5

29.02

3.370

48

1387.8

28.29

3.305

120

1276.8

28.73

3.535

192

1304.2

27.32

3.029

0
0.5
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Table C3 Mechanical Property Parameters for PIB‐BPs
Soak Time
(h)

Elastic Modulas
(MPa)

Maximum Stress
(MPa)

Break Strain
(%)

0

726.53

11.92

2.656

0.5

819.00

15.85

3.232

1

926.94

15.96

3.176

3

912.22

18.39

3.718

6

959.69

18.56

4.184

12

921.65

19.33

3.505

24

927.38

17.60

4.250

48

987.80

18.44

3.348

120

898.95

20.87

4.352

192

815.39

20.62

4.992

Table C4 Mechanical Property Parameters for PU‐BPs
Soak Time
(h)

Elastic Modulas
(MPa)

Maximum Stress
(MPa)

Break Strain
(%)

0

487.73

9.538

4.610

0.5

570.93

13.03

8.293

1

606.09

12.31

6.331

3

594.48

13.78

8.348

6

581.96

11.07

7.210

12

591.97

11.73

5.836

24

665.04

13.04

7.283

48

675.65

13.47

8.152

120

637.68

15.42

6.149

192

692.83

15.11

5.977
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Table C5 Mechanical Property Parameters for PLA‐BPs
Soak Time
(h)

Elastic Modulas
(MPa)

Maximum Stress
(MPa)

Break Strain
(%)

0

997.74

17.94

2.278

0.5

1182.0

31.89

3.216

1

1343.1

33.49

3.664

3

1370.6

25.10

2.296

6

1358.4

36.79

3.342

12

1424.7

35.41

3.202

24

1477.5

34.36

3.761

48

1372.8

34.89

3.988

120

1376.7

32.34

3.089

192

1303.2

34.76

3.740

Table C6 Mechanical Property Parameters for PLA‐PLGA‐BPs
Soak Time
(h)

Elastic Modulas
(MPa)

Maximum Stress
(MPa)

Break Strain
(%)

0

422.60

10.40

4.428

0.5

633.46

15.68

3.003

1

654.78

15.22

3.904

3

767.17

16.88

3.409

6

762.12

18.37

3.710

12

771.71

13.88

2.668

24

689.96

16.09

4.163

48

745.44

16.26

3.840

120

755.35

19.49

5.704

192

733.52

15.12

4.018
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Appendix D
Faradaic to Background Charging Current Ratios (Signal to noise ratios) Derived
From FTAC Fundamentals for the Reduction of 1.00 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS Buffer
Solution (pH 7.4) Containing 0.1 M KCl
Table D1 Comparison signal to noise ratio derived from Fundamental AC voltammograms
obtained from reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 1 M KCl) at SIBS‐BPs;
Conditions employed: sine wave perturbation, scan rate = 59.60 mV.s‐1, Estart = 200
mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, and ΔE = 80 mV.
ICdl

ICdl+IF

IF

Faradaic to capacitive background
current ratio (S/N ratio)

EPPGE1

10.274

53.592

43.318

4.22

EPPGE2

35.801

88.680

52.879

1.48

RVC

0.3376

1.286

0.9482

2.81

Raw BP

746.33

749.10

2.7736

3.70 × 10‐3

SIBS‐BP1

0.3274

1.1900

0.8626

2.63

SIBS‐BP6

0.7448

1.3900

0.6453

0.866

SIBS‐BP24

27.2373

332.8748

305.6375

11.22

SIBS‐BP48

88.1214

548.4332

460.3119

5.22

SIBS‐BP72

98.4143

482.2841

383.8698

3.90

SIBS‐BP120

34.7563

95.0224

60.2661

1.73

SIBS‐BP145

86.4456

516.458

430.0124

4.97

Sample
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Table D2 Comparison signal to noise ratio derived from Fundamental AC voltammograms
obtained from reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 1 M KCl) at PS‐BPs;
Conditions employed: sine wave perturbation, scan rate = 59.60 mV.s‐1, Estart = 200
mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, and ΔE = 80 mV.
ICdl

ICdl+IF

IF

Faradaic to capacitive background
current ratio (S/N ratio)

EPPGE1

10.274

53.592

43.318

4.22

EPPGE2

35.801

88.680

52.879

1.48

RVC

0.3376

1.286

0.9482

2.81

Raw BP

746.33

749.10

2.7736

3.70 × 10‐3

PS‐BP05

173.28

894.41

721.12

4.16

PS‐BP1

231.51

587.54

356.03

1.54

PS‐BP3

231.57

606.09

374.51

1.62

PS‐BP6

184.53

518.34

333.81

1.81

PS‐BP12

122.94

454.06

331.12

2.69

PS‐BP24

168.01

412.04

244.02

1.45

PS‐BP48

136.71

532.89

396.19

2.90

PS‐BP120

104.13

545.44

441.32

4.24

PS‐BP192

77.839

355.56

277.72

3.57

Sample
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Table D3 Comparison signal to noise ratio derived from Fundamental AC voltammograms
obtained from reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 1 M KCl) at PIB‐BPs;
Conditions employed: sine wave perturbation, scan rate = 59.60 mV.s‐1, Estart = 200
mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, and ΔE = 80 mV.
ICdl

ICdl+IF

IF

Faradaic to capacitive background
current ratio (S/N ratio)

EPPGE1

10.274

53.592

43.318

4.22

EPPGE2

35.801

88.680

52.879

1.48

RVC

0.3376

1.286

0.9482

2.81

Raw BP

746.33

749.10

2.7736

3.70 × 10‐3

PIB‐BP05

68.364

673.57

605.21

8.85

PIB‐BP1

57.032

274.12

217.09

3.81

PIB‐BP3

54.705

392.71

338.00

6.18

PIB‐BP6

43.589

345.72

302.13

6.93

PIB‐BP12

8.600

181.10

172.50

20.1

PIB‐BP24

65.318

492.80

427.48

6.54

PIB‐BP48

45.435

432.74

387.31

8.52

PIB‐BP120

30.898

234.64

203.74

6.60

PIB‐BP192

14.776

234.19

219.41

14.8

Sample
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Table D4 Comparison signal to noise ratio derived from Fundamental AC voltammograms
obtained from reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 1 M KCl) at POP‐BPs;
Conditions employed: sine wave perturbation, scan rate = 59.60 mV.s‐1, Estart = 200
mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, and ΔE = 80 mV.
ICdl

ICdl+IF

IF

Faradaic to capacitive background
current ratio (S/N ratio)

EPPGE1

10.27

53.59

43.32

4.22

EPPGE2

35.80

88.68

52.87928

1.48

RVC

0.3376

1.286

0.9482

2.81

Raw BP

746.33

749.10

2.774

3.70 × 10‐3

Raw BP

n/a

821.40

n/a

n/a

POP‐BP05

403.00

564.76

161.76

0.401

POP‐BP1

334.86

521.54

186.68

0.558

POP‐BP3

376.74

580.44

203.70

0.541

POP‐BP6

272.82

471.97

199.16

0.730

POP‐BP12

218.51

275.43

56.922

0.260

POP‐BP24

264.32

694.57

430.25

1.63

POP‐BP48

0.6765

1.709

1.032

1.53

POP‐BP120‐1

0.3717

1.330

0.958

2.58

POP‐BP120‐2

0.6219

1.465

0.843

1.36

POP‐BP192‐1

0.3646

1.666

1.301

3.57

POP‐BP192‐2

0.6920

1.805

1.113

1.61

Sample
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Table D5 Comparison signal to noise ratio derived from Fundamental AC voltammograms
obtained from reduction of 1 mM [Ru(NH3)6]3+ in PBS (pH 7.4, 1 M KCl) at PDSTTP‐
BPs; Conditions employed: sine wave perturbation, scan rate = 59.60 mV.s‐1, Estart =
200 mV, Eswitch = ‐600 mV, f = 34.98 Hz, and ΔE = 80 mV.
ICdl

ICdl+IF

IF

Faradaic to capacitive background
current ratio (S/N ratio)

EPPGE1

10.27

53.59

43.32

4.22

EPPGE2

35.80

88.68

52.87928

1.48

RVC

0.3376

1.286

0.9482

2.81

Raw BP

746.33

749.10

2.774

0.0037

Raw BP

n/a

821.40

n/a

n/a

PDSTTP‐BP05

498.40

581.55

83.151

0.167

PDSTTP‐BP 05‐2

523.74

602.41

78.656

0.150

PDSTTP‐BP1

455.29

639.60

184.31

0.405

PDSTTP‐BP3

400.00

534.79

134.80

0.337

PDSTTP‐BP6

108.79

194.97

86.185

0.792

PDSTTP‐BP12

164.37

325.26

160.89

0.979

PDSTTP‐BP24

374.46

684.00

309.54

0.827

PDSTTP‐BP48

39.166

185.97

146.80

3.75

PDSTTP‐BP120

23.193

211.20

188.01

8.11

PDSTTP‐BP192

78.390

343.10

264.71

3.38

Sample
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